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Move Will Abolish State Air Fleet

Brown To Sell Planes For.
Teacher, State Pay Raises

HOSPICE SESSION — Approximately 23 ministers from Murray and Calloway County attended a special meeting
of the Hospice Program today in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board room. The program deals with the
care of terminally-ill patients and their families. Started in January, the Hospice Program is headed by Dr. Ruth Cole,
director, who addressed the group on several ways to care for patients. The program is sponsored by the local
hospital. All workers in the program are volunteers.

Swim Team, Theatre Spokesmen
Inform Parks Board Of Programs
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
Representatives of the MurrayCalloway County swim team and the
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre Arts told of their programs activities at Tuesday night's MurrayCalloway County Parks Board meeting.
Bill Rayburn, swim team president,
said last year's team, which had 80
members, utilized the large park pool
for practice sessions from 8 to 10 a.m.
five days a week from June 1 through
July 31. He requested a similar arrangement for the coming season.
The team plans to hold four or five
dual home meets, including the Jaycee
Invitational Meet, and three away
meets. The home meets are held Saturday morning at the park pool complex.
Rayburn noted that most away meets
are seheduled in the afternoon and that
teams traveling to Murray sometimes
find it inconvenient to arrive for morning meets. The board granted permission for the team to schedule no more
than two late afternoon swim meets
Richard Valentine, Community
Theatre director, and Margaret Boone,
theatre president pro-tem, said the
theatre group has averaged two major
productions a month throughout the
year.
This summer, Valentine said the fifth
annual -Playhouse in the Park" is set
for Thursday. Friday and Saturday
nights beginning the first week of June
and continuing through the second
week in August.
An outdoor drama will be held at the
old freight depot every three weeks, in
addition to weekly -Sunday matinees,
weekly puppet theatres, and youth
classes five days a week.
In related business, the board

adopted a resolution detailing terms of
payment of the Community Theatre's
electric bill.
A meter was installed at the depot in
December according to a March 1979
agreement by the parks board and the
theatre board stipulating, the theatre
board would pay all utility bilLs in the
enclosed portion of the depot.
The parks board furnished electricity
for the depot from May, when the utility
was connected, until December of last
year.
A parks employee will read the meter
on the 15th of each month. The electrical charges will be computed and the

Four Arrested After
Recent Break-Ins
au4irities, the spokesman said.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office of'—dmon also was charged with
ficials, along with members of the Kentucky State Police detectives' division,
receiving stolen property over $100 in
connection with items stolen from the
made four arrests following recent
Clayborn McCuiston residence, Route
break-ins in the area, a sheriff's
5, the spokesman said.
spokesman said.
Bond for Dedmon was set at $15,000,
Wayne Dedmon, 21, Route 6, was
the spokesman said.
charged with third-degree burglary,and
theft by unlawful taking over $100 in
Allen Dedmon. 18-year-old brother of
connection with the theft of several sets
• Wayne, was charged with third-degree
of hubcaps and personal items from
burglary and theft by unlawful taking
Carl.) Howard's Auto Auction, the
over $100 in connection with the breakspokesman said.
ins at the lake residence and the auto
Dedmon, who had been 'released on
auction,the spokesman said.
bond after a separate arrest Friday on'
•
Already in the Calloway County jail
previous charges, also was charged
on previous charges, Allen Dedmon's
with second-degree. burglary and theft
bond was set at $10,000 ($5,000 each for
by unlawful taking over $100 stemming
the current and previous charges), the
from several items stolen from a
spokesman said.
lakeside residence, the spokesman
James Butler, 26, Route 6, was chargsaid.
ed with second-degree burglary and
Most of the items were recovered by
two counts of theft by unlawful taking

Robert Miller Files For County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller, Calloway County
• judge-executive, today filed for reelection to that office.
In making his announcement, Miller
said, "There are now several projects
of communitywide interest in the process of development which I and other
interested citizens have been involved.
It would be my hope that I could see
these projects through to completion."
Miller listed among these projects:
the purchase of the pest office and
reorganization and relocation of courthouse offices and functions; procurement of the community development
grant for the Dexter community; the
purchase of land in Hazel and the
development of a mini-park in Hazel
and Dexter adjacent to the existing
community centers; if federal money is
available, the development of a minipark in Kirksey, Almo, Lynn Grove,
Faxon and New Concord; ditching and
reshaping or each road in Calloway
County, both gravel and blacktop, and
continuing to blacktop and doubleseal
on the main gravel roads as money is
available; the replacement of all
wooden bridges with pipes, concrete
bridges or fords; and location of an in&lethal project to use the Tappan
building and provide new jobs.
"Overall, we have excellent facilities
and I feel we have made great progress
in the past several years," Miller said.
"I invite anybody interested to corn-

bill mailed to the theatre by the parks
department no more than five days
later.
Payment will be due the eighth day of
the month with a 10 percent late penalty
assessed on that date. If payment is not
received within 10 days after assessment of the late penalty,a notice will be
mailed advising the group that electrical service will be terminated after
30 days.
The park will begin advertising for
the positions of pool director and
lifeguards for the summer months, according to Gary Hohman, parks director.

$100, the spokesmon•said-. His arrests stemmed from two residence
break-ins and theft of lumber from a
house under construction, the
spokesman said.
Bond was set • at $10,000, the
spokesman said.
Sammy Smith, 18, was charged with
two counts of theft by unlawful taking
over $100 and second-degree burglary,
the spokesman said.
The charges stem from a residence
break-in with Butler and the lumber
theft, the spokesman said.
Bond was set at $10,000,' the
spokesman said.
Over

All-Kentucky City
Presentation Heads
City Council Agenda
Robert D. Miller
pare what Calloway County has with
other counties. However, we need to be
progressive and continue to take advantage of all federal and state programs
which provide money to construct and
operate programs."
Miller said he hoped to expand senior
citizens programs and home health services if he is re-elected.
He is married to the former Patricia
Mason, and they reside at 321 iouth 9th.
St. They are the parents of three sons —
Dr. Tripp Drake III, Lexington; Dr.
Dan Miller, Murray; and Chris Miller,
Murray. They have two granddaughters — Melissa and Patricia
Drake of Lexington. The Millers attend
the Doran Road Church of Christ.

The presentation of the-City of Murray's entry in the All-Kentucky City
contest will highlight the regular
meeting of the Murray City Council
Thursday.
David Graham, chairman of the project for the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Conunerce, will make the
presentation at the 7:30 p.m. meeting.
Also at the meeting,the council will:
• Be presented with the annual audit
of the Murray Water and Sewer
System.
• Receive the annual audit of the Murray Tourism Commission and its 1981
pronosed budget.
• 7ons(der appointments to the Murray Electric System board and th4
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
board.

RFC,"

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.. AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown -Jr. has decided to sell
the state's air fleet to help offset a pay
raise next year for public school
teachers and state employees.
The decision not to cut the $10 million
budgeted for teacher pay raise and
$1.1 million allocated for state
employees' salaries was made in the
final hours of the administration's
deliberation on budget reductions,
Brown said Tuesday at a press conference.
Abolishing the state air fleet and cutbacks in the Commerce Cabinet will
save about $11.9 million, he said. In addition, he said, air-travel funding for
state agencies was cut by $1.1 million.
On Monday, Brown said he will not
seek a tax increase to make up the
state's anticipated $185 million revenue
shortfall during the next fiscal year.
"A governor, during difficult
economic times, needs to lead by example," Brown said Tuesday, adding that
the budget cuts have "made the job so
attractive, I don't think anyone else
would want it,"
Brown's purchase of a $1.8 million
Sikorsky helicopter prompted criticism
from some state legislators, and those
disagreeing with the purchase have
said Brown used the helicopter primarily to commute from his home in Lexington to Frankfort.
Last month, two legislative committees decided that the purchase of the 14seat aircraft was illegal because the
state did not comply with a 1980 law on
buying equipment. They also conceded
that there was nothing they could do
about it.
Brown continued his defense of the
helicopter Tuesday, saying he favored
its purchase for safety reasons and
because it gave state officials easier acto many parts of the state.
The administration will keep a twoseat Jet Ranger helicopter and Natural
Resources Secretary Jackie Swigart
will have the option of trading in a
"broken-down" helicopter for a new.
small one, Brown said.
Brown said he will continue to travel
around the state. but "a whole lot less
and a lot slower."
"You're not going to fly in that little
dude i the Jet Ranger unless the land is
level and the sky is bright," he said.
And, paraphrasing former President
Richard Nixon, Brown added, "You

the press won't have [lie Sikorsky to
kick around anymore."
The budget cuts in the Commerce
Cabinet amount to about $8.4 million
and include the elimination of the
state's overseas offices. Kentucky
opened a development office in
Brussels almost five years ago and had
planned to open one in Tokyo this spring.

Eliminating the offices will sace
some $925,000, Brown said, and the
state will redirect its econoinD _
development efforts to focus on the
financial community in New York.
Funding for the New York office Will
increase by $170,000, and Brown probably will be traveling more when the
cabinet generates leads on international investment or trade.

Congress Making No
Promises About Cuts
WASHINGTON 1API — Congress is
making no promises about what President Reagan's proposals for $48.6
billion in spending cuts will look like
after it finishes testing the political
winds, but congressional leaders vow to
complete work on some kind of
economic package this summer.
"He won the election; he is entitled to
the chance to see if his program
works," said Sen. Alan Cranston, assistant Democratic leader in the Senate.
But the
Californian
added:
"Congress will disagree in specifics
where we think people are being hurt.
Congress doesn't give a blank check to
any president."
The administration's plan would save
$409 billion in the next five years, about
threequarters of the reductions needed
to meet Reagan's goal of balancing the
budget in 1984.
The package sent to Capitol Hill Tuesday contains reductions in 300 domestic
programs from the projections left by
former President Carter and shoots for
total spending of $695.3 billion in fiscal
1982.
"The thundering herd of sacred cows
has now been reduced to a handful,"
said White House budget director David
A. Stockman.

City Board Resets
Meeting To Tonight
The meeting of the Murray Independent Board of Education has been
changed to 7 tonight instead of
Thursday.
According to Superintendent Robert
Glin Jeffrey, the rescheduling was
because of the regional basketball tournament set to begin Thursday.

But House Speaker Thomas
O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., said the package
left too many questions unanswered
and predicted the current surge of pro.
Reagansentiment will abate "when
people truly appreciate" what the cuts
will mean to the nation.
"Then," O'Neill said, "the wind will
blow,"

County Students
To Take Tests
Of Basic Skills
All students in the Calloway County
schools will be taking the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills.
These tests assist school officiaLs
pinpointing specific areas of ethic:,
tional strengths and weaknesses or
enable the schools to plan the most appropriate educational program for individual students.
Students in grades 1, 2, 4 and 6 will be
tested March 17-19.
Eighth grade students will be tested
March 24-26 and seventh graders April
21-23.
•
Grades 3, 5, 7 and 10 will be tested
early April.
Parents can be extremely helpful in
fulfilling these goals by encouraging
good attendance on testing dates and
making sure their children have plenty
of rest and a good breakfast before
testing.
The public will be invited to a public
hearing concerning the results of these
tests in April. Results of last year's
tests will be discussed and the public
will be encouraged to have inpu,,t into
the plans for educational improvement .

Confidence Enabled Pam Wright
To Win Miss Murray State Title
• The crowd was silent, the lights dim.
A confident freshman took the stage
and the title of Miss Murray State
University with her rendition of
"Maybe This Time" from the musical
"Cabaret."
The night was _April 26, 1980. The
event was the 19th annual Miss Murray
State Scholarship Pageant and the
freshman was Pam Wright of Paducah.
Now, a year later, Miss Wright still
finds pageants an outlet for. her talent.
As a result of winning the Miss Murray
State title, Miss Wright participated in
the Miss Kentucky Pageant in June
1980. She did not place, but was not
deterred.
Miss Wright returned home and won
the Miss Paducah 1981 title in July, giving her a second chance at the Miss
Kentucky title this July.
Miss Wright thinks that her interview
at the 1980 Miss Kentucky Pageant was
her downfall.
"I let them intimidate me," she said.
"But, this time I'll know not to let them
get the upper hand."
Back on campus as the reigning Miss
Murray State, Miss Wright doesn't
mind that in less than six weeks she
must give up her title.
"I'm not sad about giving up the
crown. I just think of all the wonderful
experiences I've had as Miss MSU and
all the truly good people I've met."
In Miss Wright's view, passing the
crown gives her another opportunity to
perform, which she loves to do. Along
with singing, Miss Wright also will be
the mistress of ceremonies for the 1981
pageant on March 28.
The curtain goes up at 7:30 in Lovett
Auditorium. Tickets will be $3 adult and
$2 children, and may be purchased at
the Murray State Student Government
Office or at the door.
When asked what enabled her to win
the Murray State and Paducah titles,
Miss Wright replied, "I sold my song to

enciv

Pam Wright
the audience.
"Yon don't have to be the most

beautiful girl to be Miss anything. ye:
just have to be able to sell yourself."
As a 5-foot-5-inch, 120-pound brunette,
Miss Wright does not have any trouble
selling herself. She is a beauty queen.
Attractive and well-dressed, she is very
outgoing.
_.
.
Miss Wright has a 3.2 grade point
average at Murray State, where she is a
sophomore. Her involvement with
beauty pageants helped her decide to
major in music. Miss Wright had been a
biology major. Performing in pageants
renewed her love for music.
In preparation for a pageant Miss
Wright runs one and one-half to two
miles a day. She works with friends and
choir directors on her singing routines.•
She reads for hours on current events:. - •
"It's all a matter of getting into a
routine," she said. "Preparing for a
pageant is just bettering'myself."
Is a beauty pageant worth the work •
According to Miss Wright, it is.
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The focus is on consumers today. On Page I of Section Ft, Sherri
McDaniel's "Consumers' Affairs" column and the Murray High School
consumer education class' survey of area supermarkets appear.

today's index
Two Sections —24 Pages
Aces
5-A
Classifieds
6-B,7-B
Comics
6-B
Crosswords
6-B
Deaths & Funerals
16-A
Dear Abby
3-A
2-A
Dr. Lamb
3-A
Horoscope
2-A, 3-A
Local Scene
4-A
Opinion Page
10-A, 11-A
Sports

clear
Mostly clear tonight, low in the
low 30s. Sunny Thursday, high
around 60.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
dry and warm conditions Friday
through Sunday, with highs in the
60s and lows in the mid to upper
30s.
Lake Levels
Barkley Lake
154 95
Kentucky Lake....
355.09
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Speak At Delta Kappa Gamma
1

Vows To Be Read
In April Ceremony

The western Kentucky
chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma for women educators met
for a luncheon meeting in the
Commons area of MO field
High School on Saturday Feb.
28. Dr Alta Presson, chapter

Alberta t'hapinaii, of the Bank of Murray Their
Dr
president, introduced the
hostesses for the meeting A ho chairman of the Professional topics focused on "Careers for
were Beth Belote, Katie Affairs l'ununittee, presented Women- with special eniDoron, Imogene Heath. %ter- the two guest speakers, Neva phasis given to succeeding as
ra. Virginia
McIntosh, Gray Albritton and Marjorie women in the world of work
Miss Tammie Allen,
Both and how to invest wisely.
Augusta Merry man. and Bet- Dunn of Murray
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
speakers are vice-presidents
ty Rogers.
At the conclusion of the lunWilliam E. Allen of Marshall
cheon and the program. a
County, announces her
business meeting was held
engagement to' Michael J.
with Dr. Presson presiding.
Mary Lassiter. treasurer, Schroader, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Schroader of Murreported that additional conray.
tributions had increased the
The bride-elect is a former
December Scholarship Aucemployee of the former Taption total to over $600.
pan Stove Company of MurThe next inciting will be a
ray. Mr. Schroader is presentluncheon meeting planned for
ly employed at the General
Saturday. May 2, at Barkley
Tire and Rubber Company,
I.odge, Cadiz.
Mayfield.
Forty-five persons were preThere will be a quiet wedsent and those attending from
ding ceremony on Friday,
Calloway County were Beth
April 17. A reception will be
Belute, Dr. Alberta Chapman,
held the same day from 5 to 7
Myrtelle Futrell, Vanda Gibp.m. at the home of Mr. and
son, Verda Happy, Dr.
Mrs. Dan Jones, 1506 Henry
Mildred Hatcher, Mary Alice
Street, Murray.
Humphries, Mary Lassiter.
Close friends and relatives
Lassiter, Mavis
Ruth
are invited to attend. No inMcGarnish, Mararette McMR. F.H.A. - 5ane Jackson was honored by Murray High School FHA members as
vitations will be sent.
Cuiston, Dr. Alta Presson, Dr.
Mr. FHA recently. The student body voted on three finalists paying I' per vote.
Halene Viser, Pauline WagProceeds will be used for the FHA scholarship fund. Kim Oles and Kathy Roberts were
gener, Ittiberta Whitnah, and
chairmen for the event. In photo are, from lefj, Gina Shipley; Eddie
Rogers, 2nd runguests, Neva Gray Albritton
ner-up; Kathy Roberts: Jackson, Kim Oles; Tarry Cavitt, 1st runner-up.'
and Marjorie Dunn.
SOAKING APPLES
Soaking apples in boding
water for a few minutes will
SCOTT BOY
allow easy peeling of skins
3-1-81
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Scott
without a aste.
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
of South Fulton. Tenn., anDISMISSALS
nounce the birth of their third
Mrs. Donna F. Scott, 95
child, a boy, Jason Lovejoy ,
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Riviera, Murray; Mrs. Lisa G.
weighing seven pounds one
DEAR DR. LAMB - After the body or is it eliminated consumption of caffeine in West and baby boy, Rt. 2, Benounce, born on Thursday,Feb.
coffee, tea, colas and choco- ton; Joe Ned Burnett, Rt. 1,
26. . at the Obion County reading an article in the news- each day?
paper about the effects of
DEAR READER - First, I late. We have a society with a
Kirksey; Rickey N. Clark,
General Hospital. Union City, caffeine on the
body I was
would like to point out that lot of people who need or take 1302 Poplar Street, Murray;
Tenn.
able to eliminate some feelyour symptoms of anxiety and tranquilizers but who still Toy Lennis
Wyatt, New ConTheir other children are ings of lightheadedness and
nervousness are not unusual consume large amounts of
t'hristopher Shawn, 4, and some weird feelings I'd been
in people who consume a lot "liquid go pills" in the form of cord.
Mrs. Sandra K. Jones, Rt. 7,
experiencing by reducing the
of coffee. Caffeine in coffee is caffeine-containing beverKelli Rochelle, 2.
Murray; Mrs. Donna R. Boyd.
a brain stimulant. I do think ages.
Grandparents are the Rev. amount of caffeine in my diet
Is the amount of caffeine in
Caffeineism also occurs in 701 Broad, Murray; Jerry C
that a major portion of the
and Mrs. William T. Atkins of 97 percent
caffeine-free cofAmerican population, would school children from an Ryan, 8 Hales Trailer Court,
South Fulton, Tenn., Luther fee sufficient to affect the
feel less anxious and function excess intake of colas and Murray;
Mrs. Thelma E. MorScott of Murray, and the late body if one cup is consumed a
better if they eliminated or chocolate. And young people's
day? Is caffeine cumulative in
Martha Scott.
significantly curtailed the nervous systems are more rison. Rt. 3. Murray; Nicole C
sensitive to caffeine than Vaughan, Rt. 1, Hardin.
adults.
Mrs. Tempie L. Scott, Rt. 8.
Now. 97 percent caffeine Murray; Mrs. Amy 0
free means there is no signifi- Barnett, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs
cant amount of caffeine in the
coffee. But decaffeinated cof- Irene L. Dick, Rt. 4, Murray;
fee can still be irritating to a Virgil L. Farris, 609 South
sensitive digestive system, Eighth Street, Murray; Mrs.
causing bowel complaints and Margie Sue Fulton, Rt, 3, Murburning in the pit of the stom- ray.
ach.
The amount at caffeine in 3-2-81
coffee, tea and Other sources
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
is listed in The Health Letter
Cherry, baby boy (Rita? Rt.
number 14-4, Controversial
Beverages: Coffee, Tea. Colas 4, Box 712, Murray.
and Chocolate, which I am
Malone, baby boy-(Kimbersending you. Others who want ly t, 622 North Fourth Street,
this issue can send 75 cents Murray.
with a long, stamped, selfDISMISSALS
addressed envelope for it to
Mrs. Teresa J. Duncan, Rt.
me, in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City 2, Murray; Mrs. Norma J.
Station, New York, NY 10019. Ladd, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Lois
Caffeine is not accumula- V. Marsh, CR Box 99, New
tive unless you drink a lot in a Concord; Mrs. Kathy L. Forshort time. Generally, its initial effects are gone in about rester, Rt. 1, Dukedom,
FHA MARDI GRAS PROJECT - The Murray High School FHA club held a cake walk at
four hours. But it causes the Tenn.; Jerry L. Lassiter, 807
the recent Mardi Gras sponsored by the Murray High French and Spanish Clubs.
body to produce an excess North 18th Street, Murray;
amount of adrenaline which Mrs. Ida B. Hargraves, Rt. 2.
Proceeds will be used for the FHA scholarship fund. In photo are, from left, Lisa
may affect you longer. And Hazel; Mrs. Dorothy I.
Bogard, Kim Wilham,Sherri Wildey, Emily Apperson and Kelli Crawford.
people do develop a tolerance Rogers, 1609 Wiswell, Murray.
to coffee. I don't think your
Joe D. Thorn, Rt. 2, Benton;
one cup of decaffeinated coffee will bother you unless you Mrs. Debra A. Casey, Rt. 1,
have digestive complaints.
Dukedom, Tenn.; Mrs. Annie
DEAR DR. LAMB - You Rubena Peal, Rt. 2, Haze4,
said that once a person has Roger Steven Gordon, 2109
Italian
Hamburger
wrinkles the only thing to do Brookhaven, Murray; Mrs.
Spaghetti
& Chopped Steak
The Society for the Preser- preparing for the 98th Big for them is to use moisturiz- Jean Schroader and baby girl,
Special
vation of Southern Harmony Singing on Sunday. May 24, ers. You said the best moistur- Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Jen Lea
Special!
izer for this was petrolatum
Only
Singing will return to its mon- according to Mofield.
(Vaseline). Well, I hear that it Snow and baby boy, Rt. 2,
/ Only
thly practice schedule in
makes hair grow on the face. Puryear,Tenn.
March after a winter hiatus.
Is that true?
Leroy Todd, Rt. 1, Alm,
Instead of the last Thursday
DEAR READER - False. Mrs. Flora E. Harris,
with garlic bread
BOY
BRIT1
at the Benton Library, the
All that inert moisturizers •Atrestview Nursing Home,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Britt such as Vaseline do is to form
with
meeting will be at 7 p.m. FriMurray; Robert Kirks, F3
salad 40'
of
a
parents
the
Sedalia
are
of
a
film over the surface of the
day, March 27. at the Lake
Southside Manor, Murray;
extra
fries
born
Rhyn,
Kenneth
skin
so
the
boy,
baby
moisture
normally
Haven Rest Home, 641 South,
in your skin doesn't evaporate Thomas Blair, Rt. 1, Farmon Monday. Feb. 16, at the
69' Special For kids
Benton.
and let your skin dry out. The ington; Nolan M. Penick, Rt.
County
Murray-Calloway
Inv& dining only
According to President Ray
retained moisture that accu- 1, Murray; Mrs. Nettie Marie
inmde dining only
Mofield, the change was made Hospital
Free Refills on Drinks
mulates naturally plumps out Clark (expired), 03 Southside
Free Refills on Drinks
and
Grandparents are Mr.
your skin and smoothes out Manor, Murray.
at the request of Mrs. Barbara
Mays, activities director at Mrs H. C. Britt of Mayfield the wrinkles.
WEDNESDAY
I suspect that wild rumor
Lake Haven. The practice will Route 3 and Mr. and Mrs. Bob
got started because women at
also be a concert for the Poyner of Pembroke.
4-10 P.M.
the age when they have probresidents of Lake Haven Care
ROWE GIRL
You Can't Eat This Good
lems with wrinkles are also at
Center.
Erica Dawn is the name
the age when they may have
At Home For This Price
The public is invited, as well chosen by Mr. and Mrs. an increase in facial hair
as singers who need to be Wayne Rowe of Dexter for growth because of hormone
their baby girl born on Sun- changes. But they would have
more prominent hair even if
day. Feb. 22, at the Marshall
they did nothing.
County Hospital, Benton.
Besides moisturizers there
Grandparents are Mr. and
are cosmetic
proceMrs. Billy McKinney of 'dures that are surgical
very successful
Mayfield Route 5 and Mr. and
in some cases - for both men
,Mrs. Roy Rowe of Hardin_
and women
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Store Hours
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"We are proud to announce the opening
of THE FLOWER BASKET on Thursday, March 12th, 1981. Come see our
complete floral line."
Nancy
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Phone: 753-9514
8-5 Mon.-Sat.
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CHOOSE FROM OVER 300
BLAZING GENTS AND
LADIES DIAMOND
CLUSTERS AND
SAVE 30 PERCENT
AND MORE'

/4

ShoWcase

C
7534541

Nip"as4F.a Wax
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•UP TO 20 MONTHS TO PAY'
•PICK YOUR OWN PAYMENT Pt AN'

APPLY NOW FOR OUR NEW GOLD CREDIT CART
Ti ALLOWS YOU IP ro
20 MONTNS TO PAS'
. Atria r:
JUST COME P400 CAU
PLA
AGROCINDOCAPII

121 By-P..

OFF

LADIES &
GENTS

DURING THE ENTIRE MOW,/
OF MARCH OUR COUPLET!
DIAMOND CLUSTER
iNVINTORY WILL BE
REDUCED AT (LAST
30 PERCENT.

We are pleased to anAlison
nounce that
Wilferd, bride-elect of
Tim Shelby has selected
her pottery from our
complete bridal registry.
Alison and Tim will be
married April 17th
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Community Happenings
Wednesday, March 11
Huth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Mrs Richard Orr at 730
p in

Thursday, Mart-b 12
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p m for activities by the Senior Citizens.
Events will include nutrition
program by Clara Bramley at
10 15 am and lunch at 12
noon.

First Region Boys High
School Basketball Tournament will be at Racer Arena,
Murray State, with Ballard vs.
After School Bible Club will
Marshall and Lowes vs. meet at First Christian ChurHickman.
ch.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 7 p rn at the Sirloin
Stockade
Thursday, March 12
Blankenship Cire-le of South
Pleasant Grove
United
Methodist Church will meet at
7 p.m. at the home of Marilyn
Erwin.
Welconie Wagon Club will
meet at, :1 p.ul. at The
Panhandler with Ann Uddberg
to give a demonstration.
--Household shower for Henry
and Fannie Buchanan who lost
their home and contents by
fire will be held from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. in the multi-purpose
room of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of ffhrist.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
5:15 p.m. in the Murray Manor
parking lot to go to Chong's at
Reidland for dinner.
Second games of First
Region High School Boys
Basketball Tournament at
Racer Arena, Murray, will be
Carlisle vs. Tilghman and
Murray vs. Mayfield.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.

Legion of Mary will meet at
10:30 a.m. in the rectory of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
Mothers Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at the First Baptist Church.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 1145 a.m, and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

1

Thursday., March 12
Progressive HUH,Club will meet at 7 p
home of Linda Dainrui.,
Belmonte.

Friday, March 13
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
Shopping for senior citiLen,
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11.30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Hazel Lodge No, 831 Free
and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.

Dinner Is Planned
The North Side Independent Church will sponsor a bean
and ham dinner on Saturday. March 14. at the Dexter Community Center. Serving will start at 5 p.m.
The cost will be $1.50 for adults and $1 for children under 10
for the dinner of ham, beans, drink, arid dessert

Women's Fellowship
The Full Gospel Women's Fellowship of Murray and
Calloway County will have its first fellowship meeting on
Saturday, March 14, at the Woodmen of the World Hall, Third
and Maple Streets, Murray. A continental breakfast will be
served at 8:30 am.
Officers are Carol Harlan, Lucy Dunn, Judy Scruggs,Sandra Jackson, and Mary Holland.
The speaker will be Ruth Holland of Benton, the first president of Women's Aglow Fellowship in Marshall County when
it started five years ago. She will be sharing her testimony.
Mrs. Holland was married to Rudy Holland 26 years ago and
they have three children. Formerly of Calloway County. she
is the daughter of Claud and Valera Rowland.

To Be Read March 12
The wedding of Miss Sandra Holbrook, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Holbrook of Murray, to Earl Kirks. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Kirks of Murray, will be solemnized in a
family ceremony at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jerome
Hainsworth on Thursday, March 12.
An open reception will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Hainsworth home on North Seventh Street. Murray. All
friends and relatives are invited to the reception.

Prices Good Thru 3/31/81
fri%
)

Mexican Restaurant
Southside Shopp.ng Manor
Murray, Ky — 759-1616
All You Can Eat Taco Dinner
(Tote lee sewn
No Toimouti

11:30-2:00

Tuesday

or Three Tacos

$1 99

Wednesday

Large Burrito
(Beef or Beton)

4:00-9:00

Thursday
4:00-9:00

Friday
4:00-10:00

Saturday

$299

Two Tacos, Rice, Beans

4:00-9:00

Tostado
(Beef or Bean)

$ 1 99

$1 99

Two Enchiladas
(Beef or Cheese)

50
$2

Clip & Save

1

ring

I5TOREWIDE SAVINGS\
1

pf

$ 1 99

Tamale, Enchiladas,
Rice & Beans

4:00-10:00

—
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PRESCHOOL SESSION — Larry Zehr reads a story to David Rice, left and Kory Zehr
during the morning session of the Murray Preschool Corporation. Parent, assist the
teacher of the preschool on a rotating basis.

Dr. Charles May Speaks At Meet
Of The Murray Preschool Parents
Parents of children enrolled
in the Murray Preschool Curporation met to hear an ad-

dress by Dr. Charles May,
chairman of the Department
of Child Studies at Murray

(
Dealt)
By Abigail Van Buren

Cold Showers
Won't Always Work
DEAR ABBY: I notice that your coluinn has a great deal
to do with this sex business.
Tell people that sex is nature's bait for reproduction, and
if you go for the bait, you get stuck with the freight.
Now, if they say the urge is too great to control, tell them
that carnal concupiscence — or plain old-fashioned "lust" —
can be cooled by physical and mental exercise.
Okay. Friedman, get back in the shallow water.(Remember me? I was the lifeguard at Riverside pool where you and
your twin sister used to swim when you were kids in Sioux
City, Iowa.)
JIM FLANAGAN (STILL IN SIOUX CITY)

GUESTS HERE
Mrs. David McKee and
children, Matthew. Mandy,
and Katy, of Richmond, Va.,
are the guests of their mother.
DEAR JIM: Of course I remember you. I never
and grandmother, Mrs. James forget a good-looking Irishman! What happened to
Diuguid, 803 Sharpe Street, you? Did you study for the priesthood?
"Cooling" the ardor won't work, Jim. The popuMurray. Dr. David McKeeIs
in Guadalajara, Mexico, for lation must be controlled in more reliable ways. The
special plastic surgery train- flesh is often weaker than the mind is strong. Now,
you get back in the shallow water, Flanagan. You're
ing.
already in over your head!.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Eunice Henry of Murray has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Daily Specials

Sunday

Fr aues Drake
it,.

Grove 6126 of WOW will
meet at6 p.m. at Tnangle Inn

Holbrook-Kirks Vows 1 e-

;-,'

Your Individual
Horoscope

DEAR ABBY: My wedding is still four months off, but 1
am faced with a serious dilemma.
Two of my uncles (they are brothers) fought viciously 40
years ago, causing the younger brother to leave home. They
have not set eyes on each other since, nor have they
exchanged a single letter. For as long as I can remember, no
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Barbara Darnall of Hardin one in the family has dared to mention the name of one
was dismissed Feb. 24 from brother to the other.
Every year, during the holidays, Other family members
the Marshall County Hospital,
constantly rehash the whole situation, some siding with the
Benton.
older brother and some with the younger.
I see them both on a semiregular basis and get along
PARIS PATIENT
equally well with both of them.
Now the question is posed to me,"Which uncle are you
Arthur-Craig of Buchanan,
'I crinfivois recently dismissed going to invite to your wedding?"
As the time approaches for me to make that decision,
from the Henry County
everyone has a different solution. If you were in my place,
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
Abby, what would you do?
IN THE MIDDLE IN LEE, MASS.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Recently dismissed from
DEAR IN: I would invite them both, and let each
the Henry County Hospital, know the other was invited. If they don't want to see
Paris, Tenn., waS Ctarles Mc- each other — that's their problem. Don't make it
yours.
Cormick of Buelhandln. Tenn.
DEAR ABBY: I have been married Par four years: I love
my husband and have much to be thankful for, including
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Marcie Fagan of Puryear, two darling children. Would you please help settle a dispute
Tenn., was dismissed from the between my mother-in-law and me? I don't want our
Henry County Hospital, Paris, relationship to go sour, and right now it is curdling a bit.
My in-laws recently moved, and they sold us their used
Tenn.
living room rug for $40. It's in very good condition and is
worth much more. We were !dad to get it because our little
house has bare floors and we can't afford carpeting yet.
The problem is that my mother-in-law insists that the rug
The Paducah Area Alumnae belongs in our living room, but I put it in our bedroom. I
of Alpha Phi will hold its think it looibetter there._Beeides,i have to get up at night
to feed tkilaby, and it's nice to have a warm rug under,my
meeting on Sunday. March 15,
feet.
at 2 p.m. at the Alpha Phi suite
Every time my mother-in-law comes over, she tells me she
in Swann Hall, Murray State thinks I should move that rug into the living room. To avoid
University campus.
an argument, I say,"Maybe I will, when I get around to it."
Any alumnae desiring furAbby, do you think I should move it to please her? $4),
ther information may contact husband also prefers the rug iiitwur bedroom, but he stays
out
of the discussion.
Denise Gallenstein, president,
-COLD FEET
l'aducah Area Alumnae, 3423
('entral, Paducah, phone 1DEAR C01.13 FEET: You can be assertive with442-1736.
out being offensive. Tell your mother-in-law you
appreciate her suggestion, but you and your husband have decided to keep the rug in your bedroom
Period.
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and 110W - to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $I and a long, stamped (2S
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

Alpha Phi Meet

State University.
Dr. May described
behaviors and responses appropriate to three and four
year olds, why they occur. and
how to deal appropriately with
them when they occur. A question and answer period followed.
A business meeting preceded the program. Elected as officers of the preschool for the
1981-1982 school year. were
Carolyn Enoch, president:
Alicia Graves, vice-president;
Janie Parker, secretary;
Melissa Overby. treasurer:
Meredith Zehr, membership
chairman; and
Katie
Carpenter, publicity chairman. The officers will assume
their positions in March. 1981.
It was announced that Lisa
Hussung will be hired as the
'permanent music teacher for
the preschool.
The Murray Preschool Corporation is the only
cooperative preschool in the
Murray area. Waiting lists are
currently maintained for the
morning and afternoon- sessions. For more information.
contact Meredith Zehr,
membership chairman, 7539618.

FOR THURSDAY, MARCH 12, 1981
lead to an answer about an inWilla kind al day will tomorrow be? To had out what the timate question that troubles
stars say, read the forecast you. Look for new ways to
beautify property
given for your birth Sign.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 22 to Dec 21i
You'll have a good time with
ARIES
) Mar 21 to Apr 19, 4rier4 friends in the evening
Be discreet Be careful with Romantic interests thrive Be
whom you share confidences. considerate of the feelings of
Gossips abound_ Partnership family members
matters are favored. Enjoy CAPRICORN
Dec 22 toJan 19) lea
cultural pursuits.
Keep confidences. Nervous
TAURUS
strain affects work perforApr 20 to May 20)
You'll need tact in handling mance, but evening hours bra friend's request for an in- ing new business opportunities
convenient favor. Career in- through a friend.
terests prosper now Trust AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
your intuition.
You'll have to watch excess
GEMINI
spending on pleasure. Friends ) May 21 toJune 20)
Pleasure affords more are receptive to your ideas.
satisfactions than your career Evening favors mixing
now. Be less sensitive in your business and pleasure.
business dealings. Don't im- PISCES
) Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
agine slights.
You'll profit from behindCANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22 I 4944C) the-scenes movement, careerLet your conscience be your wise. Relations with family
guide when an ethical question members may be touchy.
arises. An offbeat idea pays Mend fences in the evening.
off at work. Enjoy home life in
YOU BORN TODAY are
the evening
creative and self-expressive.
LEO
.
g Attracted to the arts, you'll
(July 23 to Aug. 22.1 412f
It's not a good time to collect succeed as an actor, designer,
where friendship is in- dancer or painter. However,
debts
.
volved. Others provide you your affinity for the written
with inspirational ideas. En- and spoken word makes the
stage, writing and teaching
joy social life.
fields of special interest.
VIRGO
Charm, combined with the
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 72)
Business interests prosper, ability to sell yourself, makes
but don't forget to be con- you successful in business.
siderate of a loved one's You need an outlet for your inwishes. A new moneymaking tellectually active mind,
which, if kept busy. makes you
opportunity arises.
happy. Avoid a tendency to
LIBRA
scatter your energies. Bir(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 — 4*
The creative will feel in- thdate of: Liza Minnelli, acspired. A young person in- tress.
trigues you romantically.
Ethical procedures affect
work decisions. Don't be
touchy.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jerry Ray of Murray has
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 toNov. 21) nt'et . been dismissed from Lourdes
Some soul-searching will Hospital. Paducah.

Hazel Club
Has Meeting
W. B. Elkins was the
speaker at the meeting of the
Hazel Woman's Club held Feb.
19 at the Hazel Community
Center. He spoke on the subject of "Free Enterprise."
Vickie Nance, president.
presided. The devotion was
given by Bel.nda Elliott.
Plans were made for a road
block at Hazel to raise money
for the Heart Fund.
Named to the scholarship
committee were Hazel Ray
and Janice Wilkerson.
Suzanne Oakley, Patty Knott.
and Pat Latimer were electe I
for the nominating committ
to prepare_a slate of. officers
for 1981-82. Elaine Paschall and Nancy
Overbey, hostesses, served
.refreshments to the 15
members present.
The March meeting will be
held at the home of Belinda
Elliott. A foreign dish supper
will be served.
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YOUTH
REVIVAL
March 12, 13, & 14

Dexter Hardin
Methodist
Old 641 N.
Marshall 8. Calloway County -Line

Come Join Us And Hear

Bro. Gary sbourne
Youth Team Puppet Show
Friday & Saturday Only!
All Ages Welcome

SPRING
DRESSES

$15.„,$19
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OFF ENTIRE STOCK
Starts Monday, March 9th

A
1

Hours 10 005 00
753-8738

Highway 94 East
Murray, Ky
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AWAII ADIC

ANNOUNCING A NEW
CONGREGATION OF THE
CHURCH OF GOD
(General Offices Cleveland, Tennessee)

Originally $2210 $28
Beautiful, spirited dresses
tor Easter and
to wear everyday
Buy all the
spring dresses
you've wanted
On Sale Now
Sizes 513

We are pleased to serve the community with this new
field endeavor
PUBLIC INVITED
Owe newest congregation is steering
of Woodmen of The World Bldg.
Sunday, March I Sell
2:30 pus. Worship Servke
Skersion Blackwell Jr. Diehitt 0

BEL AIR CENTER & OLYMPIC PLAZA
Shop Daffy 10-8 Sunday 1 5
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Looking Back

inion Page

10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Diane Clark , a 1969 student of Murray
University School and now studying at
Marshall University, Huntington, W
Va., has been awarded a certificate of
merit from the National Merit Scholarship Corp. This signifies that she had
advanced to finalist standing in the
1970-71 Merit program. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Clark of
Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Allie
Harrell,80.
John C. Larson, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Edwin Larson, has been promoted to
staff sergeant while serving with the
Air Force in Agana,Guam.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard D. Math announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their dau er,
Cynthia Gail, to James Michael oss,
son of Mrs. Evelyn Ross and the late
Euclid F. Ross.
Births reported include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Richard Lamb on March 8.
Murray- -High- beat- St Mary's and
Carlisle beat Cuba in the first round of
the First Regional High School Basketball Tournament here. High team
scorers were Alexander for Murray,
Bagby for St. Mary's, Thomason for
Carlisle,and McClure for Cuba.

Girl Scouts
In 70th Year
Girl Scouting, 1980s style, is
more than just a "look" or a
particular way of doing things.
It's an approach to living that is
positive,flexible, balanced.
As the world's largest
organization for girls begins its
70th year, it may point with
justifiable pride to its cheif accomplishment:
having
transformed woemn's aspirations of yesterday, revolutionary for their time, into today's concrete realities. The
impact of Girl Scouting on the
lives of the present generation
will be felt through the '80s and
beyond.

V

For today's Girl Scout, "being prepared" means that the

youngest Girl Scout as well as
the teen member is taking her
future seriously, thinking about
and planning for what she will
do with her life. Already
familiar with the technologies
that are swiftly changing our
everyday methods of working
and of relating to each other,
Girl Scouts in turn are becoming the innovators of tomorrow's technologies, the architects of projects to provide
action models for others.
For all they have done and
are yet to do, we're grateful to
the Girl Scouts of our community and salute them on their birthday, March 12, and
throughout Girl Scout Week,
March 9-14.

Letters To The Editor
Reservists Due Recognition
Editor,

s
1

A

Recently, there has been a clamor
concerning the pronounced lack of proper recognition given to Vietnam era
veterans upon their return home
several years ago. Being a veteran of
four years service to the Marines during that period of our history. I am indeed gratified by the recognition,
belated as it is, now being given to these
veterans.
However, not to diminish the importance of their service, there is another
group of men and women who
unselfishly serve this country and are
never recognized, let alone applauded
for that service. For their service, the
people of the Armed Forces Reserves
seldom receive thanks. More often they
are ridiculed by their friends and
neighbors who laugh behind their backs
and make cruel remarks about
'weekend warriors" or "playing
soldier" while enjoying the freedom to
make such remarks. Many are harassed by employers who begrudge the
"time off" the reservist or guardsman
must have to train on weekends while
reaping the benefits of a free enterprise
system. The families of some reservists
resent the time he or she must spend
away from them. These citizen
soldiers, who have dedicated
themselves to the preservation of liberty, are often looked on by the general
public as clowns in "monkey suits" to
be tolerated and, when in uniform,
treated as "second-class citizens."
I only ask that you stop and consider
the sacrifices these people make to
serve; and to whom the service is
rendered. How many of you, who are so
ready to ridicule them, would be willing
to give up a weekend of overtime work
to attend a reserve drill for less than

half your civilian pay? How many
would be willing to give up your vacation every summer to attend a two week
annual training where you may be asked to push to the very limits of your endurance; to work night and day at
times: and, again, at less than half
what you would make at your civilian
job? Are you willing to sacrifice much
of the time you spend with your family?
Are you willing to take a chance on being called up for active duty?
These citizen soldiers make these and
many more sacrifices every day. They
do it, though they might not admit it to
those who are not so dedicated, because
they love this great land of ours and the
principles for which it stands. If called
upon to do so, they would be willing to
fight for it. Many of these already have
-- in Vietnam and Korea. Some have
even given their own blood in battle for
it. Still, they continue to serve and I am
proud to serve with them.
I am proud to be a part of a tradition
that dates back to the Minutemen at the
Concord Bridge, the citizen soldiers
who served with Andrew Jackson at
New Orleans, with Crockett and Bowie
at the Alamo, and in the militia units of
the Civil War. In fact, citizen soldiers
have served with distinction in every
armed conflict in our history.
It is my hope this will help to
enlighten a few people to the fact that
reservists and guardsmen are not out
for a free ride but are,in fact, helping to
provide for the -preservation of the
freedoms we all hold so dear.
Staff Sergeant David I,. Belcher
Headquarters Company
3rd Battalion
398th Regiment
2nd Brigade
100th Division 1Training
Paducah, Kentucky

More On Ten Commandments
Dear Editor:

•

The World Home Bible League, a Bi" —hie -IStributifig grouli in SoriTh HolLind,
III . recently received this letter stating
- • - We greatly appreciate the World
Home Bible League's contribution to
the moralization of our nation. We anticipate a better Bolivia tomorrow
because of your contnbution today."
You see, the league had sent 500.000
New Testaments for use in schools
there and the Minister of Education
was very pleased but that wasn't all the
story. The Bolivian Government requested 230,000 Living Truth Studies,
10,00.1 ourresponding Teachers Manuals
and '1.03,000 more New Testaments.
Beside all of this. the President I.ws
"Gracia Mez_e ask toi 1181,000 addition'
New Testaments lot ,' in the military
andin Imotis,,or the aged and.
hospitals
Now this gives me an idea. Why nit
send these offensive TEN COMMANDMENTS ti the Bolivian Government so
they could use them in their Bible
Knowledge Contest they. are promoting
in their schools in the vat- of 1981.
Of course since the great white
fathers are so afraid that we will
destory 'the next generation here, and
they are so anxious to guard our school
children here in Kentucky from seeing
the Ten Commandments. . . that might
be unronstitutional. I suppose it might
be hard to find out though. I ilLtit Midway with the good salaries they get
now ou know they got a good raise
they may all be in Florida trying to find
out if it is unconstitutional for the hermit crab to make tracks in the sand or
sonic other weighty matter.
•
Anyway. I say bravo to some'of the

Kentucky schools who have not hit the
floor yet: I can imagine though some
early morning, in the grey dawn tanks
will roll up,soldiers iglirjurrip-Out. giirK
drawn
. shouting — "Take Them
Down". . while in the meantime. . .
droning aircraft will cover in cases
some child should resist, then when the
big pile of those most offensive and
degrading documents are burned I car
see the entire outfit returning to when
ever they came from to get ready for
another great attack. Say,that will be i.
great day for the reporters. Get ready
for it. For some day. . . Paul Revere
may ride to warn us again.
It could happen.
Sincerely.
Ercel Carter
1707 Ryan
Murray, Ky.
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Washington Today

Reagan Roulette Has Winners
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEAFtS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON 1API — In Reagan
roulette, there are 18 winners, some
disgruntled losers, and nothing really
changes very much.
That's the way it worked out when
President Reagan held his first
question-by-lottery news conference —
a system that drew -some sarcastic
complaints.
After all, it's something of a put down
to have names drawn from a jellybean
jar to ask questions at a White House
news conference. What's even worse,at
least in the eyes of some of the losers, is
not to be drawn at all.
A handful of Whitellouse reporters
stayed away from Friday's session
because they knew they wouldn't get to
ask questions. Actually, the 18 people
who did ask questions covered what
would have been covered anyhow.
Besides, the major news disclosed at
the news conference had nothing to do
with the questions. Reagan announced
it without prompting, in an opening
statement saying that he plans to impose federal employment ceilings to
reduce the projected payroll by $1.3
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billion over the next two years.
"And now, shall we get on with our
first attempt at Reagan roulette?" the
president joked.
He then answered questions for a
half-hour, dealing with six on U.S.
military aid to El Salvador, five on the
economy and his programs to deal with
it, 10 on other topics.
Later on, the president said he kept
waiting for would-be questioners to
wave their arms for recognition, which
is the way it used to be done before
Reagan's rules of order.
At his first news conference,
reporters were told to keep their seats
and raise their hands; instead of jumping up and down and shouting "Mr.
President" a lot. That stilled the
clamor. Reporters for The Associated
Press and United Press International
asked the first two questions, as is
traditional. White_ -House correspondents for each of the three major
television networks were recognized to
ask questions at that session.

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

Small Businesses Are
Borrowing From Employees
The benefits flow both ways. By offering 12 percent or so, companies cut
their interest costs far below the typical
prime rate-and-two points offered to
small businesses. They also afford
workers a chance to earn far more than
the 5.25 percent passbook interest rate.
"So long as the differential between
passbook savings and what an individual can obtain by lending to a company I stays large or, gets larger this
market will grow," says Professor
William Dunkelberg, associate director
of Purdue University's Credit Research
Center.
Those inclined to lend to their
employers,he says, are those who may
not understand or may not trust money
market mutual funds, some of which
now yield 15 percent or more. They
prefer the personal touch and the
security that comes from dealing with
people they know.
There are dangers, especially for the
unsophisticated lender.
Says Dunkelberg: "The way problems will come up are (I I if a company fails, and 12) if someone says he
has been coerced into _giving a loan or
in- — was denied a raise because he wouldn't
—Sen7Pete 13k5B1
stance, can probably get as much time
lend."
as he likes for his questions.
Meanwhile, enthusiasm seems conWhen he went beyond the allotted five
tagious among workers and employers.
- minutes at a recent meeting of ChafLincoln Contractors was founded 2.5
fee's subcommittee, Chaffee told him to
years ago but its greatest growth has
go right on.
been in the past few years. Revenues in
The fact that Domenici was also
1979 totaled $3.5 million, more than douchairman of the Senate Budget Comble those of four years earlier.
mittee — with great influence over
"We're vastly undercapitalized —
whose pet projects will be trimmed in
under $200,000" said Kneif, "so we
cutting
—
of
budget
current
round
the
depended on banks to finance invenclearly wasn't lost on Chaffee.
tory." Now, 17 loans from employees
"We're going to give you great deal of
and relatives, payable on three days dedefere -e because of the other hat you
mand,handle that.
wear. W,know that as we sow, so shall
Robert Loughlin and Lynn Wallace,
Chaffee told Domenici.
we rea
chairman and president respectively of
n't be so sure," replied Domenici
Western Food Equipment Co.,
dryly.
Portland, Ore., have been borrowing
from employees for at least 20 years.
At a Senate Banking Committee ses"We average 4 points under prime."
sion, the chairman of the White House
said Wallace, while employees earn an
Council of Economic Advisers, Murray
average of about 15 percent.
L. Weidenbawn, was asked why PresiHe said the company has $300,000
price
cutting
the
Reagan
dairy
is
dent
outstanding, and would like to bring the
support program.
total to $600,000, replacing its line of
Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah, the chaircredit at banks.
man, pres.sed Weidenbauni to explain
Loughlin and Wallace, whose annual
why federal subsidies for tobacco, a
revenues total $8.5 million, have taken
''known killer" and "the one thing we
the practice a bit further, inviting
know absolutely causes cancer" were
relatives and friends to lend to them. In
not also included on the hit list.
fact, they've helped change the law to
Weidenbaurn offered that the admake it easy.
ministration wanted to chop the biggest
Before the change, small companies
subsidy programs first.
might have had to spend as much as
Ga rn interrupted: "I understand the
$8,000 to make a public offering. Now,
economics, but milk is healthful."
with cooperation from the state
"Not in excess:' Weidenbaum
securities cononnissioner, Frank Healy,
responded.
they may solicit up to 35 lenders without
Garn said sternly:. "My baby drinks
a license. All they need do is register
milk, be doesn't smoke."
their plans.
NEW YORK IAPI — Confronted with
interest rates that sometimes exceed 20
percent, small businesses throughout
the country are considering or actively
financing their operations by borrowing
from employees.
The extent of the borrowings aren't
known, because the loans generally are
neither regulated nor publicly recorded, but inquiries of those who have borrowed indicates the interest is
widespread.
"I've heard from companies all over
the country," said Alfred Kneif, president of Lincoln Contractors Supply, Inc.
of Milwaukee, who raised over $100,000
in one week to finance seasonal inventories.

Congressmen Find Novel
Methods OfSaving Time
By TOM BAUM-Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Although
some outside observers may believe
Congress wastes a lot of time, a few
committee chairmen are coming up
with new ways to keep things moving
along.
To keep congressmen from doing
what many do naturally., — talking
endlessly — most committee chairmen
enforce a "five-minute" rule to limit
each member's questions and a few are
coming up with new ways to measure it.
Most chairmen keep track of the time
with a stopwatch or wristwatch.
But last week, Rep. Richard Ottinger.
D-N.Y., brought a wind-up kitchen
timer to the House Energy subcommittee he chairs, and its sharp "ding"
punctuated the end of many questions.
Sen. John Chafee, R-R.L, chairman
of a Senate Environment subcommittee, opted for something less noisy.
Chafee proudly put his own timer on
the rostrum — an elegant miniature
hourglass contining rive minutes of
green sand.
" A problem quickly developed. Some
senators didn't take the full five
minutes, and Chafee was quickly
caught with a waiting senator and two
minutes of sand left in the glassrAs Chafee jiggled the hourglass to
hurry the sand, he apologized: "It's
awfully hard to set one of these things
a head."
And while all members are supposed
to get an equal five mintues, for some
the five minutes run longer than for
others.

20 Years Ago

Presidents go into news conferences
thoroughly briefed, prepared to handle
almost any foreseeable question._
A well-framed question can require a
president to focus on an issue he might
prefer to avoid. For example, at Friday's session, Reagan was asked
whether he has decided what to do
about the Soviet grain embargo, which
remains in effect although he opposed it
as a candidate. He said he'd like to lift it
but the international situation has
changed and "we haven't reached a
decision."
But what's really important are the
answers, not the questions. The president controls them, and always will,
whatever the format. Nationally
televised news conferences do not lend
themselves to the kind of crossexamination which might pry out
disclosures the president isn't ready to
make.
That isn't going_ to change, whether
the questions are asked by those who
shout loudest or by those whose names
are drawn from a jelly bean jar.

Verne Kyle, general manager of the
Murray Manufacturing Company, announced that the company has received
an order to provide approximately
25,000 Tappan gas ranges for apartment units in New York City and San
Francisco, Cal.
Deaths reported include James B.
Blalock 111, 7.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Woman's Club for the next club year
were Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten, Mrs.
Howard Ohla, Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. A.
W. Russell, Mrs. Charles Clark, and
Mrs. C. C. Lowry.
Bobbie L. McCarter of the Sociology
Department, Murray State College,
spoke on "Recent Socological
Changes" at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the club house.
The Rev. Clayton D. Weeks, missionary to the Congo, was guest speaker
at the meeting of , the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the First Christian Church.
Tilghman beat Hickman and North
Marshall beat Carlisle in games of the
First Regional High School Basketball
Tournament here. High team scorers
were Stubblefield for Tilghman. Harper
for Hickman, Goheen for North, and
Tyler for Carlisle.

30 Years Ago
The West Kentucky Recreational
Council will hold its third workshop
meeting of 1950-51 at Tngg County High
School, Cadiz, on March 12. Rachel
Rowland, home demonstration agent
for Calloway County, will direct the folk
games.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Louise
Kerley.
The Dairy Queen, owned and
operated by Mike Stranak and E. P.
Linn, is now open for the season.
Births reported include a boy to Mr..
and Mrs. James Oliver on March 7.
Mrs. Pat Hackett was leader for the
meeting held in observance of the Week
of Prayer for Home Missions on March
7 by the Woman's Missionary Society of
the First Baptist Church.
Cuba beat Tilghman and Wickliffe
beat Hardin in the second games of the
First Regional High School Basketball
Tournament. High team scorers were
Crittenden for Cuba, Hardy for
Tilghman. Rollins for Wickliffe, and
O'Neal York for Hardin.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Mr. Lucky" starring Cary Grant and
Laraine Day.

Bible Thought
". . . who knoweth whether thou
art come to the kingdom for such a
time as noir Esther 4:14
Whether in the life of Queen Esther
or in your life, it is important to realize God's purpose and timing

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger 8i
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an tditorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
• By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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Country Club Prison Works In Big Spring, Texas
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Webb Air Force Base, in this
community of 30,000 located
midway between El Paso and
Dallas.
Its a prison where the mess
hall is known as the "dining
room" and the cell block is the
"dormitory." .
The 31 guards carry no
firearms, and the prisoners
wear no chains. It is no secret
that any of the 260 prisoners
here could walk away in the
night and probably be gone
two hours before they were
missed,said Allman.
In fact, 55 prisoners have
walked away. Most — 39 —
were aliens who probably
returned to Mexico, officials
say. All but one of the rest
were recaptured.
"One thing that stops such
escapes is that most of the inmates are here for only a short
lime_4ndif..theyJng.Vs-uP bereft could mean additional years
in a traditional prison," said

BIG SPRING, Texas API
— It's doubtful there'll ever be
a not at the federal prison
here, with angry' inmates raking,,tin cups across the bars of
their cells. For one thing, the
inmates drink coffee out of
china.
Besides, adds prison
Superintendent John Allman,
"we don't have any bars."
After a day of work making
electronic components for
spaceships or canvas
mailbags, escape probably is
the last thing on an inmate's
mind at the federal Big Spring
Prison Camp.
More likely, he'll take a dip
in the swimming pool or retire
to his private room to freshen
up before dinner.
If he did decide to make a
break, he would not need a
fiTe, shoVel, gun or a jaciihammer. Prison officials say he
would only need to know how
to walk nonchalantly into the
He agreed there is little
sandy Texas prairie.
"traditional" about his prison.
There are no walls — not Hardened criminals might
even a fence — surrounding even say it's run by a bunch of

possy cats
Dunag the sunutier months
prisoners can relax in the old
Webb AFB swinuning pool,
which Allman said is "an
outstanding therapy tool On a
hot day you get in that nice
pool and swim a little bit and
it's a lot easier to control your
temper and get along with
people."
Dining room tables are
adorned with checkered
tablecloths and, Allman said,
when you go through the
cafeteria line "you feel like
you're at a Wyatt's or a F'urr's
cafeteria."
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LEXINGTON, Ky. API —
A 15-year-old sophomore who
carried a loaded revolver to
school has been expelled from
Henry Clay High School for
the rest of the academic year.
Superintendent Guy S. Potts
said the Fayette County Board
of Education could decide at
the end of the school year to
readmit the pupil, who was not
identified.
The 5-0 vote for expulsion
climaxed a two-hour, closed
hearing.
Ralph Wagoner, a Henry
Clay security guard,said later
a .38-caliber weapon was
found in the youth's locker. He
added the youth brought it to
school because of an argument.
Potts said no criminal
charges were filed because
the youth didn't brandish the
weapon and "wasn't caught
with it on his person."

JUIlle

Save 26

Bid with Core

Student With
Revolver Expelled
From High School

cables
including private. rooms since there o
used in Alliefll'a space NI two-man rooms CAA or
vehicles — and mailbags Tot 260 inmates Allman said
the Postal Service Inmates prison has not held its caps
earn $10 to $60 a month and ty of 500 since it began taki
can save their money, send it inmates June 11, 19:
home or spend 111 in the com- although at one time it how,,
missary
:150
Everyone has to work, and
Edward., previously work
inmates who don't want to at federal prisons in La Tic
work in the cables or canvas and Texarkana, Texas, a
farung at $10 a month The big Danbury. Conn., and he ss
money conies from overtime, it's probably the most comf
and lately there's *en a lot of table prison in the fedei
it in the mail pouch factory, systetn
Edwards said
"I never had any thing I.
Each of the dormitory's this when I was in the Arm \
prisoners can elect to have he said.
tiUtIll

Heinz 57

but has no third trump to
lead and declarer has time
to ruff his fourth diamond
with dummy's ace of
trumps

ANSWER: Pass. North's
rebid is non-forcing and shows
a minimum opening. South
has no reason to make another
bid

sophisticated," the warden explained
Many have never
been in prison before They
come from middle-to highincome brackets They feel
like they are entitled to more
than they really are."
Most are serving time for
white-collar crunes such as
tax evasion, fraud or
embezzlement, although there
are a few bank robbers and
others who have served long
terms in tougher prisons and
were transferred here to serve
out the last few months of
their terms
The prisoners produce elec-

Nome Owned L Osserstml
liftw Store Hours 7 o.m.-8
Prkes Geed March II
Through March 17

"To believe you cannot do south %est North East
Pass
Pass 2V
a thing is a way to make it I
Pass
Pass Pass
impossible." -- John 4
Wanamaker.
Opening lead Heart four

North
1
2•

I/ 40.1.1u1E4

low Overhead Mean, in. Prices

E ACE
'
S ,RA G CORN, JR

South holds

LIR

at 14 Tuna.
just wtalwisiseEl Raw. Minton
said he is a model prisoner
and works in the kitchen He
said Estes receives visits only
from family members and will
not talk to news reporters
"We have to be careful
about violating the rights of
prisoners." Allman said. "Our
staff spends hours every day
answering charges made by
prisoners to their senators for
such CUlliplaintS as a
telephone being out of order.
"Our prisoners are highly
educated and
highly
pfINUfl

SUPER MARKET

TH

After West's foreboding
trump lead, declarer was
convinced that he'd never be
able to ruff a possible diamond loser in dummy. The
defenders were siEe to continue the attack ffli trumps
and, in any event, the diamonds might be split 3-3.
The bidding of North's
hand is of some interest.
Those who open four card
majors would prefer a one
no trump response with
North's hand. Playing five
card majors, the eight card
fit is assured and the single
raise is best.
Declarer won the opening
trump lead and counted a
spade loser to go along with
at least two diamond losers.
Staking all on a 3-3 diamond
break, declarer drew two
more trumps and then
played ace and one
diamond.
East won and shifted to
spades, but no sequence of
plays would matter. Diamonds were 4-2 and declarer lost three diamonds and
one spade along with the
loss of the rubber.
Declarer could have
made today's game by not
giving up on a possible diamond ruff in dummy. After
winning the first trump, he
plays the ace and another
diamond and East is in.
Another trump lead is won
by declarer and a third
round of diamonds is led.
As before, they split 4-2,
and it turns out to be declarer's lucky day. West wins,

t[011,

S111111:it

Lynn Grove Grade A Large

Lgo
sager of the
impany, anhas received
proximately
for apart7ity and San

- the pool.
All the
were inthe tablecloths
herited i14Jili the Alf Furcse.
said Assistant Superintendent
Jerome E Edwards. "and we
are riot replacing these things
as they wear out."
There are no -lifers" here
— the average stay is only 14
months - and only ':very good
security risks," like convicted
swindler Billie Sol Estes, are
confined at Big Spring,
Allman said.
Estes, 55, serving a 10-year
sentence for fraud and trying
to hide assets from tax collectors, was transferred here last

999
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itRAY HIGH CHESS CHAMPIONs
Brenda Maddov, chess tournament sponsor
murray High School math teacher, presents plaques and books, "Wonders and
uriosities of Chess,- to the winners of the recent Swiss style tournament which attracted 26 competitors. Winners are, from left, Tung Dinh, first place: David Whitten,
second place; David SOWN, third place; Lenny Hardy and Samir Mahfoud, tie for fourth
place. Chess sets and other assistance for the tournament were provided by Dr.
ne Bell of the Murray State University Chess Club.

1 th
thru
15th

• Seminar Set On Managerial
Success For Women April 1
. tole-day seminar in
.,riagerial success for
no 1
scheduled Wednes, . April I. on the campus of
State University,
,.liisored by the Office of
aiterences and Continuing
iocation.
Lanette Thurman,
;It I ector of the Personal
iiriehment Center and assistant professor in the Departof Office Administration
•
Business Education at
Murray State. and Sandra
Liston, assistant professor in
the Department of Business
Administration at Northern
entucky University. will be
instructors for the seminar.
Objectives of the program
are to help women develop a
mifident approach to plannCareers: to deepen
awareness of •the importance
[", team work for women in
17.anagement,
and to
,irengthen the positioning of
omen in their organizagan.
The' seminar will be conThcted in the new University
t :•nter. Registration will
i,rgin at 8:15 a.m. The last seswill conclude following
,
tt
▪ tar' dinner at approximately
1.)
,l'he seminar fee is .835 and
I• iides all meeting materials
eict the evening banquet.
4
Gr?UpS of three or More may
re -Srs8er as a team-and receive
10 percent discount.
Continuing Education Units
tUs will be. awarded by
irray State for the seminar., CEU is awarded for ten
!act hours of participation
non-degree professional
elopment program. The

seminar for women will offer
.85 CEUs.
Additional information and
registration forms may be obtained by contacting the Office
of Conferences and Continuing
Education, Murray State
University, 'Murray, Ky.
42071, 502 762-2716.
Both Mrs. Thurman and
Mrs. Easton presently
balance roles as wives,
mothers and professional
women.
• Mrs. Thurman, who recently obtained the doctorate
degree, has experience as a
secretary, administrator and
educator, plus 16 years working with business students and
consulting in business and industry.
Her professional develapement courses have enrolled

clinics,
employees of
hospitals, banks, industrial
corporations and public service agencies in discussions of
communication skills, selfconfidence approaches to progrowth, time
fessional
management, decision making and strategies for creative
problem solving.
Mrs. Easton focuses on
techniques for women to
utilize in working more efficiently. Participants in the
course discuss such topics as
office politics, negotiating
raises and risk-taking.
In 1979, she was the coordinator of a federally funded
grant titled "Women's Professional Development," which
was structured for women
who had been away from the
job market and were want to
return.

uolo

quested by the phone company, while the other will deal
with its request for the interim
increase that would have gone
into effect later this month.
The PSC has already
suspended the request for five
months.
The company will file copies
of written testimony at the
hearings in support of its request.
The company had to Mail
notices .to each customer by
Tuesday. or it could run weekly notices in local newspapers
in its service area for three
consecutive weeks.
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PSC Delays Three Days
Bell Public Hearings
FRANKFORT, Ky. I API —
The state Public Service Commission has delayed for three
days public hearings scheduled on South Central Bell's request for a $109 million rate increase.
And the PSC has ordered the
phone company to tell each of
its customers what a proposed
819 million interim rate hike
would cost them and to notify
them of the hearings.
Two hearings had been
scheduled for March 27. They
will now be held March 30.
One hearing will deal with
the full rate increase re-

ae

$1288

1 88

Reg. $15.97

I Makes it as easy as possibk to
purchase groceries by check at
Big John's
One card one number simple-fatt-effecient
2 Eliminates the need for you to give Wen
tification for cashing checks New cashiers
may not recognize you as one of our regular
customers This eliminates any question
regarding identification
3 Speeds up the cheek cashing proceedere
Jest show your courtesy card—the cashier
records your number -and you are on your
way

Briefs Reg 5.87

Men's

Penny
L

oafers

5469

C49
I Shirts Reg $6 87 SJ

Reg. $13.97

$ 1 1 88

Ladies
Woven Cork

Reg. 8.97

Wedge A 99
Slide u

Central Shopping Center

SAVE UP TO 20% ON
HANES • UNDERWEAR
FOR MEN AND BOYS!
Now s the time to stock up on Hanes quality
underwear for the whole year Save on comfortable
Hanes underwear for men and boys
Boxers. too Check our low wring prices on
Hanes the underwear that makes vou feel orkod
all under

lei-colon

Hanes makes in,firre. good a* under

9-9 Mon Sot
Sunday 1-6

lc,
^

IW

ACIV

Al/A

okiv

;
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Prices Good March 11 tit through March 15th
No Rainchecks

National Guard Week
Observed In City, County

Editor's !twit. — The following information was compiled
by members of the 614th M.P.
Company of the Army National Guard, located in Murray.
The week of March 1-7 was
proclaimed "National Guard
Week" by Mayor Melvin B.
Henley and Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller. As part of
the week, the 614th Military
Police Company participated
in a full schedule of events
aimed at acquainting the COMmunity with the local guard
unit and its role in the corn-

nuuruty in order to recruit new
members.
The Kentucky guard adjutant general, Major General
Billy G. Wellman, was in Murray Feb. 26 to kick off the
drive and met with Henley and
Miller. Wellman praised the
Murray unit and the progress
the local unit has made in the
past two years. He also spoke
of the pressing need for an armory in Murray.
When questioned by Miller
about the prospects of a new
armory, Wellman said that
the building would be a priori-

KENTUCKY

NATIONAL
GUARD
Hickory
Grove
Church
of
Christ
will begin a
GOSPEL MEETING
March 12 through March 15 at 7:30 each
night with Bro. Willie Bradshaw of Paducah
doing the preaching. Bro. Bradshaw is a
graduate of Paducah Tilghman High School
and the Memphis School of Preaching and
is now preaching for the 9th Street Church
of Christ in Paducah. He is a great song
leader in the Churches of Christ. There will
be a singing on March 15 at 2:30. Lyndon
Ferguson is the regular minister for the
church.
Everyone is invited to attend.

ty item in his current budget
before the legislature. He added that he realistically sees
Murray getting a new facility
in the 19432 budget with the unit
being able to move in
sometime in 1963.
The events of the past week
reinforced the strong community support the National
Guard has received In Murray. With the guard shooting
gallery set up at the uruversity, Murray High and Calloway
County High, over 500 people
came to shoot and talk about
the guard.
A goal of 30 new enlistments
was set for the drive. Several
already have enlisted and
others are in the process.
After spring break, the guard
hopes to have even more.
The recent change to the
nulitary police company has
increased their community
profile. The unit assumes die
responsibility for rapid
response to local or natural
disaster in the west Kentucky
area. It is available to assist
all local law enforcement
agencies and communities in
times of crisis. The Murray
unit will be undergoing a
period of training over the
next six months to develop the
necessary skills needed to be
fully trained military
policemen. This training includes use of weapons, legal
rights of the individual, first
aid, hand to hand combat, riot
control procedures and use of
the many forms required in
the law enforcement field.
Other guard notes include:
• The next drills are scheduled
for 7:45 a.m. March 14 and 15.
• The blood mobile will be at
the armory March 15.
• The Easter Seal drive will be
held March 28 and 29.
• New enlistments include
PFC Dennis R. Stinnett, SP4
Douglas R. Cagle and PFC
John C. Filbeck.
• PV1 Clayton E. Hendricks
and PV1 James W. Sanders
Jr. left for basic training at
Fort McClellan. Ala.
• PV2 Richard A. Daniels left
for tour days active duty in the
army.
BASKETBALL
The First Region boys' high
school basketball tournament
will be held in the Murray
State Racer Arena March 11
through March 13. Tickets
may be purchased in advance
by contacting the participating schools, or at the
door. The arena doors will
open at 6 p.m. Games will be
at 7 and 8:45 p.m.

1 1 th
Thru
15th

sale
Paints
Roses Semi-Gloss
Paint
$788

Lucite Wall Paint
$988

LUCITE
Wall paint

Reg 512.77

LUCITE

Lucite House Paint
$

House Paint
:10

1238

Reg. $15.97

21•-Piece
Shrimp Dinner
$369

Men's or ladies
Olympia 10-Speed

Bike
1;

7988

Reg. 594.97

Bred(

Hair
Spray No up

Soft
Soap
Reg. $1.44

Pump or Aerosol
1

7

Reg. to $1.77

We give you 21 plump, tender Gulf
shrimp, lightly breaded and fried to a crispy
golden brown And we serve our 21-Piece
Shrimp Dinner with French fries, fresh cole
slaw and a roll
Oder expires: April 19, 1981

One of Jerry's Best

Crest Toothpaste

%leaits®

7 Oz. Size Reg. $1.27

RESTAURANTS

South 12th St. Murray, Ky.

Mt

Mks Wm

Limit Two

99

Charmin Or
Delsey

Bathroom Tissue
Reg. $1.09

Central Shopping Center

99'
Q Mon So,
Sunday 1 69

_t
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

a 2/

PAPER TOWELS
Scoicoct

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH S10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO S. DAIRY PRODUCTS

JUMBO ROLL

1„

SOLO

59;

$189 $219
640?.

320?.

DOG FOOD
$389

COTTAGE CHEESE

)601.99c

LB. QTRS.

BLUE BARN

FLAV-O-RICH

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

MARGARINE

1

Operated

SCOT

24 OZ.
LOAF

margar.,,e

Home Owned

PRICES GOOD
WED. MARCH 11rn•
THRU
TUES., MARCH 17TH

Limit Rights
Reserved

BREAD

EGGS

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

Bel Air Shopping enter

WONDER COUNTRY STYLE
SANDWICH

LYNN GROVE
GRADE A LARGE

Hours
A.M. To 11 P.M.
Every Day

24 02

$1 39

25 LB. BAG

11.

dlmon

FROSTY ACRES
FROZEN

R.C.
DIET RITE
COLA
139

ORANGE JUICE

FOOD GIANT
WHOLE

USDA(

8 PK.
16 OZ.

\j
°

T-131
USDA

PLUS DEPOSIT
(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

SIRI

GAL.

USDA

RIB

OCEAN
BATHROOM TISSUE

CRANBERRY
sA JUICE
320Z.$

CHILI

150z 754
2/39

$1 69

°9

6 ROLL MIG.

PORIZNiAP
BEANS

INSTANT

303SIzE2/79'
SOPer

160?.$

°9

COUPON
Cereal
$1 49
111 Ch.
Geed Col' Al Slenfs
Exp. 3-17-81

COUPON

09564

Limit One Per Family
Tot

I

Limit One Per Family
Clorox II

Cereal

Dry Bleach

$1 09

Limit One Per Family
Diet Iniporiel

Margarine
I Lb

1201.

24.i. 894

Goad (MN Al Sleefi
Exp. 3-17-81

64•4 INN At Shrift
Exp. 3-17-81
P'•

COUPON

COUPON

.?•8 Oa.

TAN

27
$1 29
Owl Owls Al Stirey's
Exp 3 17.81

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Log Cabin

Limit One Per Family
Soft Imperial

Limit One Per Family
liquid Green

Cereal
$ 19
1 2.1.

Syrup

Margarine

Vanish

WO OM AISINty's
Exp 3-17-81

Automat tt Bowl Cleonfor

6sed Outf Al SIONI'l
Exp. 3-17-81

KRAFT 1000 ISLAND

BEANS

DRESSING

2/$
WI MN Al Sum's
Exp. 3-17-81

$129

160?.

Compare These Everyday
Low Shelf Prices

I

t",/
"wits'

REMO

HORTENING

3 LB $21 9

RAFT

IRACLE WHIP

3202.$1 35

AX WELL HOUSE

NSTANT COFFEE

looz.$429

"FAMILY

NFEST"

AUNDRY DETERGENT

Limit One Per Family
Trim

12s*. 794

09
320?. $11

SCOT LAD
GREAT NORTHERN

-

COUPON

PICKLES

reemer

S411i
r1
1

PARAMOUNT
DILL OR KOSHER

300 SIZE

IL

Limit On* Per Family
Geldso Grotoos

II BEANS

IDE

$1 85

DISNEY
WORLD

TAR KIST

UNA

63
/
4 02 $1 09
INCL UDES

UNTY
120z.894
Good OiM Al Slerey's
Exp. 3-17-81

The Home of

4901.

APER TOWELS
(US MANY MORE

JUMBO ROIL89

4 DAYS- 3 NIGHTS•ROUND TR1PAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF L1MDUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD • 16 PASSES

-
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7
'Everyday Low Shelf Prices4.11.
*Super Special-

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce
.
zfie.40:41
401*

,

SLICED SLAB

GROUND
BEEF

BACON
FAMILY PACK
A

FAMILY PACK
USDA CHOICE
BONELESS

ARMOUR CANNED

SWISS STEAK
FAMILY PACK

PORK STEAK
,
CHUCK,
ROAST

cuh

\
j9

USDA CHOICE

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

lb $289

T-BONE STEAK

WILLIAMS PORK
$ 1 99

STEW MEAT

USDA CHOICE

LB.

LOIN

-Lo.-$239

SIRLOIN STEAK

LB.

$ 1 39

`Z

çè

Le. $ 1 19

PORK ROAST

LB.$249

LB.$1 59

INIEP CORN

BEEF BRISKET
CATFISH

BOLOGNA

1201.$119

c.icKAsA.
STEAKS

12.01.$119

BACON

FIELD PRO-LEAGUER

BOSTON BUTT

RIB STEAK

SAUSAGE
REELFOOT

PORK CHOPS

USDA CHOKE

USDA CHOICE
BONELESS

WIENERS

LB.

994

.1&•aY.

20 LB. BAG

FRESH GOLDEN

Giant Produce Savings I

RED POTATOES

99
SEED POTATOES

60Z. RADISHES 4/994
1 LB. CARROTS 3/51 00
RED GRAPEFRUIT 4/51°°,

CELERY 3/$1 00
CABBAGE ER19'

L. 25'

100 LB. SACK

APPLES

11 9•

CHINESE WONTON
WRAPPERS
it. 99!

BAKERY SAVINGS

,

rams

10/99'

'ORANGES

10/99c

,

DELI SAVINGS

NOME MADE

THIS WEEK WIN

$100.00
LAST WEEKS NAME
RUBY MATTHEWS
PARIS, TENN.
WINNER $100.00

COLORED

DINNER ROLLS

Doz.894

CINNAMON ROLLS.,..254
IN STORE BAKED

APPLE PIES

PRINT

$1 99

.

FRED

HAM

te.$299

HAM & CHEESE SAND.

994

PLATE

$199
LUNCHI

MEAT,EVEG., I BREAD

4
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Pregame Worries Turn Into Postgame Smiles

Murray Wins Region Opener
sTE VF. BECKER
Sports Writer
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. —
What began as pregame worries turned into .postgame
guiles, as the Murray girls
pasted Hickman County, 70-54,
last night to advance to the second round of the First Region
Tournament.
The Tigers's next opponent
will be Lone Oak, a 55-42 winner over Mayfield last night,
next Monday night at 8 p.m.
It was an uneasy Murray
head coach Rick Fisher who
1.11-3neP%
...survey:ed..lila
before the Tigers took the
court against Hickman.
"This team worries me
more than Marshall County
did," Fisher said."We told the
girls that we have to get down
off the mountain after beating
Marshall.
"Hickman County never
gives up. They are explosive
and they are always coming

right at you. If we live with our
past, our future is going to
catch up with us."
Fisher's postgame anxiety
was quickly eased as the
Tigers erupted into a 19-4 lead
by the end of the first quarter.
Briefly deadlocked at 2-2,
Murray poured in the next 12
points of the game to grab a
commanding 14-2 lead. Tonya
Alexander and Donna Rousse
fired in six and five points,
repectively, to lead the uncharacteristically fast start
by the Tigers.
-That- was -the .key .to.the •
game," Fisher said of the
quick start. "We got some
good shots early, and they fell
for us. We are starting to peak
out as a team now. We have
convinced our girls that the
team that works the hardest
frpm the tap to the horn is going to win.
When Alexander was not
filling the basket from the

lane, she was dropping the
ball inside to allow center
Monica Greene several easy
layups.
Murray ran the inside lob
pass successfully throughout
the game, heaving the ball
over the 2-3 zone employed by
the Falcons for a handful of
lay:ups.
''We have been trying to get
the ball inside with more consistency," Fisher said. "We
did a good job of it tonight.
Tonya did a fine job of passing
inside and everyone was look•ing for thepase,
"We still need to get a little
bit more outside shooting to
balance out our offense. We
don't want to force the ball inside too much."
The Tigers apparently found
the happy medium on their inside passing Tuesday night.
Greene broke free for seven
inside shots, hitting six of
them, as she led the balanced

RUNNING THE INSIDE LOB TO PERFECTION — Monica Greene (21) was on the
scoring end most of the night as she tallied 14 points to lead the Murray girls to a 7054 win over Hickman County in their otiening region game.
Staff Photos Bv David Hibbills

Murray attack with 14 points.
"Monica has come a long
way in a short period of time,"
Fisher said. -She needed to
get more aggressive and find
more confidence, and she has
done both. She has become one
of our most consistent
players."
With the large early lead,
Fisher was primarily concerned with holding off any
Hickman comeback attempts.
As the second quarter progressed, however, it appeared
that there would be no Falcon
-comebacks.
With Candy Jackson hitting
six points in the quarter and
Alexander and Kim Tharpe
adding four apiece, Murray
was able to extend its halftime
lead to 39-22.
The third quarter began
with a press and a brief spurt
by Hickman, but it could draw
no closer than 43-30 midway
through the quarter. Greene
and Velvet Jones paced the
Murray scoring in the stanza
as the Tigers enjoyed a 53-32
bulge heading into the final
period.
Hickman County made a
couple of late threats, cutting
the Tiger lead down to 11
points on two occasions in the
final period, but each time the
Tigers were equal to the task.
Jackson drove down the
lane twice' in a span of 43
seconds to thwart the final
Falcon drive.
Hickman County bothered
Murray at times with its 2-2-1
full court press, causing
several turnovers on the way
to whittling the Tiger lead
from a high of 23 points.
-A team that lives by the
press," Fisher said. "should

know how to beat the press.
We had a little trouble with
their press. It is hard to explain to the kids when you are
ahead by 20 points that this
team can come back and beat
you
-We got a little too happy
with ourselves In the second
half," Fisher continued. "We
couldn't seem to put them
away. We were forcing things
when we needed to be trying to
control the clock.
':We had plenty of points on
the board to get the win; we
just got a little impatient.
Hickman County has a fine
team. They never once gave
up.
The win marked the third
time this season that the
Tigers have beaten Hickman
County. The Falcons, who ended their season with an 18-6
mark, had lost to Murray by
one point at home and then by
15 at Murray.
The Falcons were hurt by
poor shooting, connecting on
just 18 of 55 shots from the
floor for 32.7 percent. Murray
hit 27 of 56 shots for 48.2 percent.
Jackson and Alexander added 10 points apiece to the Tiger
total. Rousse chipped in with
nine and Jones and Natalie
Garfield tossed in eight
apiece.
Murray High 176i - Candy Jackson 4
2-3 10, Velvet Jones 2 4,5 8, Monica
Greene 6 2-3 14, Tanya Alexander 562
10, Kim Marne 3 0-0 6. Natalie Garfield
24-61: Donna Rousse 4 1-2 9. Glenda Fox
1 2-34. Lynette Thompson 0 0-0 0, Jodi
Martin 01-21 27 16-26 70
Kay Aleskure
Hklunan County Ml-i
39-12 15, Tammy Gardner 3 0-2 6. Anita
Bugg 00-I 0. Liz Faint 32-3 IL Sherry
Rodgers 0 0-0 0. Vicki Burgess 1 0-0 2.
Kendra Watson 76-7 20; Amy Greer 15-0
2, Beth Wood 0 I-2 I. 181427 54
19 20 14 17 -- 70
Mario High
Hickman County
4 18 10 M 54
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MSU Women Split Matches
The Murray State women's
tennis team brought its 1980-81
season record to 22-2 as it
defeated New Orleans, 8-1,
before losing to Oklahoma
State,6-3.
The Ladylliacers won all but
one of their doubles matches
in the first match but could

win only one singles match in
the loss to Oklahoma State.
Murray's next match was
against Tulane this morning.
Murray Slate 8, New Orleans 1
Singles Results - Fran Spencer del
Marrue Kirkland, 6-3,62, April Horning
def. Cathy LaBruyere, 6-1. 6-0, Jorunn
Rid del Linda Manfrm. 6-1, 6-2. Carla
Arnbrico del Charlotte Corne 6-1, 6-0

Purcell Defeats Harmon
TAMPA, Ha. — Seeded second in the Robinson Tennis
Open, Mel Purcell won his
opening match yesterday,
defeated former University of
Tennessee doubles parnter,

Rodney Harmon,6-4, 6-1.
Purcell is recovering from
an injury to his shin, suffered
while trying to return a shot in
last week's United Bank Tennis Classic.

Kathy Outla‘n del Marla Meyer, 6-2,60- Liz Hendon def Terri Yacks,6-3,6-3
Doubles Results
Spencer-Horning
def labruyere-Manfrm, 6-2, 7-5, KidMnbrico del Kirkland-Meyer, 6-0. 6-2.
Corne-Yacks del Outland-Hendon, 6-4,
6-3
Oklanisina Slate 6, Murray State 3
Singles Results -- Spencer clef Stacey
Williams, 7-5,6-1, Horning lost to Debbie
Huitt. 6-7,6-1.6-2. Kid lost to Robin Fall.
6-1, 6-7, 6-4. Ambrico lost to Sue Money,
6-4, 6-2, Sherry' Rousse lost to Anastasia
Tetrovie, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4, Mary McNicholas
lost to Mary Jewett, 6-3. 5-7,6-3
Doubles Results - Spencer-Horning
V,011 by default over Money-Jewett
Fall-Huitt def. Eid-Ambrico, 6-4, 6-4,
McNicholas-Rousse del Tetrovick-Jane
Harris by default

VELVET JONES (11) gets bumped as she drives toward
the lane in the Murray girls' 70-54 win over Hickman
County. Jones hit four of her five free throw attempts.
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Gregg, Scheer Belt Racers Past Detroit
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MSU Splits First Of Three Doubleheaders
NEW ORLEANS — In the
first of three straight
doubleheaders this week
against the same twcrteams,
Murray State split with
Detroit and New Orleans
yesterday, winning the first
game, 6-1, and losing the second.9-3, respectively.
In his first start this season,
Scott Tucker pitched the full
seven innings for Murray in

the win over Detroit as he
allowed five nits.
The Racers made the most
out of their seven hits, as Ronnie Scheer picked up three in
four at bats, including a runscoring double.
-The big blast for Murray
came in the fourth inning
when Tommy Gregg's belted a
two-run home run. Lee Hutson
had staked the Racers to their

three runs in the third with his
two-run double.
In the second game, 22ndranked New Orleans broke it
open in the third inning when
seven straight hits, six of
which were singles, led to six
runs and an 8-0 lead.
Scheer was the hittini
catalyst for the Racers again
as his fourth inning doubre
scored Hutson and Darrell

White.
In the sixth inning, David
Scheer sihgled, went to second
on a wild pitch and scored on a
single by Keith Wisniewski.
Hutson finished the game
with two singles.
After coming into the game
in the fourth inning in relief of
Doug Rice, Randy Shively
allowed just two hits.
The Racers, now 3-2, play

Detroit and New Orleans
again today and tomorrow.
Murray State . 0 1 3 2 0 0 0- 67 0
Detroit ...
0 0 0 0 0 1 0- 1 5 3
Scott Tucker and Jeff Oakley; Kevin
Smith, Dale Erickson 15) and Gary
Divito. 28 Gary Blaine ,M 1. Lee HutsonlMi,RonnanrMl. Don Flores
Di HR Tommy Gregg 1M
Murray State 0 0 0 2 0 1 0
3 9 4
Nen Orleans .. 0 2 6 0 0 1
- 911 I
Doug Rice, Randy Shively 41 and
Oakles,' Dove Albrecht and Tim
Jamieson 7J3 R Scheer 1M 1,
Jamieson
FIR - Jamieson NO I

Others Going Strong At 40

Stargell Not Ready For Rocking Chair
By WILL GRLMSLEY
P Special Correspondent
BRADENTON, Fla. I AP) —
(Overhead a small plane flew
across the cicrudless sky,pailmg a banner which r'ead:
'Happy 40th,-Willie Stargell."
''Okay Pops," chided little
Phil Garner, "now we'll call
you "Grandpops.' Where's
your rocking chair?"
Z.:Iolo rocking chair, just
roller skates on my crutches,"
replied the Pittsburgh
Pirates' towering
first
baseman and captain. ...Swing, grab my crutches and
zoom down to first."

All the guys in black and
gold uniforms laughed.
"No laughing matter," said
Stargell. "I'll have to pay the
bill for that plane."
Not many modern baseball
players reach the 40-year
milestone and remain not only
active but a driving force in
the team's destiny.
"He's the guts and heart of
this ballclub," said Manager
Chuck Tanner.
Getting old poses no con
cerns for this 6-foot-3, 225pound hulk Or a man whose
powerful bat and inspirational

leadership have influenced the
Pirates'fortunes for 19 years.
lie's never played for
another major league club,
probably never will. He was 4f
last Friday. Ile was on the
sidelines at the time with t
bothersome left thigh, nos
almost fully healed.
He is not coming apart mentally or physically.
"When I get up every day,"
he explained, "if I'm healthy,
I tell myself, 'This is going to
be the best day of my life'.
"After all, how you feel and
how you perform is 85 per cent
froni the neck up."

On the loosest, wildest, most
relaxed team in all baseball,
Stargell is the loosest of the
lot. He shoves all his problems
on the top shelf of his locker.
Stargell said it's become an
unwritten rule of baseball that
you're through at 32 or 33
years of age.
"That's silly - depends on
the man," he insisted. "Look
at Carl Yastrzemski Gaylord
Perry and Phil Niekro, all
over 40 and still going strong,
and Pete Rose, who will be 40
next month.
"They enjoy it.

"If I had to give somebody a
formula, it would be this:
Don't set a ceiling on yourself.
Don't sit back and be satisfied
with being an ordinary person."
If Willie isn't anything, he
isn't ordinary.
Before being plagued last
year with a succession of injuries that limited him to 67
games, he was modern
baseball's most decorated
athlete
co-MVP in the National League in 1979, World
Series MVP, everybody's
Sportsman of the Year.

OVEN FRESH...
$2 OFF!
$200 OFF,PAN PIZZA.

$2 off ans law PIZZA,
Only at your Hometown
Pizza Hut° restaurant. Delicious limns' and dough .
fresh everyday. Come on
in for pizza served ovenfresh, topped with your
favorite toppings. Aahh.
AM En MO I=
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r
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Morroy, Ey,
751-4646
March 31, 1981
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Pennsylvania, Not Murray State,
Playing At West Virginia In NIT
By LARRY SIDI,*'No,
West Virginia
AP Spurts Writer
The NIT 6...gazi luesday
Princeton is going to Pro- night with a cliffhanger in
vidence, R.I. Penn is going to Ohio. Dayton charged back in
Morgantown, W.Va. Dayton the closing nunutes of regulaisn't sure where its going. But tion time, then survived
Fordham is going home.
scares in both overtinie
That's the gist of Tuesday periods to edge Fordhain 66night's college basketball Sclion, with one game deternunKevin Conrad sank three
ing the final teams in the na- free throws in the final minute
lion 's
major -college of the second extra period. inpostseason tournaments and eluding the clinching point
another starting one of the with 40 s.econds left, to give the
tourneys with a double- Flyers their 14th victorsovertime thriller
against three defeats at home
Princeton stripped the Ivy this season.
League title from Penn,
Dayton had rallied from a
beating the Quakers 54-40 in a four-point deficit in the final
playoff game at Easton, Pa. 2'z minutes of regulation time
The Tigers, 18-9, automatical- to tie the score 56-56. The first
ly filled the final berth in the overtone ended 60-60.
National Collegiate Athletic
We were flat-out lucky.Assoetataort- -field,
- the ---satdr --Dayton -Coach-Eton.
National Invitation Tourna- Donoher. "We were a horrible
ment quickly picked Penn. 20- offensive team and they did as
7, for its last Spot.
good a job as anybody at stop-We're very happy. Chain- ping Mike l Kanieski," the
pionships aren't easy to win in Flyers'offensive leader.
our league," said Princeton
Karueski still scored 20
Coach Pete Carril, whose points to pace Dayton, now 18team split its season series 10, which will play in the sewith the Quakers to wind up cond round at either Rhode
tied for the title.
Island or Purdue. Those
Penn's only lead was forged schools meet in first-round aeon a layup by George Noon lion Thursday night at Purafter the opening tip-off. But due.
Princeton quickly took a 4-2
For Fordhani, a loser to
advantage and blew the game
Dayton in the NIT for the third
open with 12 consecutive straight time and now 19-9. the
points for an 18-4 lead midway
season is over.
through the first half.
"A foul here and a turnover
In the last 12 seasons, either
there is what cost us." said
Princeton or Penn has won the
Rams Coach Tom Pender.
Ivy - the Tigers three times, "We let Dayton back in
the Quakers nine including a
several times and we gave
year ago. It was Princeton's
them too many oppor17th Ivy basketball title
tunnies."
overall.
In the final regular-season
. Princeton opens the NCAA
game, Marquette, 'which is
East Regional Thursday night
headed for the NIT, beat
against Brigham Young at
Wisconsin 64-53. Glenn Rivers
Providence. Penn will be at
scored 23 points for the WarMorgantown the following
riors, 20-10, who hit just 33 pernight to open NIT play against
cent of their first-half shots

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
High School Region Scores

from the flour and trailed 23-21
player Bob McAdoo. and
1:iris
at intermission
Claude Georgia's Duniiruque Wilkuis,
Gregory led the Badgers with the SEC's top scorer with a
lat
Marred 70, Hiclular, 0
29 points, boosting his 23.9-point average.
Labe Oak SS Mu,Led4,
schoolrecurd career total to
Drake, taking on one of
kd Repots
L745.
Hafted'lb
F dry
three Big Ten teams in the
Owensboro Aputio 64 SI tiut
The NCAA tournament
NIT, has the tournament's Cottrell
47
doesn't begin for another
highest-rated player Lewis
411111Inglas
Misa Co 541,0laboad51
night. But the NIT's first
Lloyd, a 6-foot-6 forward and a
Warren East M.Condoles/Oa
round continues tonight with
third-team All-Anierica
Ilk Region
Lou. Southern 40. Lai WagemW
five games,including a pair of
Minnesota was runnerup to
Lou. Valley A. Lou Stunirrene 42
contests between 20-victory
Virginia in last year's NIT and
Lou Fairdale 65, Lou Thomas Jotters
teams and a battle of gianthad been hoping for an NCAA .00 42
Lou
Butler 56, Lou Central 43
killers.
bid this season
7th Region
"But we're pleased to be
LOU Aaabription 79. Lou Lharett 15
Texas-Arlington. 20-7, meets
Lou Merry 55, Lou Eastern 46
South Alabama, 23-5, at back in the NIT,- said
Lou Westport 50, Lou MAP Lad 48
Mobile, Ala., and American, Gophers Coach Jim Dutcher,
Lou Mourn 70, Lou Senn a 49
and our goal now is to get inMils Region
24-5, is at Toledo, 20-9, as the
Bracken
Co 56 Maysville 43
pace of nation's oldest college to the final four and play in
Clark Co 72. Harruon l'o 30
basketball tournament inten- New York City.''
1419 Regina
0/hatesbor0 65, Owslej Co 47
The American-Toledo game
sifies.
Leslie Co 54, Breatlutt Co 46
Also on tap are San Jose is a rarity for the NIT, mat15th Region
Allen 3entre! 51, Phelps 32
State, 21-8, at Texas-El Paso, ching two league champions.
- • Elltekiortebrli(10, Miltart1311 '
•
A
Me'rean
--UrrSit
"
-TITY'17Ffa'ke, .111-1(1,•
Mb Regina
nesota, 17-10, and Old Domi- regularseason East Coast
Russell 72, thus Breclanridge 31
Ashland 64, West Carter 56
Conference titli but lost the
nion, 18-9. at Georgia. 18-11.
Boys
While Old Dominion and tournament title and NCAA
Georgia lack the records of bid to St. Joseph's, while
2nd Region
Tngs Co 69, Madisonville 61
some of the other tournament Toledo was one of five teams
Told Central $5, Union Co 54
teams,their game is expected to tie for the regular-season
idi Regioa
Bardstown 73, Fort Knox 59
to draw considerable attention crown in the MidAmerican
Marion Co 53, Green Co 47
because of upsets each pulled Conference.
0th Region
American is led by Russell
during the season or in conLou Central 81, lou Ferndale 65
Lou Doss 71. lou Shawnee 57
"Boo" Bowers, who was
ference tournaments.
averaging 25.5 points when he 57Lou Iroquois 75. lou Pleasure Ridge
Old Dominion was the only
suffered a knee injury in the
Lou Butler 79, Lou Thomas Jefferson
team to beat top-ranked
Eagles' 10th game of the 71
DePaul, upsetting the Blue
70 Regime
season. He missed 19 games
Lou, Eastern 75, Lou. Manual 70
Demons at Chicago in after undergoing
Lou Moore 63, Lou Trinity 57
surgery.
January. And Georgia beat
Lou Fern Creek 45, Lou Atherton 42
A( he plays, it will be
OT
then-No.3 Louisiana State in limited
action," said Eagles
Lou Si Xavier 56, Lou. Waggener 52
the Southeastern Conference Coach
Ilk Regime
Gary Williams. -But
tournament last week, only to the
Botha Central 61, Anderson Co 59
players are glad he's back.
Oldham
Co
57,
Owen Co 47
be eliminated in the tourna- He
kept our team from having
Ilk Region
ment final by Mississippi.,
Simon
Kenton
65,
Newport 51
a losing record the last two
Campbell Co 67. Beechwood 12
The game at Athens, Ga., years.Ilth Regim
Woodford Co 74, HarnxIsbirg 40
The first round of th.- NIT
also presents the first NIT
Lez Bryan Station 90, Richmond
matchup of "name" players concludes with seven games Madison
63
- Old Dominion's Ronnie Thursday and anottusr three
12th Region
lourei Co 94, Lincoln Co 60
McAdoo, the cousin of pro Friday.
Danville 60. Monticello 50

Erving Should Check Insurance

By The Associated Press
The Suns led 64-59 at
It might be a good idea for halftime but Dallas, behind
Julius "Dr. J" Erving to make the strong rebounding of Tom
sure his malpractice in- LaGa rde, narrowed the deficit
surance is up to date.
to 87-86 by the end of the third
"The Doctor is murder," In- period and then took the lead
diana Coach Jack McKinney in the final period, leading by
said Tuesday night after Erv- as much as nine points with
Most of the players high on
TAMPA, Fla. 4AP) - Kids
ing scored 25 points- his driv- 4:22 remauung.
who have dreams of becoming the eligibility list are pitchers
ing,off-balance jump shot proLakers 118, Spurs 104
big leaguers who get into the and outfielders with a smatved to be the winning basketKa reem
Abdul-Jabbar
Hall of Fame should avoid tering of catchers and first
as the Philadelphia 76ers wat- scored 35 points and Los
positions in the infield, except basemen.
ched a 10-point lead vanish in - Angeles took advantage of San
maybe at first base.
Marty Manon. a shortstop
the closing seconds before Antonio's cold shooting in the
They're the toughest spots for the St. Louis Cardinals in, pulling out a 103-102 National
third quarter to roll over the
from which to spring to one of the 1940s, and Travis Jackson, Basketball Association vicSpurs. Earvin "Magic"
those immortal niches at who was 15 years with the tory over the Pacers.
Johnson had 21 paints, 16 reGiants, were the leading inCooperstown, N.Y.
"We defensed him perfectly bounds and 10 assists for the
They would be much better fielders on today's list.
The rash of pitchers includ- but he's just too good. We forc- Lakers in his fifth and most
off pitching or playing outed
Hal Newhouser, who gain- ed him to his left and he took productive game since returnfield,
,
ed fame with the Detroit the off-balance shot but it still ing to action F'eb. 27 after
This counsel is supported by
missing more than three monTigers and Fred Fitzsimmons went in."
statistics provided by the Hall
Philadelphia didn't score ths with a knee injury. George
of the New York Giants and
of Fame as the Oldtimers
Brooklyn Dodgers. Walter after Erving's basket with Gervin led the Spurs with 28
Committee met here today to
Alston, who managed the 1:21 remaining and Indiana points.
pick any player who might
Kings 107, Clippers 100
Dodgers to seven World staged a furious rally with the
have been passed over years
Ernie Grunfeld, starting in
Series, was a candidate along final seven points of the game.
ago in the regular balloting of
"We started running the place of injured Phil Ford,
with umpire Al Barlick, the
the Baseball Writers Associalate owner Walter O'Malley of shot clock down too far, and scored a career-high 30 points
tion of America.
the Dodgers and old Negro we just didn't get any good in leading Kansas C.ty.
Grunfelsi scored 13 point, in
I.
A slugging first baseman, League stars Rube Foster, shots," said Erving.
Elsewhere, the lowly Dallas the third quarter as the Kings
t. Johnny Mize, appears to head Ted Page and Smoky Joe
Mavericks stunned the Pacific recorded their fourth con1. the volume of names submitWilliams.
Division-leading Phoenix Suns secutive victory. He also had
ted for consideration. The canOnly five third basemen
didates include - legendary have made the Hall of Fame, 107-103, the Los Angeles 12 assists and a team-leading
I players remembered by a eight second- basemen and 11 Lakers whipped the San An- six rebounds. After trailing by
generation of middle-aged shortstops. There have been 13 tonio Spurs 118-104, the Kan- as many as 15 points in the
fans, plus managers, ex- first basemen, 42 pitchers and sas City Kings downed the San first period, the Kings
Diego Clippers 107-100, the outscored the Clippers 34-16 to
ecutives, umpires and 45 outfielders.
Trail
Blazers take a 53-48 advantage. Joe
members of the old Negro
It's the big bat and the wing Portland
leagues who way have been that people most remember, outlasted the Denver Nuggets Bryant led San Diego with a
slighted.
at least those people who vote. 142-137 and the Chicago Bulls career-high 34 points.
edged the Atlanta Hawks 118- Trail Blazers 142, Nuggets 137
116.
Guards Kelvin Ransey and
In opening a P2-game lead Jim Paxson combined foi .S7
over idle Boston in the Atlan- points. Itansey, the rookie
tic Division, the Sixers broke from Ohio State, ind Paxson,
open a close game early in the a second-year man from
fourth quarter as the Pacers Dayton, each scored a career
went scoreless for four high with 35 and 32 points.
minutes. A pair of baskets by respectively. The Blazers took
rookie Andrew Toney, who a 76-66 halftime lead and upfinished with 21 points, two ped it to as many as 27 points
free throws by Bobby Jones in the third period before the
and a basket by Clint Richard- Nuggets stormed back. Calvin
son pushed Philadelphia's Natt contributed 29 points to
lead to 99-89. Philadelphia the Portland attack while Glen
managed just two baskets the Gondrezick collected a careerrest of the way, both by Erv- high 27 for Denver.
ing.
Bulls 118, Hawks 116
Billy Knight and Louis Orr
Ricky Sobers' baseline jump
led Indiana with 22 and 20 shot with three seconds left
points, respectively.
gave the playoff-hopeful Bulls
101 S. 12th
Mavericks 107, Suns 103
their fifth victory in the last
Jim Spanarkel sank two free six games. Artis Gilmore, who
(12th 0 Main)
throws in the closing seconds led Chicago with 26 points,tied
Murray,Ky.
to complete a 25-point perfor- the score with two free throws
mance and stole the ball a with 47 seconds remaining.
clubrecord eight times to lead
Sobers missed a jumper
the expansion Mavencks to with eight seconds remaining
their 11th victory in 72 games. but the ball went out of bounds
Spanarkel and Oliver Mack hit and was awarded to Chicago.
key baskets down the stretch This time, Sobers
,hit the
MfA
for you
to clinch the triumph.
game-winning basket from 12

Hall Of Fame Aspirants
5 Better Not Be In Infield

feet out.
The setback nullified a 56point performance by
Atlanta's guarJs, Eddie
Johnson with 30 and a careerhigh 26 for rookie Wes Matthews, who also contributed 15
assists. _

Baseball Association To Meet
There will be a general
meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Baseball
Association March 24 at 7 p.m.
in the Calloway County High
School cafeteria. The meeting will be held to

chose new league officers and
to adopt by-laws.
Registration and the payment of dues for participation
this summer can also be made
at the meeting
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Sports In Brief
iS, Ay.", gated Pr,.
TENNIS
Helicons-(API-- • 1170e11
Burg of Sweden duipaied
lirritar.1 lifeleau
in the irst round
oalle $175 OHO Bello:at Indoor
In other matches. Trey %Wilke twat
Pas, al Porte. of France 6-3. 6-3. Pat
i*apr.kleak.i Cark. Kinney er
Braid
11-1 Peter Hennert slopped
Sherwood Stewart 6-1, 6-4, India's Vijay
Viintrat beat 5. biotimo 11licit50ein of
Israel 6-2, 6-2. West German Rolf Gehr•
mg defeated Marcos Hocevar 06 Brant 64. 7-6. and li.ot Frawley of Australia top
ped Hein/ Guntharilt of Switzerland 6-3.
6-7. 741
013ASM AFL Fla 'APi Walter
Redondo upset Francisco Gonzales 6-7.
6-3.6-4 in the $75.1110 Robinson's Open In
other ii io,n Notch Welts topped Ricks
Meyer 6-2. 6-4. Chile's Jaime
scored it 6-3, 7-6 triumph over Australian
d Ball. Steve Sinister defeated John
Hayes 7-5. 6-0. and Guillermo A ubone of
Argentina outlasted No lc Si,lariu 6-3. 57. 6-1
DALLAS AP. Marti. Navratilova
defeated .11,111, Harrington. 5-2, 6-1; while
Vicki Barker upset Wendy Turnbull 6-3.
6-1 in the first nand of the Avon Championships of liallas
In other match,. Virginia RUZIll of*
Romania defeated Yvonne 12ermaak of
South Alma. 6-3, 6-2. Kathy Jordan
defeated Ann Kiyomura 6-2, 6-3. 21.
Garrison eliminated
Marjorie
Blackwood 6-4, 7-5. Beth Norton stopped
Peanut Louie 6-2,
Katerma Skrunslsa
of (449'hoslovalini innet Joanne Russell
7-4. Co. 1,2. and Pam Shriven defeated
isa Hoilar,J1, of Czerhoslovalua.6-4.6-4
GENERAL
I/ALLAS AP
- Former 13allas
Cowboys All-Pro cornerback Mel Renfro
was sentenced to six months in jail on a
contempt of court citation folldwing his
failure to pay $8.582 in child support
Renfro non appointed a3rus-tee at the
boodle.'n M.U111111.1111 Security unit and
may tie able tit serve his sentence in four
months. fail Capt. l'harles Matter said
The. former Oregon halfbac
-k was a second roma] draft pick of the Cowboys in
1964 and was a five-tune All-Pro selection It, ri,61c the Pro Bowl team Is

Prairie Farms
Whole

11)141)5 ICON 011.1.1i,
11.66 ,1 Half
Macinnald. nght 01115 I. '1 al., ousel
woo.., end
jur_f:arr. Larisfer •
lhe right.III kV,I Kerr v right wing
IPS ANGF 1.Es KINGS Tradell
(oaf s Vogel , role. 1,, the FallSonton
4 Mier.to* 4141444,4.1,1eivf ali•onts
M IS SES4). o
NOR1H
fisdeo lion las nussi. right
S rnics
IRS. and a 1901 ihirdround draft till/Ill.
to thl. Tore,to Vlapl,' I
• I., a 1981

NHL Standings
Ihe Awn ofWil PIVIks
(ampbeil °denser
Petrick Daisies
W L T OF GA Pis
NY Islanders
19 17 II 298 357 88
Philadelphia
37 71 10 273 214 84
35 22 12 St 245 It
L.
algarv
NY Rangers
'X Ii 12 273 2W a
Washington
21 10 16 243 772 A
Smythe Melba
thl louts
41 13 14 114
96
thicioto,
27 28 0 IN 272
Vancouver
24 Al 17 245 '.511 65
Edmonton
.2 13 12 ND '202 11
Colorado
19 38 10 218 .N6 48
Wurupeg
8 48 12 Mr •11:
Wines l'unferesire
Nana Divon
Montreal
37 19 11 288 194
1. Arigei
:17 V. 9 LI 243 go
Pittstior0
,T 31 9 28.2
63
Hautord
18 to 17 :52 316
1/etroit
18 32 16 210 $67 52
Adams Division
Buffalo
12 15 19 $7
83
Minnesota
30 22 16 244 217 76
Eit6ton
31 25 11 2E7 3111 73
Quebec
24 30 13 126 275 61
Toronto
23 34 10 39Li 310 56
x41nched division tale
Tuesday's Games
Quebec 6. NY Rangers 4
Washington 4, thloraclo
Hartford 4, Detroit 4. tie
Calgary 11. 1:avower 2
Wednesdej's Games
Colorado at NY Rangers
Waste-glen at Hartford
Mortrrnal at Pdtsbirgh
St lams at Quebec
Boston at Toronto
Buffalo at Minnesota
NY Island.,s at Woropeg
ilocago alloy, Annelle(

1 4.1

Kaareta to Indianapolis at Ow u.•
H.s Key ramie Retailed Roland M....
sou
froul Induifirpole.
NEW .ILIKK BANC:Etta .Assigrsed
!Sorg Sialaert .
and this g Salk,
forward to-New Haven attire Amen,an
Hocks, League liecalk9.1 Steve Weeks,
goalie Iron New Haven
mind Nay
Markham. right wing. tulle FAtientan
Oilers fur John Ittight... 3eiensrailati
errrsau
.
1 F:\411.TAS I: Ahll
Pat Hugh.... Ita,•rd ir {VA 1,1110 oloo
I ilers for Pat Pro r 4111,11.1C111•In NI,11rd Mar. Chantey
101*0511) M.Y1.1.1-. LEAF'S hailed
fin,WA ord. g..11, 114, lie Ie.
I, - Khiim,s for Wiwi.. ort.ideratIOIIN
I. (.1 11. EH C A NU KS, Traded
3,Iar lo Maria, defr,tumrxar, I,,
seuebei• Norikques for clan, far.. rc.
delensrman
SHIX.KINS, Nwiffecl Stewart Aker
heal foolbi./1 cum h
\ltsoiiSsid-I'i,s'rATE -1/1114W11 ed the
re 'is...Mani Jim Hatheid Mantra ant.•41

NBA Standings
RI, 1hr .1,socraird
Essen,(edentate
'ideate. Maim
V.
I
Pit
s-Iluiodelpino
5; 15
712
x-ficraor,
-.5 if
New one
82 "b
..932
Washington
:15 37
416
Nei, Jersey
Si Si
Central Daises
v-Miwaukee
52 19
722
39 33
.542
Chicago
37 36
507
Atlanta
3 43
394
Cleveland
35 6
357
Iletrott
17 35
...76
Western ordirtmen
Vladwen lineman
y.Sari Anitrue.
46 27
Kt
Kansas Cio,
37 X
507
Houton
E X
465
Daher
r 41
472
Utadi
47
356
Dallas
11 61
153
Pacific' Division
x-Phoeno
53 12
707
X-1/26 Arseelei
46 24
.857
Portland
-11 35
.521
Golden Stale
36 35
.507
San Diego
415
444
Seattle
31 41
431
y-duiciacl tints. title
admited playoff berth
Tindery's Games
Chicago 118. Atlanta 116
Phaladelllhfe 103. Indiana K12
Dallas 107. Moms 103
Portland le Denier 117
Kansas Oh 107, San Diego la
ian Angeles 118, San Antaniu 104
Weebeaday's Games
Miwaukee at Boston
NY at Philadelphia
Seattle A Cleveland
Wastungun at New Jena.>
AUanta at Detroit
C.,165,n Stab at Hartle

DISCOUNT1
FOODS

$225

25' Hominy White
Ito. 25' Red Beans
is.. 30' Pork & Beans
„., 28' Toaster Pastries
Block Pepper
3/
Tender Ch. Ham
29

Kidney Beans
Blackeye Peas
French Green Beans
Navy Beans

is ,

Steak
Sauce
$1 39

JUICE

994
S1 49

Instant Tea
Tea flags
Cake Mixes
Cut Green Beons

Coffee Filters

99' Mustard
59' Dish Dc?.
3/93' Kozy kitten
1 19 Cat Litter

Coiortex

TOILET
TISSUE
4 roll

lb.

39`
79'
79'
19'

Tomatoes
Pears
Flour
Salt
Trash Bogs
Kelloggs Corn Flakes

Wide, Med. & Egg

NOODLES

534

10 Oz

S 1 39 Husky Dog Food

SPom

3/79'
Is., 30'
is., 27'
is., 65`
r., 65'
89'

Sausage
$1 49

Al

Ocean Spray
Cranberry

32 oz.

,

• 2,0z

Is.,

Sweet Peas

Williams

FILLING
$1 09

,90,

Green Beans

Cash & Food Stamps
• ccepted - Sorry No Checks

Win You
Cherry Pie

MILK

INSURANCE

Johnny W. Williams
101 S. 12th
(12th & Main)
MOW•
753-6017 80

if i
1411 tl ,
MID% Fat
Mary.II, 94 A/won-an J
11111
418111.NTS
hr league
\imprint...May.11
Pr.
Pc1111
%MA
First KOMI
Fbrwgef,
X.1,t1 1,a ia
Aut...ma
lust,A
south, r, I.. 4! 1. rankliti
11.,.torigton 42
.•
_
e.t.a "Ile 57
• ..11 .1. i...61111•1111St

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

Our new
office
location is

We've Got the Shield

College Scores

T-Mart

Moved
Our
Shield

Come by to see us

loot Jack 80, Vfluitley Co 57
t aimed ai Jackson Ca M

IS. is. h.r,.,iam.gIs,',
146.51.1. nisi,
Basketball hasontatiais
F
NI. 1.1 of Is AfIllotalt t
tb. sia Wt h twd agreen
4iti.•
''oliRAli.
saioousi lr withal tallier
I \
it RIVAL lib Fired
911163 head 0,11 fi •nd Fred lot.'
general manager Nanaed flen
head • 'sodi awl Grads %Mauritian
genet di itiatiag, I \
t other
deb,
.nbivator
Ni V.
ENGI.A ND
PIii'. Named Bobby taw( off,',,
so, toe Infield...0h
14.1 TTI.F. SEAMAN KS Amount ed
thal !kir WI/WI,
k had
agree...Ito 4.111.
1441111 REV
Naboisall Markey traitor
SABRES Trades1 Richard
Startin aft wing,and lion Ili,, enter,
to the foss .AUt.11, Eines for Iafore I OhslEleratomr.
1 111013AI/1i ROI IslIF-S It quire,'
161, BaSer,leleicamoin. from tilV 1•Ittnt1,211 anallsell• ha Idol, ....WI, I

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why
We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

1

We've

Transactions

IMMO.

gy The Aseniesbod Pee.

596
H., 49'
„., 59'
27'
„. 21'
s1 49

Pure, Detergent

52"

Automatic Dish Det.

S 1 39

Cleanser

37'
59'
39'
594

Brillo

Pads

Air Freshener
Panty Hose

Campsite
Tomato

Cream Style
Whole Kernel

CATSUP

CORN

3 2 01

83

,sor

27

1:8

18.
22
36'

tO
24

9
II
1
34

4,
14
tie

!!!

PAG
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Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aids Dept.

N
•
U

tois.
—v.

MI

• MI
Us.
I0
•
I.111 III 10
••
I II ••
•MMII
I ••
111.111•1111•111
II •••
I 111 II II%
I II MI II X 11_11_111_ ao wo_m_01 II a_ 10_1E1_1E1_01_1LO_,
0 111
I • re

•APNVI'
s

MI

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.

1[11.1310721131REIX.

•P

Prices Good Thru March 15

4-11111116/•••11101111•••naminell
_LAIR
U
N MOIII
..!

Prices Good Thru March 15
.

ww en le g
0110
El II EN

[11414UP

Halls
Cough Tablets

MENTE40-LYPTUS

gif

50
Capsules

11110111111

Extra Strength
EXTRA-STREh

.39

vo'ass,.

WACIAAan
X10

1

300 Swabs

Hand $278

Sale

I

Big Ben

Insulated
Coveralls

Regular, Extra Hold,
Unscented Ultra Hold

40%
Reg

Sole
9
88
Sale $2

7.5 Oz. Can

Off

corhortt
Coats &
Vests

Reg. $36.99

29

Sale

$1 68

Wash Cloth

White Rain
Hair Spray

L14-2.

Double Tipped
Safety Swabs
$

Cannon Towels
$388
Bath

$216

Extra Kilo Relief
Without Aspirin

Slush
Boots

Solids 8. Patterns

Tylenol
Capsules

•NTYLEN 0/111
j

Q-Tips
Cotton
Swabs

Infants, Missy
and.*omen's

ir-1111
II 01 • am or- el 11 so
•••••••bIONIIII•111110111•Mel•
HIGHWAY 641 MURRAY, KY.'
ome items not exact as •ictured

Regular Cherry
Honey Lemon

'
n
4I
*
e 2?

7

.
••
,••••••

$2488
Reg. $17.99

Sale
$1 388

Mennen

Sale

Armour
Chili w/
Beans

Skin Bracer
After Shave
Lotion
4 Oz Bottle

Big Ben

Denim Coats
$1 388
$

Great Savings!

Reg. S17.99

15' 2 Oz Can

Reg. S19.99 4/Sa1e

94
Sale6

Sale

Listermint
Mouthwash

Revlon
Flex
Conditioner
FLEX
Regular, Extra Body,
amsAm
,
PROIEr

Gargle

Oily Hair
16 Oz. Bottle
Regular or Cinnamon

180z
•4
6 Bottle
Sale $1

Gillette
Trac II
Cartridges

*OS

$1 28

5 Cartridges

Sale

Sale $1

•

Johnson's

Baby Oil

1

10 Oz Bottle
$

Barnes Hind
Wetting
Solution
For Contact Lenses
2 Oz
$

$688

46

Sale Price
Machine Washable

Sizes 4-6, 8-16

Bras
/3

Off

Regular, Menthol
Medicated 11 Oz. Can

Sale

7 4

5 Styles

L'Oreal
Extra Body
Perm

Wrangler
Denim
Shirt

Normal, Hard To Wave,
Color Treated

$1 59
•

Sole $31

Only

88

84

Sizes 141 1 - 1 8 Sleeve Length 32-36

Vinyl Tablecloths

Norelco Curly Plus
Curling Brush
With Mist
Brush release, mist, cool tip,
dual voltage, tor world wide
travel, swivel cord
Model HB1640

52x52

Reg. 16.99

Sale $1 1 99

$988

Reg. S18.99

1 399

Sale $

Style 1500 & 6500

Ladies
New Spring
Mix & Match

$238

Shorts &
Tops

$338

By Wrangler

52x70
60 Rd. & 52x90 $438

Prices Start At

799
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Save $4.1 I

Special Purchase
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Sole

Work
Boots

288

by Clairol
Soothes tired, aching feet with automatically controlled heat and vibrating
water message 4 way control - Model FF I

Sale

Off

Men's

The Foot Fixer

with fluoride
4 6 Oz Tube

50%
Special Selection

Reduced From S16.99 To

Aqua Fresh
Toothpaste

Ladies
Casual •
Shoes •

Exquisite Form

Colgate
Instant
Shave

Colgate
.ASEANE
SHAVE

Reg. $7.99

$
6
3
9
Save Up To $5.00

60 Tablets

,
m
-H.y

Sale

O

Crib
Blankets

$1 39

1 96

Sole

Pre-Washed
Jeans
Only

76

Sale

Quilted

Denture Cleanser
Tablets

.AMEA

1588
•

Boy's

Efferdent

Sale

Sale
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SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S SPORTING GOODS DEPT.
NO RAINCHECKS

NO RAINCHECKS

NO RAINCHEM

•

Ms M. dB

Molded
Boat
Seats
Swivel Mounted, Available
In White, Green, Tan
$
7
50
Sale

M

Each

13"
Boat
Seat
Pedestals
$749

Marker Buoys

iwiFolding
- Cots

Mark Your Favorite
Spot with These
fluorescent orange floating
marker

rtAc

6 Feet In Length
Ideal For Camping

$1 799

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT.
U.

,
00
uniwross'`"

Slip On
Auto Seat
Covers

41 2'Keystone

.
4I I.

All
Arbogast

Shelving
Many Sizes
At Discount
Prices
Nu-Life
Fibred
Asphalt
Aluminized
Roof

Lures
Regular 2.37
Sale

Special Selection
of

Tennis
Rackets
$500

60'
/
1 2"Garden
Hose
$587 1
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Wan

With Ceramic Guides

Roll 8. Pleat
Foam Back or
Vinyl or Nylon
Reg. 11.99

Reg,7.87

$900

$
5
0
0
Sale

75'
5/8" Garden
Hose
$11 97

IL

Pistol Grip
t
Rod

Sole

•
.
0
House
•
Paint
•
e•
s
.
N
7
•
Paint and
Boat
.
N
Roller
Set
Trailer
.
I
Reg. 2"
Wheels-Tires
•
•
.
N
$1 79 U
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Latex Outside

Many Colors To
Choose From

11

30%.
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If Louisville Is Not Granted Aid

Dr. Furst Named
Dean Of UK
Business College

Sewer District To Seek Increase

LEXING:
TON, Ky. API —
Dr. Richard W. Furst, a proIlltessoil of business admirustranun at the Universtty of South
Carolina, has been named
dean of the Umversity of Kentucky College of Business and
Economics.
Fursis appointment, announced by UK's board of
trustees Tuesday is effective
July 1. He will succeed Dr.
William W. Ecton. who resigned List December to return to
7'6 TROMBONES? — Well, at least one. Don Robinson shows his trombone, one or
teaching and research in the
thr original trombones from the Hoosier Hot Shot fart Brass Band. Robinson, who obcollege.
tained the instrument from his brother, said that the instrument probably was made
Dr. Otis A. Singletary. UK
around the earls 1910's
president. calledt Furst .a
mimic individual who has
had a considerable amount of
experience in adminstering
proerams in business and
t mance.'
Furst, 42. has been on the
University of South Carolina
The proposal, sent Tuesday' gram -is not really very costBy DON KENDALL
'acuity since 1969 arid holds a
- to Congress, calls for legisla- ly" and that tobacco as a crop
AP Farm Writer
chair in business administration to require producers of is worth about $2.7 billion to
WASHINGTON
API ,— cotton, tobacco and "naval farmers, many small
tion:- —
He also directs a program President Reagan's new stores" -- wood products such
operators who might be forced
mined at improving the finan- budget proposal would reduce as turpentine — to pay all of from the land without the suptobacco
federal
subsidies
for
management
peroral skills of
the costs of classifying, ports.
sonnel in the health-care field farmers by at least $8 million grading, inspection and
Further, he said, tobacco
and is fanner chairman of the but would retain unchanged warehouse examinations.
generates more than $6.billion
university 's finance depart- the basic government price
All but a small part of those a year in national, state and
support program.
ment.
services now are provided by local taxes and adds about $1.9
the Agriculture Department billion annually to the U.S. exat taxpayers' expense. Collec- port total.
-If you did away with the
tively, the proposal would
save the public about $24 program, the price of tobacco
might be reduced," Block
million a year, officials said.
said. "With cheaper tobacco
Although
no
exact in the country, more people
breakdown was available, would smoke more
and what
they said tobacco fees would
have we accomplished?
amount to about $8 million a Besides people
smoking more
year and cotton, $13 million, and getting
cancer from it or
with the remainder coming
whatever. I don't know if
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m
from fees for warehouse in- that's..."
Saturday 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
spections.
Block paused to laughter
Agriculture Secretary John
•Souno
•Experienced Counselors
from his audience.
R. Block told a news con•Sun Boothes
•Diet Consultation
"Wait a minute," he said,"I
ference the fee charges were
•Private Lockers
•Cardiovasculor
haven't finished that statethe only changes in the tobacDressing Rooms
Development
ment."
co program "that I envision
He then repeated what he
Showers ond Vanity
Stress Reduction Program
right now."
has said before — cheaper
As in the past. Block said the tobacco could lead to a higher
'Next To Old Bookstore)
tobacco price support pro- rate of smoking.

Reagan's Budget Proposal
Would Cut Tobacco Subsidies

Murray Health Spa

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP —
The Metropolitan Sewer
District will seek a 27 percent
annual rate Increase if the
federal government stands
firm in its refusal of disaster
aid for Louisville's damaged
sewer system, according to a
published report.
In a copyright story, The
_

Courier-Journal reported that
the MSD rate hike would be
used to pay off a $30 million
bond issue The sale of bonds
would finance an estimated
$25.7 million in repairs to the
sewer system, which was
heavily damaged by a Feb. 13
explosion
The rate hike report is part

The report also predicts that
of the city and state attempt to
convince the federal govern- MSD can repair most of the
ment to reverse its earlier sewer damage by April 1982
Federal and local officials
denial of federal aid The
Federal Emergency Manage- are to meet here today and
ment Agency is studying the Thursday concerning the apaid request again after learn- peal, which the newspaper
ing that its initial refusal to said is expected to be forwardrecommend aid was based on ed soon to Washington for
review.
faulty econonuc figures

you're
a little mad
about
something
you read in
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LIMITED QUANTITY
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$
79
9S1
Retail
$149.95

COMPLETE
WITH
ATTACHMENTS'

S3131

Self-propelled
GEINGEPT EINE'

'19999
Guadraflex
agitator

FREE
TOOLS U4309
CelebrityTM III Air-Ride
Vacuum Cleaner
• CONVENIENT CORD WRAP
• POWER-PEDAL SWITCH
• FULL-TIME EDGE CLEANING
COMPLETE
WITH
ATTACHMENTS!

$5488

Soft touch cord
rewind
Edge cleaning
plus.-

With Purchase

40400
, 0P.,Alit
11310S

S3121

The true purpose of The Murray Ledger & Times is to
present the facts accurately...not to appease. If you
get your dander up over one of our editorials, writers
or the way in which we present our facts...great!
Because getting mad usually means that you are
about to get involved. And involvement means the
kind of action that improves our lifestyles and conditions, and our community. So get mad at us if you
like. But we are still going to report the facts and
keep you fully informed on politics, sports, consumer
affairs and a hundred other issues of interest to you
locally, nationally and from around the world.

Mtierray Ledger & Times
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Order Could Cut
Restrictions On
CIA Spying
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By MIURA ELJ.SNIFFEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) --The
CIA could try to secretly alter
the activities of U.S. groups
with foreign ties under a
Reagan administration working paper already attacked on
Capitol Hill as undermining
"the only meaningful, legal
restraint'. on government spying on law-abiding U.S.
citizens.
The Associated Press obtaMed a copy of a draft
presidential order that, if approved, would sharply reduce
the restrictions on CIA spying
inside this country and the
limitations on any intelligence
agency's use of break-ins,
physical surveillance and
secret infiltration against U.S.
citizens and corporations.
No longer would such intrusive tactics be reserved for
use against only those U.S.
citizens or corporations
reasonably believed to be
agents of a foreign power. No
longer would the intelligence
agencies be ordered to use the
least intrusive means of
gathering information. And no
longer would the CIA be barred from infiltrating some
U.S. organizations for the purpose of influencing their
behavior.
Nor would the use of these
techniques have to be reviewed in advance by the attorney
general, as a current
presidential executive order
requires.
The first published reports
about the working paper prompted deputy CIA director
Bobby R. Inman to call a rare
press briefing at the agency's
langley, Va., headquarters
Tuesday. Inman said the proposals had been developed by
an inter-agency task force,
headed by CIA general
counsel Daniel Silver, in
response to the administration's request to learn what
"laws, executive orders or
policies we believe inhibit our
effectiveness in terrorism and
counterintelligence."
Wearing his beribboned
Navy uniform, Adm. Inman
stressed that discussions of
changes had only just begun,
were
there
that
disagreements over the draft
proposals within the intelligence community and that
Congress would be consulted
before any recommendations
were sent to President
Reagan.
Nevertheless, he predicted
that by late spring or early
summer "we are likely to see
some revision of the executive
order and the restrictions that
now exist...because of a
changed world." He said concern over terrorism had
grown substantially since the
rules were last revised.

GOSPEL SPEAKER —
Willie Bradshaw of Paducah
will be the speaker at the
gospel meeting to start
Thursday, March 12, and continue through Sunday, March
15, at the Hickory Grove
Church of Christ. Services will
be at 7:30 each evening. A
singing will be held Sunday at
2:30 p.m. Bro. Bradshaw, a
graduate of Paducah
Tilghman High School and the
Memphis School of Praching,
is now minister of the Ninth
Street Church of Christ.
Paducah, and serves as a song
leader in the churches. Lyndon Ferguson, minister of the
church, Invites the public to
attend the services.

However, the draft executive order obtained by the
AP suggests changes in
restrictions that not only affect anti-terrorist efforts but
also revise rules designed to
prevent recurrence of abuses
like those in the 1960s.
Senate committees determined that during that era the
CIA spied on U.S. opponents of
the Vietnam war and opened
U.S. mail and that the FBI actively tried to disrupt civil
rights and antiwar groups.
Jerry Berman, legislative
counsel for the American Civil
Liberties Union, said, "We
think it could put American
civil liberties in serious
jeopardy."

Canadians Ask Reagan To
Explain, Defend Positions
By MAL KEEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer

FORENSICS brought local high school students to Western Kentucky University's
campus recently. The University sponsored a High School Invitational Tournament and
attending were: Calloway County High School students Teresa Stuckey, left, Debbie
Walker and Lisa Hale, right. Miss Stuckey, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Stuckey of
Hamlin, competed in prose and poetry; Miss Walker, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Walker of Route 5, Murray, competed in dramatic interpretation and Miss Hale,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Hale of Route 1, Kirksey, competed in prose and
poetr

Distribution Errors Aid In Drought
By KEVIN McKEAN
AP Science Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — On an
average day, more than three
times as much water splashes
down America's rivers and
streams as is needed by all its
cities, industries and farms.
So why is there ever a
drought?
The answer is that water
shortages stem from inequities of distribution — both
natural and man-made — not
from overall supply.
-There is no shortage of
water except in some places at
some times," says Robert
Spangler of the American
Water Works Association, an
utilities and suppliers group.
"The challenge is getting it in
the right place at the right
time.''
Americans find that
challenge increasingly complex and expensive.
Daily U.S. water use rose
from 300 billion gallons in 1965
to 400 billion last year as
population, industry and irrigation all expanded. We may
use 800 billion gallons a day by
the 1990s,
At the same time, the quality of our water is threatened.
Fewer than half of the nation's
3,700 largest cities have met
federal sewage standards and
toxic wastes are threatening
the groundwater supply.
"The philosophy that the air
we breathe and the water we
drink is free, which may have
been true at the turn of the
century, is no longer so in our
highly industrial society,"
says the AWWA's presidentelect, Kenneth J. Miller.
Of course, all fresh water is
free initially. It is purified by
the giant distillery which
hydrologists, or water scientists, refer to' as the
"hydrologic cycle," the sunpowered engine that recycles
water from ocean to air to
land without ever a drop being
gained or lost.
Taming the hydrologic cycle
liis been the cornerstone cI
civilization ever since the early Egyptians learned to control the Nile's annual floods to
irrigate their crops.
The economic development
of the West owes much to ambitious federal water programs under the 1902 National
Reclamation Act.
This law was intended to
provide cheap water for irrigation.
Farmers who got water paid
a long-term fee for capital
costs of the projects but not
operating costs or interest,
arid hence the water acquired
what amounted to a federal
subsidy.
"During the last drought,
there was a small market
established in water and people were paying up to $70 an
acrefoot," says agricultural
economist Richard Howitt of
the University of California at
Davis. An acre-foot is the
amount of water that would
cover an acre a foot deep, or
325,851 gallons.
"The current cost of
(federally subsidized) water
is around $5 to $7 an acre-foot.
The cost, even if farmers were
paying interest, would be
somewhere around $35 an
acre-foot. So there's an extra

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commerr lot & Residentiol

Call 434-2372
Miirroy K y

$35 prolitabilit) in that
water," Howitt says.
But owing to the subsidy,
farmers can't sell any excess
water since that would be
making a profit off a public
service. The result, says
economist F. I,ee Brown at the
University of New Mexico, is
to encourage waste and
misuse. However, farmers
can sell their water rights,and
a small but active market has
developed, Brown says.
About half of Americans get
their drinking water from
aquifers, and farmers use it
extensively for crops.
But the supply is not inexhaustable. Corn and sorghum
farmers have pumped so
much water from the Ogallala
Aquifer, a 225,000-square mile
system stretching from Texas
to South Dakota, that the
water table is falling 3 feet a
year in some places.
This raises the cost of pumping and may put an end to irrigation by the turn of the century. in parts of the Ogallala,
experts say.
Groundwater pumping has
other hazards: some dozen
homes near Houston have
been flooded by tidewater
from Galveston Bay as pumping caused the land under
them to sag like a drying
sponge.
Pollution is also a threat: an
estimated 7,500 injection wells
around the country are pumping toxic wastes directly into
the ground, and scientists say
if any of the slow-flowing
aquifers
become
contaminated it could decades to
clear them.
One former state engineer
in Florida put his family on
bottled water after studying
groundwater conditions in the
south of that state. "I don't expect to be able to drink tap
water again in my lifetime,"
Jim Bauch told a hearing on
water quality in January.
Coastal communities that
rely on groundwater face a
special threat from potential
contamination by saltwater.
On New York's Long Island,
where all drinking water
comes from the ground,
Nassau County will prevent
salt water intrusion by
recharging the underground

reservoir with treated
sewage. The sewage will be
purified to meet drinking
water standards then pumped
into the ground.
Meanwhile, a new problem
has cropped up. It appears
that chlorine, the standard
water disinfectant since 1913,
reacts with organic pollutants
to form traces of potentially
cancercausing chemicals calred trihalomethanes, the most
common of
which is
chloroform.
The EPA wants cities to
switch to new disinfectants or
change the way chlorine is applied to cut trihalomethane
levels by this November. But
many cities say the cost is too
high.
But there are steps whigh
can be taken to stretch our
water supply, says Gerald
Seinwill, acting director of the
U.S. Water Resources Council
which coordinates the more
than 30 federal agencies involved in water planning.
One is to prepare for
droughts. Seinwill says cities

also can institute routine conservation schemes, such as
-lifeline"
rates
that
discourage waste, waterconserving shower heads and
water-saving toilets.

OTTAWA IAP) — President
Reagan, in his brief visit to
Canada, is being forced to explain how his new administration intends to handle several
old issues of such grave concern here that they sparked
one of the largest foreign protests against a visiting U.S.
president in years.
On issues that ranged from
El Salvador to fishing, acid
rain to the Alaska gas
pipeline, Reagan was called
in Tuesday to outline and defend his positions.
Yet both U.S. and Canadian
officials stres4ed that the
president and Prime Minister
Pierre Trudeau hit it off personally, that they were- -'very
upbeat. .and delighted" after
their meetings.
None of the issues
separating them were solved,
but American officials said
the main purpose of the trip
was for the conservative
Reagan and the liberal
Trudeau to get acquainted.
"The issues for discussion on

From Begley's to You

Free
prescription
delivery

GUEST SPEAKER — Al
Williams of Anna, Ill., will be
the speaker at the meeting of
the logcal chapter of the Full
Gospel
Men's
Business
Fellowship International to be
held Saturday, March 14, at
Colonial
the
House
Smorgasbord. The meal will
be at 7:30 p.m. with the
meeting at 8:30 p.m. Williams
owns a motel, restaurant, and
auto service center, and has a
teaching ministry with the
Assembly of God in Wolflake.
DI. The public, including all
men, women, and children.
are invited to attend, according to Tim Scruggs, president of the local chapter.

Just another way we can serve you!
Phone in or drop off your prescription to either Begley's location (Central Center Shopping
Center or Medical Arts Building) between 11 am and 6 pm. We will deliver your
prescription to your home at the same low pnce • - thats always been
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the plate were not ripe and criticized Canada's proposed
ready for resolution," one of- energy policy
ficial said
As a result, the president apBefore leaving today, peered to be on the defensive
Reagan was addressing during his talks with Trudeau
Parliament with a speech one
Aides reported that Trudeau
aide said would focus on his repeatedly told Reagan
he
determination to stabilize the
regretted withdrawal of the
U.S. economy and call for an
fisheries treaty from Senate
economic partnership
consideration and Reagan
between the two continental
replied that the United States
neighbors.
owes it to Canada "to begin
The president also was with a clean and decisive decimeeting with former Prime
sion on this issue," adding that
Minister Joe Clark, leader of there was no way to make the
the Conservative opposition in treaty acceptable to
both naCanada.
tions
Reagan's first foreign trip
Reagan was said to have
as president, which began
Tuesday with a raucous pledged that once the Senate
welcome from sign-toting pro- ratifies a companion bountesters, was clouded from the dary treaty, which sould
resolve a dispute over owneronset
. Ettlyawv eti the trip.,cane- ...ship of prime East Coast
Mans publicly declared their fishing grounds, he intends to
opposition to U.S. military aid take steps to alleviate
to El Salvador; Reagan Canada's concerns about U.S.
withdrew from the Senate a fishermen depleting the
fisheries treaty the Canadians scallop supply off the New
had sought for two years; and England coast.
the administration was forced
Candadian Foreign Minister
to "withdraw" from the Cana- Mark MacGuigan predicted a
dian government a letter sent "residue of bad feeling" if the
by the State Department that issue isn't corrected
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Benefit Concert Raises
Over $148,000 For
Atlanta Investigations

Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Thursday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Antos

Jesse Johnson's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today
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- Covernor John V. Brown, Jr., met with two other Easter Seal solunamrh the 1981 Easter Seal Campaign. State campaign chairman Dr.
touiskille and lami Marshall, Kentucky Easter Seal Child, presented
tie)» n with the first sheet of Easter Seals. The three-year-old youngster has
been
Rtng rehabilitation services from the West Kentucky Easter Seal Center at
T'aciitc.in no; the p4+1 two sears. Chairman Sloane and jami will be visiting other cities
w
f
Seal serrates The 9181 drive will continue through April 19, Easter
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Higher Education that the
cuts will be combined with
--Cats announced last year, with
li- said only- $7.7 million in new reducle
.
tions.
.• "de higher
The cuts are necessary
o
iicxt because of an anticipated $185
million shortfall in state
— revenues next year, he said.
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Brown To Trim $20.2 Million
Off Higher Education Budget
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Former Counsel To Blanton,
Patrolman Plead Guilty
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Employee Charged
After Plane Incident
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nightclub operator William
Aubrey Thompson, who is serving a 2-year sentence on an
unrelated income tax conviction.
Blanton, Tennessee's governor from January 1975 until he
ii as ousted from office three
days early on Jan. 17, 1979,
after pardoning three persons
oat granting executive
- leniency to 49 inmates, is not
harged in the case.
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year in prison and a $1,000
fine.
An airlines spokesman said
the alleged attempt to gain aceess to the plane's cockpit apparently was more a matter of
talk than action.
"It appears he didn't make
all:, attempt physically to gain
access, bat was only talking in
bold terms," said Jack King of
the airline's public relations
department.
King said the passenger
reportedly said,"You know, I
have a gun," but that apparently was ''intended to impres.s the-crew members."
FIJI spokesman Bill Cheek
said Tuesday night the alleged
attempt came shortly after
the Bach 111 jet, carrying
about 7-5 passengers, departed
from Pittsburgh. The flight
had originated in Newark,
N.J. There were no injuries,
Cheek said.
The plane left Pittsburgh at
8:28 p.m. Airport officials in
Lexington said the pilot
radioed about 8:30 that a man
was trying to gain access to
the 'cockpit, but one official
said,"This was not an attempted hijacking."
Kemper. who was unarmed,
was apprehended after the
plane landed and pas'sengers
and crew got off, officials said.
one

The higher education budget
is being trimmed 5.5 percent,
the same as other state agencies. Brown said.
But he also said the universities would be allowed to retain any tuition increases they
may decide upon.
Modest tuition increases
should allow the universities
to offset much of the budget
reduction, he said.
Brown said he feels the
universities can make the
reductions without having to
cut salary increases, including onetime catch-up
raises for faculty and staff
members approved by the last
General Assembly.
Those increases would
amount to 7'2 percent in fiscal
1981 and 9 percent in fiscal
1982.
Brown also challenged the
council, and
university
presidents who were present,
to take a closer look at the
management Of:- the state's
universities to reduce costs.
And he said it is time for the
higher education system to
take a hard look at programs
being offered and consider
possible consolidations.
"We have duplication
throughout our higher education system and it is time to
address that problem," Brown
said.
Some of the university
presidents said they were
relieved at the size of the cuts,
though they were not happy
with having the reductions
forced on them.
"We are not happy, we are
just happy it wasn't worse,"
said A.D. Albright, president
of Northern Kentucky University.
University of Kentucky
President Otis Singletary said
allowing the universities to retain tuition increases "will
make it much easier for us to
manage this problem."
Brown told the council that
he did not claim to be an expert on higher education,"but
I do have the responsibility -as
chief executive of this state to
be involved and to give direction to the financial expenditures in your budget."
The Council was holding a
special meeting to consider a
desegregation plan ordered by
the U.S. Department of
ri lical inn
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Charles C. Patterson, M.D.
Fornily_Pfactice:

Announces
The Opening Of His Office
at

104 N. 5th St.
(Old Clinic Bldg)

Office Phone
759-1041

Office Hours
By Appointment

USDA i —
LOULSVILLE, Ky tAP
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1000, compared to Tuesday's close
1:!tided slaughter steers and heifer,
steady . cows 1.00-2 00 higher: slaughto
bulls steady; vealers untested early;
,
alves steady, feeder steers steady,
Setters 'steady to weak, instances 1.00
lower. few choice 1275 it slaughter
steers 61S01.igeiod and choice 955-1055 lb
59.004175: few good n52 lb dairybreds
0900. good and choice slaughter heifers
11081155 lb 55 00-58 20, commerical
,viirs 42.00-44.75. utility mostly 43.0047 00, fe* high dressing 47.50-49,00, cutter 44 00-4475; few weighty dairybred
cutter up to 47 25: canner and cutter ,
under 800 lb 35 00-40.00: slaughter bulls
grade 1.2 1175-1365 lb 51.25-54.75: few
good to choice 375-565 lb calves 54 001413 00, feeder steers medium frame 1240295 lb 72 50-78 VI few 331-360 lb 70 Wit 25, 401-500 lb 6750-7500, 500-600 lb
61 00-72.10; 600-700 lb 6335.6010, 700-770
lb 58 00,66 10, [nisi,UM frame 2 300-500 lb
62 00s7 50, 500-706 lt, 58 00-67 CM. large
frame 2 mostly floisteins 350-575 lb 54 50541.'75 heifers medium frame 130$-SOP lb
000-600 lb 54.50-61.25:
58 00-62 i5
,Yelium frame 330-500 lb 55 00-58 00.500
att5 lb 56 50-54 50
Hogs 1600 including 800 feeder pigs,
rompared to Tuesday's close barrows
arid gilts 1 00-1,25 lower; 1-2 220-240 lb
3975-40.00,few at 40.15 ear ly .2230-247 lb
39.541-3975, 2-3 2411270 lb IA 77-39 SO, 3
250-785 lb 3750-3075, 285-3311 lb 36003775. sown 50110 lower. 1,111 decline on
weights under 500 lb; 1-2 300-350 lb 3450:45(01. 350-400 lb 35.003640. 400.410 lb
36 00-38.09; 450-500 lb 38 00-10.00; 500-600
lb 40 0040 40,few to 40.95. boars over 100
14 3200-3310. uncles SOO lb 21 25-2925
Sheep 25 untested early

been missing snit:, Monday,
but police later said their
records showed she was
reported missing March 4 and
was found safe the same day
In addition to the 20 children
known dead,one other is listed
as nussing.
Jackson also announced
after the concert that $25,000
had been received from the
Coca-Cola Co. — the largest
single corporate donation to
the investigation.
Security was tight during
the three-hour concert Tuesday night at the Atlanta Civic
Center, where the 4,600 people
who plunked down $25 or $100
for concert tickets included 44
relatives of children killed in
the Atlanta area during the
past 20 months.
Local businesses had chipped in to buy tickets for many
of the families, who watched
Sinatra and Davis and rubbed
with such celebrities as

First-Class Letter Rate
To Be Three Times
Higher Than Decade Ago
WASHINGTON AP) — On
March 22, the cost of mailing a
first-class letter will climb to
18 cents, three times what it
cost a decade ago.
And the Postal Service says
the rtes will have to go even
higher.
The letter rate was 6 cents in
May, 1971, when it rose to 8
cents. The price went: to 10
cents in 1974 and to 13 cents in
1975. The last increase came
May 29, 1978, when it went to
the current 15 cents.
The Postal Service had requested a 20-cent first-class
rate, but the Postal Rate Commission decided Feb. 18 in
favor of the 18-cent postage.
The Postal Service, calling
the 18-cent stamp a "recommendation for fiscal irresponsibility" that will lead to constant rate changing, on Tuesday asked the commission to
reconsider that decision.
"To achieve a lower stamp
today, the commission has
chosen to ignore more than $1
billion in revenue needs that
will have to be collected in the
near future. This is not costcutting. It is make-believe."
the nine governors of the
Postal Service said in a statement approved unanimously.
The Postal Service, seeking
larger rate increases imposed
less frequently, says more
stable rates allow business
customers, who send 80 percent of the mail, to plan better
and use the mail more. But the
commission says the law
allows rates to be only high
enough to cover expenses in
the year of the rate case.

Bugg Replaces Bolin
On Commission
FRANKFORT, Ky:( AP) —
Thomas H. Bugg of Clinton
has been named to the
Mississippi River Parkway
Commission of Kentucky by
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Bugg replaces Joseph Bolin,
who moved out of the district

Unless the rate commission
changes its course, the governors warned, there will be
another Postal Service request for higher rates "as soon
as possible."
The Postal Service had said
it needed $3.75 billion in additional annual revenue over
what current rates bring in.
The commission trimmed this
by $1.1 billion. As a result, the
Postal Service said it will lose
money the first quarter the
new rates are in effect.
The rates that will take effect at 12:01 a.m. March 22
are:
v- For first-class letters, 18
cents for the first ounce and 17
cents per ounce after that.
Post cards will be 12 cents.
Increases of 3 percent for
parcel post and various hikes
for second-and third-class
mail used by businesses.
discounts
Expanded
available to business mailers
who do preliminary sorting of
their outgoing mail. These discounts are given because the
mailers are saving Postal Service expenses.

Roberta Flack, Burt Reynolds
and Dizzy Gillespie_
"We intend to do this kind of
affair.. where we can utilize
all the celebrities and stars,"
said Davis, who came up with
the idea for the benefit after
city officials said the lengthy
— but so far futile — inquiry
already had cost $1 million,
with expenses mounting at the
rate of $200,000 a month.
"Until the debt is paid, I'll
never come to Atlanta., for
commercial reasons," Davis
said. "Everytime I appear
here it will be to give money to
the cause."
Davis, backed by a 30-piece
orchestra, also said he may
stage similar shows in New
York City and Loa Angeles
Butit was Sinatra who stole
the show with a statement he
read:
"I came here to express to
the parents of the children
brutally murdered my compassion and love," Sinatra
said. "I weep with them and
Eor them. You have my
prayers that it should end
without further bloodshed."
The concert, where dress
ranged from blue jeans to
evening gowns, went on
without incident despite a letter published in part in Atlanta newspapers Sunday. 'someone claiming to be the child
killer wrote,"Consider.. while
everybody's watching Sammy
and Frank, who'll be watching
the children?"
Atlanta police spokesman
Ben Sims said after the concert that police had received
no reports of missing children
during the afternoon or evening Tuesday.
However, Deputy Police
Chief Eldrin Bell said patrols
were stepped up throughout
the city Tuesday night, particularly in the downtown and
southern sections.
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Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Call

7534856

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PAR .
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

f% CASH
‘10 BONUS

$70

ON ANY '81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

CASH
$500
ON ANY 'St CITATION OR CHEVETTE

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc
753-2617

641 South Murray

0,0070415 INUITS DIVISION

HOME FEDERAL CERTIFICATES
EARN MAXIMUM RATES

Livestock Market

Asoles-Serv4co4iairts
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By LAWRENCE KILMAN
Associated Press Writer
Thanks
ATLANTA Api
to Frank Sinatra and Sammy
Davis Jr., the financially
strapped police investigation
into the slayings of 20 black
children is more than $148,000
richer, Mayor Maynard
Jackson says.
The two entertainers crooned their songs during a threehour benefit concert Tuesday
night that drew a sell-out
crowd of 4,600 people whose
dress ranged from blue jeans
to evening gowns. They paid
$25 or $100 each to attend, and
corporate donations and an
auction held after the concert
added thousands of dollars
moreeethe
Police mistakenly reported
another child missing early today, saying later the 14yearold girl was found safe
last week. The original report
said Shelecia A. Williams had

1 2.00%

30 Month
Variable Ceiling
Certificate

Compounded Daily for
Annual Yield Of 12.747%
$500 Minimum

Rate Effective March 12 through March 18, 1981

Federal Regulation Revokes a Substantial PerwIty For Forty Withdruwal From Certificate Accesses,

182 Day
Money Market
Certificate

1 3.6770/b

Federal Regulation
Prohibits Compounding
$10,000 Minimum
Rate Effective March 12 through March 18, 1981
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Consumers' Affairs

Consumer Ed
Class Surveys
Area Markets 51

an ,ptits.s.11 42164"'a
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Help For ConsumersThrough CAP

Fresh, frozen, canned
Small, medium, large? Tex.!
. *41111111
lure, color, size? All those fae;‘
,
tors were considered- vtiitOrt,
Murray High School consumer
education students surveyed
area supermarkets to
discover the best values in
available food products.
The students did not stop
with cornpanng pnces according to size of containers but
also compared the quality of
FIRSTHAND REPORT — Assistant store manager Danny Fuzzell talks with students
the items they were researabout some of the products before they begin their research. From left, Fuzzell, David
ching,- said Sally Crass, conHeathcott, Linda Burris, Brett Puckett,Greg Cherry.
stoner education teacher.
Another factor in choosing
the best buy was how the product wOltitl_be. USed..:Tor.or
stance if a canned vegetable
was to be put in the blender,
then shape of the item such as
corn, would make little difference," Crass pointed out.
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Photos
By
Kaye Peebles
RECORDING INFORMATION — Brett Puckett, left, gives information,to David Heathcott to record. All information which was gathered was used for oral and written
reports.
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By SHERXI MCDA NUE 1 .
Special Writer
As consumers, a large
amount of our income is spent
on the purchase of durable
goods. Automobiles and appliances are just two examples. The industries
represented by these two products are now beginning to
provide consumers with a
means of redress in the event
of dissatisfaction with a product or service, through
industry-based consumer actions panels i CA Ps h.
MACAP
Among the more successful
of such panels is the Major Appliance Consumer Action
Panel MACAP, founded in
1970. During the first seven
years of existence, MACAP
received over 22,000 complaints.
Consumers contact MACAP
for assistance with their appliance problems, after they
have tried to resolve the problems with their local dealer
or the company involved. Problems that cannot be resolved
through these two channels
may then be referred to
MACAP for handling. AU complaints addressed to MACAP
are processed through a Communications Phase, where the
appliance manufacturer is
notified and given a chance to
provide satisfaction to the consumer. About 75 went of all

complaints are resolved in
this manner, without actual
panel acUon.
If the complaint is not
resolved in this manner, the
panel (consisting of industry.
as well as independent consumer representatives' then
steps in as an independent arbitrator and conducts and indepth study of the problem
this is the Study Phase The
panel makes a decision as to
what it considers to be a fair
and just settlement. Of course,
sometimes the
panel,
manufacturer, and-or consumer do not reach a mutual
agreement on what a fair settlement should be. The consumer may then wish to take
private legal action. This does
not happen very often,
however, as MACAP claims
successful resolution in over
75 percent of the cases.
The panel also helps consumers by making recommendations to the appliance industry according t.o complaints that have been handled, and advising consumers as
to the purchase, use and care

of major appliance.
If you as a consumer are riot
satisfied with the action taken
by an appliance manufacturer, you can write MACAP,
211 North Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois, 60606
MACAP will study the problem and make recommendations for solution Be sure to
include complete information
on yourself, the appliance, the
dealer and-or service agent,
and a description of the problem
AutoCAP
The Kentucky AutoCAP has
headquarters in Frankfort
and is operated by the Kentucky Automobile Dealer's
Association, which has over
430 members across the state.
The panel consists of four
automobile dealers and four
consumer representatives.
A consumer with a problem
completes a complaint form.
AutoCAP then notifies the
dealer of the problem. Legally, the panel can push for no
further action if the dealer is
not a Kentucky Automobile
Dealer's Associaton IKADA

member.; If the dealer is .i
member of KADA, however,
the problem can go to
AutoCAP.
•
A dealer is given lu dass to
act upon receiving nottficatiop
of the problem Most cases arc
resolved during this tune
Cases can go to the panel if th,
consumer is not satisfied with
the dealer's response Thedecision of the panel is binding
to the automobile dealer, but
not to the consumer
Therefore, private legal channels are available to the consumer if the panel's decision e
not satisfactory.
Two more consumer
representatives must he
chosen before the Kentucky
panel becomes fully operational, but complaints are being accepted at this time. The
Kentucky AutoCAPs phone
number is: 1502 695-3333.
• • •
These are just two example!•
of industry efforts designed t
help consumers. Through
sorner ,action panels, .
sumers are assured that the,
complaints will be heard, and
at virtually no cost.
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PRODUCT COMPARISON — Linda Burris reports to the class on the results of her
comparison of several kinds of peanut butter. Each student prepared both written
reports and oral presentations of their product comparison results.
W"'mazassis
,_
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50% OFF

Mr 4.F

The 2nd Box
These Four

68
1 each
Bone-In

on this special offer

Strip Steak
Sold only in 4 lb. boxes
8 steaks per box.

1st box 17.90
2nd box 8.95
TOTAL 26.85

Cubed !,
Beef
Steak

On
Items
Buy One Box at Regular
Price
each
on this special offer
Get Second Box at
Half Price
1st box 13.90
2nd box 6.95
TOTAL 20.85

Sold only in 4 lb. boxes
16 steaks per box

Breaded
Shrimp

Breaded
Porkettes

2

24

on this sperm! offer

5 lbs. of Grade A Premium
Chicken Drumsticks with each $60.00
Steak or Seafood Purchase

17.90
2nd box 8.95
TOTAL 26.85

SURVEY RESULTS — Looking over the results of the surveys with assistant store
manager Danny Fuzzell are Sally Crass, left, and Linda Burris.

51 carh

FREE

per.
8 oz. serving
on this special offer
Sold only in
3 lb. boxes
1st box

4

1st box 10.90
2nd box 5.45
TOTAL 16.35

Sold onl• in
1 lb. boxes

*A 6.95 VALUE! *
kiwi %satiable For Sale

tRilmy 13

Slipper

MS FRIDAY AT NATIONAL STORE

••••••I16

R.

MI

LEVIS

RIG

17 011

NOW

1

Crab

Legs
Fulls coked. flash-frO;C-Or -liom the cold
Alaskan waters, a gourmet treat and ,,,,,one's favoritet

per 8 or.
serving
Tasty, tender, slippy tails. Individually
wrapped and frozen.
Sold in I lb bogs. 6.93 per bog

to 24 00

3oo

Tails

-

3

NOW5
881.1 1988

MEWS

Alaskan
Split

48

CANVAS

SHOES

Lobster

l's

i; Oil prr beg

2

56

lb bas•

per Rot seri ing

Cooked Shell on
Pink Shrimp
headless
shrimp Thar. peel and eat

99

E-Z

S.ld 41•41,..2's lb. boa
per 1.),
19 90 pee hassersiog

Boneless

1

Gulf Select Brand

Ribeye
Steaks

T-Bone

Steaks

Red Snapper
Fillets

MANS IL LADIES DEE CIE PAINTERS

JEANS

3
13

199
per ft

Rog 3001

SIMPIELAS

DRESSES

Vetoes to SO 00

ot, ..ersIng

Sold only in ,1 lb bones.
18.90 per boy.

32

58
1 each

each

Breaded

'•i

SHIRTS

Steak for Biscuits
Tasty breakfast
steaks, lightly floured
Biscuits not included

ISO.13
"

Make This A Lucky
Friday The 13th

Sold only in 3' lb. boxes
13.90 per boa

Continental Steaks

Stuffed Flounder

MK SLEEVE OXFORD CLOTH

sold mil. in 1 lb hoses
Eight — 8 co steaks per box
10.30 per hos

Tender Fillet of Flounder, nab
trabeneat stuffing and hest!)
tensioned breadlog.
Sold only in lb. box,
14.90 per box
serving
1 per Son.

87

* Sorry — No Phone Orders or Deliveries *

68'

on I lb b•rw•e•

each

38

each

Sold only in 1lb. holies.
32 steaks per bos. I 1_90 per boy.

...eh, per his
10 "Al per bn•
,
,
i61:64-613.1.31:046,
441.4--‘64
QPIAPICIP,
-4436-c.

6111#
-Zrn.

slORfS

We believe we have ordered adequate quantities
to last through this event However. it 14 possible
that noll every item mat be winnable through the
entire promo.ion
Quarititier limited to •voilable supplies

&Um/actual Guaranteed
or Your Money Bark

Sears
%If /JIM WM VI

•VII

_

•

• ..

Good Thru 12-13-14
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
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Over 250 Enter Homemaking Competition Day
More than 250 high school
home economics students
from across st est Kentucky
have registered to participate

in the second annual Second a ry
Consumer
and
Homemaking Competition
Day Friday . March N,at Mur-

Students To Compete
In Regional Speech Meet
-tpproximately 200 of the
most articulate secondary
school students in West Kentucky will be competing in the
Kentucky Regional Speech
Meet March 27-28 at Murras
State University.
Sponsored by the Depart
ment of Speech and Theatre at
Murray State. the meet will be
entered by students from II
area high schools and middlc
schools. They are Christ•.,
County. Middle, Call,
County High and MOW,.
Hickman County High. I.onc
Oak Middle. Hopkinsvillc
High, Marshall County High
Murray High, North Ma c•J
Junior and Trigg County
School.
Events will take place in
Wilson and FacnItY Hall dn the
Murray State campus. Dr
Vernon W.(;antt, chairman ot
the Department of Speech and
Theatre, is the region
manager.
Events will include debate.
drama and speech. First, second and third place awards
will be given in each division.
The inost coveted award.
the sweepstakes trophy, will
be presented to the high school
or middle school capturing the
largest number of awards.
Registration will begin at
1:30 Friday. March 27, in
Wilson Hall. Registration will
resume at 8 a.m. Saturday.
March 28,in Faculty Hall.
The meet will conclude
-.Saturday afternoon with an
awards program scheduled in
the University Theatre.
Top winners in the meet will

advance to state competition
scheduled in Lexington. The
junior division will be April 4
and the Senior di isioi I sill be
kpril

ray State University.
The purpose of the event is
to enable sharing with fellow
secondary students, universal) students and faculty, the
projects and work that is being done in area high schools.
Certificates of award still be
presented to the first three
winners in each of the competitive categories, according
to Dr Alice Koenecke, chairman of the Department of
Home Economics at Murray
State, which is sponsoring the
event

A high school having the
must first place winners will
be awarded the coveted
Outstanding Accomplishment
Trophy
A high school having the
must first place winners will
be awarded the coveted
Outstanding Accomplistunent
Trophy
Areas of competition will include
demonstrations,
displays, reports and the
Future Homemakers of
America Creed contest Divisions will be in housing,

Open 24 Hours A Day
We Never Close
For Your Shopping Convenience
Big John's Check Cashing Cards
Are Now Here!

clothing, management, consunier issues, energy use and
conservation.
The reports competition will
ins olve progress presentations on such topics as constoner issues, marriage and
family issues.
Included
in
the
demonstrations
will
be
presentations dealing with
child development, textiles,
food nutrition, consumer
education and personal and
fanuly development.
The FHA impact competion

THERE'S ALWAYS
LOTS OF

HACKERS

IN BIG J HN'S

represented are Caldw el .
County, Carlisle County.
Christian County, Farmington, Health, Hickman
County, Hopkinsville, Ly tin
County. McLean County, Murray. North Hopkins, South
Hopkins, Syrnsonia, Unica'
County, Webster County, Wes;
Hopkins and Vienna, Ill.
The Consumer and
'Homemaking Competition
Day was conducted for the
first time last year and has
become an annual event on the
Murray State Campus.

Treasure ChA f

$200.00 Winner
Marilyn Lavellyn

GREEN
BEANS

ROLLER
COASTERS
s0.

16 Oz

69s

87'

Lawrence Accepts
Invitation For
College Presidency

Peffs

Raymond E. Lawrence.
formerly of Corbin, has accepted the invitation of the
trustees to become the fourth
full-time president of MidContinent Baptist Bible College.
The school, now in its 32nd
year, is located on its new
campus on Highway 45 north
of Mayfield, near Hickory. It
is a four-year degree-granting
institution. Lawrence, who has been
assistant to the president at
Cumberland College for the
past eight years. brings to the
Mayfield school a long history
of denominational service
among Southern Baptists.
A graduate of Georgetown
College and the Southern Raptist Theological Seminary,
Lawrence was pastor of Central Baptist Church of Corbin.
from 1962 until joining the
Cumberland staff in 1972.
He has served on the board
of directors of Southeastern
Kentucky Baptist Hospital
and of the Kentucky Hospital
Commission, and on several
committees of the Kentucky
Baptist Convention, including
the board of directors for the
Kentucky. Baptist state paper.
the Western Recorder.
1,awrence
formally
assumed the position of president on March 1 and plans to
travel extensively on behalf of
the school throughout the spring and summer. He and his
--wife, the forrner Fula
Whiteker, have two children
She is employed in the field of
mental health.
The school plans an eightweek summer term to begin
on. June 29, and application'for that and the fall session
are now being processed.

Peru
Ten4er Calk

Kraft Delos

RICE

MAC &
CHEESE

2 Lk Bag

89t

Assisi Kosher Or Polish u.

DILL
PICKLES

320z

Si09

TOSS N
SOFT
60 Ct

$ 49

FACIAL
TISSUE

200069'

Seesinee (with maw)

CHEEZ-ITS
Koehler

OATMEAL
CREMES

13 0199
'

ley& Perk Worts deo

BISCUITS .49'
Salt Pure
Vegetable

SHORTENING

-towENING
3 11 Can

Rideau
Byys.

TEA
BAGS

TAMALES
ot
IS

100 Ci.

65'

$119

2UIsi
COKE
TAB or
SPRITE

keel ‘`
(WIth 10•1•11)

TOMATO
SAUCE

Oz

Star-Kisl

Can

Oz.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Marrs, talent leen by
5 30 p rn Monday -Friday or by
3 30 p rn SOtUrdOYS ore urged
to coil 153-1116 between 530 p.
eel 4 pe.Motley keeqb irides er
330 pie sod I OA Sends,'
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Coils must
be placed by 6 pei weekdays or
Saturdays to guarantee
delivyy
The require business office
hours of The Mars, leaser II linesare I a.Is 5 p.m Monday
through Friday and ate le ossa.
Saturdays

The
Beautif
Murray
been a
ding to
chairm
club.
Mrs
that all
mittee
worker
departi
club
Wedneu
a.m, to
distribi
Perm

0110-11.04-0es
MO Ravioli

B0180414

Fer

classrooms, including
garments,floor plans, decorations and creative room accessories.
An open assembly will begin
at 9:30 a.m. in the University
Center. Competitive events
are scheduled from 10 a.m. until 12 noon.
Lunch, campus tours and
visitation of displays will continue through 2 p.m. when the
day will conclude with an
award program in the University Center auditorium.
High schools to be

FREE
CASH
WNW

Big John Whole

will include five-minute illustrated presentations of
chapter projects designed for
significant impacts on comimmity life such as working
with the elderly, juveniles.
pregnant teenagers, drug andalcohol abuse.
Following an hour long
registration period, beginning
at 8:30 a.m. in the lobby of the
Applied Science
Building,
which houses the t)epartment
of Home Economics, participants will display their
projects in
building

1

' 1188181/886•8 Or NM
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Dogwood Tree Beautification Project Successful
The
Dogwood
Tree eci trees may pick them at the
Beautification Project of the club house on Thursday,
Murray Wonaan's Club has March 19. Those whose last
been a hugh success, accor- names begin with A through K
ding to Mrs. Hugh Nuffsinger, are asked, if possible, to pick
chairman of the project for the them up between 9 a.m. to 12
club.
noon and those whose last
Mrs_ Noffsinger has asked names begin with I. through Z
that all members of this com- may pick them up from noon
mittee and the volunteer to 5:30p.m.
Mrs. Noffsinger said tree
workers they solicit from their
department to come to the purchasers may enter with
club house grounds on their cars at the lower lot enWednesday, March 18, at 8 try and exit by the upper
a.m, to ready these trees for driveway at the club house
grounds to expedite the traffic
distribution the following day
Persons who have purchas- flow on March 19

Planting instructions for the
dogwood trees have been furnished by Forester Scott
Seiber and are as follows:
Dogwood Trees
Piaateng and Care
Timing The tree should be
planted as soon as possible
after the owner picks it up. If
the roots are allowed to dry it
has virtually no chance to survive. Unlike vegetables it
makes no difference what sign
a tree is planted under.
Location
Most nursery
stuck trees are grown in full
sunlight and this is where they

should be planted. It 111d) Lake
several years but the tree will
eventually become quite large
so avoid planting it unmechately adjacent to the
house,an outbuilding,etc.
Planting the tree: The hole
should be roughly twice as
deep as the bare root cluster
The width of the hole should
extend several inches beyond
the bps of the lateral root
system. The hole should be
dug a day or so in advance of
planting, if possible, to allow
for a more friable soil condition. If the soil is a heavy' clay

pe typical ott allinorty t cunt>.. peat moss or compost
should be mixed to enhance
rout system development and
improve moisture storage.
When placing the tree in the
hole, care should be taken to
plant it even with the root collar i at the same depth at
which it grew Spread the
root system evenly in the hole
and add soil being sure to
tamp and firm up the soil as
you go. This ensures that no
air pockets remain to inhibit
root development. Water
should be added (luring the

course of planting to facilitate
tamping
Matching
Mulching is
desirable to prevent rapid drying of the shallow, fragile root
system. Mulch can take the
form of wood or bark chips ,at
least one year old leaf mold,
or freshly cut grass clippings
One method of preventing unwanted grass or weeds from
developing around the tree is
to use two or three layers of
newsprint carefully concealed
under your favorite mulch.
Protecting the Tree. Staking is usually not necessary

fur a sniall tree If mules of
gophers are a problem, the
hole may be lined with chicken
wire. Wire can be used above
ground to keep aniniaLs away.
if desired.
Nutt : These precautions are
time consuming, somewhat
costly , and entirely optional
If the tree dies, odds are it
won't be for the abov e
reasons
Caring for the Tree: The
first year or two is a critical
period Adequate water during dry periods is a necessity.
but remember a dogwood will

INSTANT MONEY
TM

Price' Good March 11th
Through March 17th

Whitaker To Head
Labor's Wage,
Hour Division Office

1Z.000INSTANTLY!
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SHOULDER
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STEAK
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ROAST
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Fruit

SIRLOIN SIZZLE
STEAK
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fils Joh., Sofia limier

ARM SWISS
STEAK
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LOUISVILLE — Doris
Whitaker has been appointed
a) head the newly-opened
Paducah field office of the
Department of Labor's Wage
and Hour Division, according
to the division's Louisville
area
director, John
Traczewski.
A native of Memphis,Tenn..
Whitaker, in 1972, joined the
Memphis Wage and Hour area
office as
.a secretary.She served in that capacity- for three
years., and in 1975 was appointed compliance officer in
that office where she remained until her present appointment.
Whitaker and her husband,
Gene, have two sons, Bernard
and Shannon.
The Paducah office serves
the 13 western-most Kentucky
counties: Fulton, Hickman,
Carlisle, Ballard, McCracken,
Graves, Marshall, Calloway,
Livingston, Lyon, Trigg, Crittenden, and Caldwell.
The laws administered by
the Wage and Hour -Division
include those dealing with
minimum wages, hours, overtime pay, child labor, garnishment, as well as government
contract statutes such as the
Davis-Bacon Act, the Service
Contract Act and the WalshHealey Public Contracts Act.
The Paducah field office is
located at Room 226, Katterjohn Building, 1501 Broadway...
Paducah, Ky. 42001. telephone
502-443-8111.

Area Special
Olympics Meetti
To Be Held

MO
,

Williams What, Neil
\

Reelfoot Asserted

lialaigloo Shia M Purpose US

Ls

%her Boo

FISH
STICKS $Oi 299

'A• Coro Vele/ Perk

nut lice 111 a floodplam, so be
judicious Fertilizer r 15-5-15,
or any high nitrogen fertilizer
will help An application in the
spring and fall a handful or
broadcast around the
so
dripline should be adequate
Compaction of the soil in immediate proximity to the tree
Should be avoided. Locating
the tree away from -known
impact areas" will solve most
of these problems.
In Closing. Ask ten people
how to plant a tree and you'
probably will get nine different answers and one
abstention. Common sense
and consultation with prolessionaLs i.e., county agent, horticulturalist, forester, landscape architect._ will yield
enough information to ensure
a happy ending.

GLAZED
DONUTS

6..69'

Gravies Chie Pepe Better Or

SUGAR
COOKIES

12F.1 9

The 1981 Area I West Kentucky- Special Olympics track
and field events will be held
Friday, April 24 at Roy
Stewart Stadium, on the campus of Murray State University. The annual event is cosponsored by the Western
Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation
Board,Inc. and Murray State.
"Special Olympics is a program of sports training and
athletic competition for mentally handicapped children
and adults, a spokesman said.
"It provides for competitors
at all age levels to be assigned
to divisions based on both age
and actual - performance. On
the local level participants in
lower divisions may qualify to
advance to the state Special
Olympics meet in Bowling
Green, in June. The state meet
will involve over 2,000 special
Olympians from the state of
Kentucky-Many counties in western
Kentucky have already
started their own local training programs for their
athletes and have set dates
and recruited volunteers for
local county meets.
To aid in the registration of
athletes for the spring meet at
Murray. county coordinators
have been assigned in each
county in western Kentucky.
Each coordinator has all of
the necessary entry information to register athletes for the
meet. All properly registered
athletes may participate in
the area meet. Deadline for
entry is April 10. For the
county
Murray-Callow-ay
schools contact Joy Waldrop
at the Calloway County Board
of Education on College Farm
Road in Murray; or phone:
753-3013. A coach's handbook
is also available from each
coordinator.

B-TS I Ht. %ft KUM!,
Ks..

+day.
, Mauch II. 19031
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PRODUCE SPECIAL!'
RESH
GREEN

NOR INSIDE
6-10 Mon -Sat.
Closed Sundays

FRESH CRISP

Prices Good
Thru March 17th

CELERY

CABBAGE
41
LB.
FLORIDA TEMPLE

39

FRESH CRISP

t
6\9910

5 LB. BNLS. SIRLOIN TIP STEAK
5 LB. GROUND ROUND
5 LB. EYE 0 ROUND STEAK
5 LBS. BNLS. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
5 LB. FRYER QTRS.

4.10 LB. NILS. CHUCK ROAST
5L1. RIO STEAK
5 LB. MILS. SHOULDER STEAK
10 LB. GROUND BEEF
10 LB. FRYER QUARTERS

Save $15.80

SAVE $18.65

'1

1 LB. BAG

•
LB. ONLS. TOP ROUND STEAK
5 LB.INLS. BTM.ROMS STEAK
5 LB. CURE STEAK
5 LB. NILS. TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
5 Li. tilONE STEAK
S IJB. GROUND BEEF
= 10 LB. FRYER QUARTERS

25 LB. FRONT QTR. MEAT
5 LB. CUBE STEAK
5 LB. GROUND CHUCK
5 LB. CHEF STEAK (FOR GRILLING)
5 LB. BNLS. CHUCK STEAK
5 LB. FRYER QTRS.

FRESH SNO-WHITE
TEXAS GREEN

42.95

25 LB. MEAT FOR

CAULIFLOWER

.re

3 LB. MIXED PORK CHOPS
3 LB. FRYER BREAST QTRS.
3 LB. FRYER LEG QTRS.
3 LB. PORK SPARERIBS
3 LB. PORK STEAK

$1595

15 LB. MEAT FOR

FAMILY PAK-3 LBS. OR MORE

WHITE

U.S. CHOICE

FRESH

RI
ST
FIELDSSLICED

VARIETY BOX
5 LB. MIXED PORK CHOPS
5 LB. BNLS. CHUCK ROAST
5 LB. MIXED FRYER QTRS.
5 LB. SLICED SLAB BACON

$26.75

REGULAR SM
AUSAGE -

ED

ELF SAUSAGP

20 LB. MEAT

Oil CHOICE

LS.

29

LI.

SMALLER PKG.$1.19

FRYING
CHICKEN

POTATO

GROUND
_ BEEF
7

79.95

PARTS

BOLOGNA

OINK & CACKLE

39

•••

40 LB. MEAT FOR

Save $19.25

LG. HEAD

6

25 LB. MEAT FOR

40 LB. MEAT FOR

0 SIZE

LI

'53.95

'59.95

--ORANGES ARROT

WIEN

25 LB. HIND QTR. MEAT

40 LB. FRO* QTR. MEAT

6 SIZE
STALK

FIELDS REG. OR

Freezer "Rama" Sale
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r--
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JIM RDAMS

THIS WEEK'S FREE CASH

BANKROLL

,.,==

WIN...

No purchase necessary and you
BE SURE YOUR
need not be present to win
CARD IS PUNCHED
FOR THIS. WEEK S BANKROLL

1300.00

1

EEBLER
LEIB
RACKERS

•

,

KEEBLER FRENCH

VANILLAf
CREME 120.85

(ttl'4
HONDA MOPED
°0
CASH
PLUS $1000
1- Lucky Winner of The Honda Moped
plus 10 Winners of IOW° FREE CASH
NI,
.APOTS MOST

ett el Snow

Re

RI YEARS OR YOUNGER

„ill the Jell I Addifi$122p reulster
tc1()(`S. Vol/ (,all
The most register tapes rned in to
2
your Jim Adams
store will make you the winner of
$100°' tree cash
3 The cash winner in eacn store 110
winners) will be
eligible tor a drawing of tor the i,yk
Honda Moped
4 Register tapes must be turned in to your
Jim Adams
on Sat March 14. 1981 9am - 3pm wwesowi

ez,

I
6 & ,/11

HOCOLATE

111*-

$900.00 SOUTHSIDE
$400.00 NOR THSIDE

4Cinnamon
Crisp

SALMI
6

KEEBLER

99.

KEEBLER
CINNAMON
CRISP 14 OZ.
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RAHAM
1602.
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MIRACLE WHIP

Prices Good
Thru March 17th
IR LE

ASST.
FLAVORS

U.S. CHOICE
BONELESS

.

K.C.
STEAKS
FRESH FRYER

1f;.
11
0
.Whip1.3112

IGA BATHROOM
ISSUE

.S. CHOICE

BREAST
MITE

MS.

PRIME RIB
OAST

29
PLAIN OR SELF RISING

S TO 7 LBS.
REEL-LIEN
FRESH PICNIC SJYLE

AFFER SLICED

DEL MONTE

EL MONTE

CATSU

RUNE

24 OZ.

MARTH
WHITE
FLOUR
puma on
SELF RISING

RAFT
IRACLE
HIP

5 LB.

NUM!MN MOMS MUMS
TOBACCO NWT MMUS

BAG

-

32oz.

AXWELL
HOUSE
INST.

KEEBLER
ORTON
HOUSE

PUREX
DETERGENT

Ktniun
ICED OATMEAL
RAISIN 16 OZ
KEEBLER
CHOCOLATE
FUDGE ,,oz

109

SLICER-CRUSHED OR CHUNK
JOY
NNW

DETERGE T
OONDS BAR
ALMOND JOY
YORK MINTS
WER HOUSE 6 PKG

•••
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Alabama Man In
Stable Condition
After Shooting

•••
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HONORED - the ladies ot the Dester Community Senior Citizens rec ends honored
Nita Baugh, Program Director at the Calloway Co. Public library with this -Bow Tie"
Pattern quilt. The quilt, measuring 80" s 90", is completely hand pieced and quilted.
Miss Baugh prosided monthly programs for Senior Citizens groups in Calloway County
in conjunction with the library Outreac h Program which was a two-year project. Some
of the programs will be continued upon special request. I he ladies, from left to right,
are Maude Woodall, Lois Reeves, Lois Walston Nanny, Eugenia Hopkins, Miss Baugh,
Ruby Culser Jesse Jackson. May Denny, Ruby Haley, Grace Curd, and Luna Ernestberger. Not pictured are Elizabeth Put kett Pauline Edwards, Caterine Andrus.

Mr., Mrs. Clean Contest
Highlights Spring Fling

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Listen to
5 Adams son
9 Resort
12 Great Lake
13 Russian river
14 Skillet
15 Prodigy
17 Roman gods
18 Grain
19 Love god
21 Bake
23 Tells
27 Latin conjunction
28 Ways out
29 Sailor
31 Yellow ocher
-34 Mans nickname
35 Stitch
37 Footlike part
39 Suffice
40 Number
42 Obstruct
44 Singing voice
46 Diphthong
48 Home
50 Having dull
finish
53 Reveal
54 Skill
55 Scale note
57 Buy back
61 Seasame
62 Toward shelter
64 Girl s name
65 Dutch town
66 Beaks
67 Seasoning
DOWN
1 Dress border
2 Time period
3 Ventilate
4 Returns
5 Apportion

6 Exist
7 Goal
8 Den
9 Flat fish PI
10 Remunerates
11 (Oilseed
16 Expunged
20 Deposit
22 Digraph
23 Tidy
24 Wheel shaft
25 State Abbr
26 Weaken
.30 Retreat
32 Lion
33 Learning
36 Small lump
38 Withdraws
41 Irritate
43 Crowd
45 Nickel symbol
47 Near
49 Female hors2

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

•

A R E
D A 1
C
N A
AC Ai
R A
C

a

Y

C
C

AC

1111

a
T A
A

1111.

I.
A

A
A
A I.
A
A
IN Ole
T /4 R o
N

A A
R E

5

2

6

7

II

11

10 11

14

13UUU
i7

is

object is to knock off the opponent with a pillow into the
mud.
There will be men's and and
women's divisions with a $50
cash prize awarded in each
division.
Entry fee is $10 per person
and must be paid by 4 p.m.
March lg.
The SCEC provides programs throughout the year to
benefit handicapped children
and adults in Murray and
Calloway County.
MR. AND MS,CLEAN CONTEST
1st ANNUAL STUDENT COUNCIL FOR
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN FUNDRAISER
MARCH 17th., 1981 at 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
EXPOSITION CENTER,MSU
COLLEGE FARM ROAD

20

19

29
38

35

40 •41

Address:

sa

44 47

21 22
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iii

50 S1

52

34

SS 58

•ow

27

hi

31

m
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45

44

43

42

49
53
58 59 90

57

61
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THE WORLD WAR I
FL,
i1N6 ACE CARES
LITTLE FOR FAME
AND GLORY...

Name Of Organization:
Name Of Participant:

18

ill

Iii
Id

The Mr. and Mrs. Clean contest will highlight this year's
Spring Fling at Murray State
University, sponsored by the
Student Council for Exceptional Children iSCECO
Spring Fling is scheduled
from 5 p.m. to 10 Tuesday,
March 17, at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
The Mr. and Mrs. Clean
event will involve two opposing contestanto balancing on a
pole above a pit of mud. The

note
es
50 Partner
59 Cloth
51 Dry
measure
52 Verve
60 Small rug
56 Beverage
63 - 58 Guido's high
White

3

MORTONS GAP, Ky 1API
-- An Alabama man was in
stable condition in a Madisonville hospital and a Henderson
woman was in jail as a result
of a shooting Sunday night at a
Hopkins County motel, police
said.
Gary Wayne Simms. VI, of
Horton, Ala., was shot twice in
the back about 10:30 p.m. at a
motel in Mortons Gap, which
is near Madisonville, the state
police investigaion report
said.
Simms was in the intensive
care unit at the Regional
Medical Center in Madisonyule on Monday.
Officers said they arrested
Mary Shadvock, 22, shortly
after midnight and played her
in the Madisonville-Hopkins
County Detention Center on
charges of firstoieoreo
assault.

67

Phone:
Male:

Female:

Weight:

Height:.._.

Fee To Enter Is $10.00 Per Person
Please enclose your money and send to Dr. Janet Mitchell,
Dept. of Special Education Murray State University. If you
have any questions please contact:
Peg Perry 753-6580
Judy Holt 753-3580
Dr, Janet Mitchell, Advisor, 762-2446 or 762-2447
Deadline To Enter Is March 16th, 1981 by 4:00 p.m.
Thank you, and hope to see you there!!!

HIS ONLY WI51415 TO DO
HIS DUTY SERVE WITH
HONOR AND PERHAPS ØE
CALLED'STOUT FELLOW"

(STOUT !!
F

p
eoe,

APIP

Areene•croe3-

SOUP
AND
STEAK

WOW-- II'MMADE YOUR SOUP TOO HOT,SO
IT ON A FROZEN
STEAK ? -c COOLING
--STEAK

© +en unwed f••••

YOU'VE HAD MORE
EXPERIENCE AND DON'T
NEED ALL TI-4E NEW
FEATURES

ILL ol AVE ID SHOP

BESIDES, BETTER EQUIPMENT
RATES BETTER EQUIPMENT
R16/-IT?

WHAT ABOUT THE PANCAKES
I MADE FOR
YOU e) .
at
j.
f ith
oo

-15-44

n-rdo

AlovoyDo
THE LOOT,
UNDERNEATH
THIS FALSE
TTOM 2

1. Lepl_Notice

1. Legal Notici

NOTICE
CITY Of MURRAY PROPERTY TAX 10013 WILL CLOSE
ON MARCH 31, 1961, IN PREPARATION FOR
PUBLICATION Of A DELINQUENT TAX LIST. IN ACCORDANCE WITH AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY
OF MURRAY AND THE MURRAY CREDIT BUREAU, APPROVED BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL IN REGULAR
SESSION ON DECEMBER 11, 1980, UNPAID 1980 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX BILLS WILL BE TURNED OVER TO
THE MURRAY CREDIT BUREAU FOR COLLECTION ON
LONE 1, 1981. PERSONAL PROPERTY MAY INCLUDE
ASSISTMENTS ON AUTOMOBILES, BOATS, INVENTORIES
OR MOBILE HOMES.
JO CRASS, CITY CLERK

2Aotice

2. Notice

FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bolt Log
Splitter by day or job.
Operator @logic:Me. All
stovewood
hardwood
for sale S25.00 per
rick. Call 753-8351

Bill's Fish Market
Catfish
Whole
Steaks
Boneless

$ 1.70 lb.
$1.80 lb.
S1.49Ib.

407S IA

753-9351

Listed here is a ready reference.
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sate
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
II. Sewing Machines
It. Oro Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. E vterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27, Mobile Home Sales
213 Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
10. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32, Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms Foe Rent
36. For Rent Or lease
37. livestock-Supplies
Mk Pets-Supplies
39, Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
111. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
SS. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Fee Column

Will clean offices or
houses. Call 7539587.

YE5---

HOW COME MISS
BUXLEY GETS TOIE
NEW TYPEWRITER?!

o o mar e sal in e

PEARLS, GOLD,YES. HOW MUCH DtD
YOU T4f<E OU T2
. I

Need to buy 1 good
used transmission
to fil 71 Hornet.
Call 753-6173 after
5. Ask for Sherry.
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Merrily Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and
from 8 em, to 12 noon on
Saturdays,
These hours include the
business office, classified
deportment.
advertising
retail advertising department and circulation
department.
At times other than
those listed above the office is closed for regular
business even though
newsroom and production
employees may bean duty.
thot
request
We
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper .
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are:
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
Classified Ads. . 753-1916
753-1917
Circulation.
Display Ads . . . 753-1 91 9
Accounting. . . . 753-191 6
News 8. Sports 75 3-191 8
This Wormy
Wow& Shoes

BIBLE CALL
111'
For Teens You Can Go
Nome, Port I 759

1

4444

BOO,Story 759-4445.

JAMES'
ANTIQUES
Custom Stripping and
Repairing
and
Refinishing. Custom
Cabinets and Woodworking. No dipping.
Hwy. 641 South
492-8850
We Buy
and Sell

The copy CMd restorofion of
old photos at

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753 8298 s

ANTIQUE
FURNITURE
Me Wet, Trenks, Tables,
Fleclors sod Shopht Choirs,
Oek Beds, Oelr Cheat and
Dr
. 0.5 Night She'd,
Bedroom Siete, lamps.

Geo. Hodge &
Son Inc.
705 S. 5th Merrey
153-4669

DMSO
Highest
purity
solvent. Pint $14.95
plus 53.00 shipping.
551 Labs, Box 992-U,
land 0' Lakes,
Florida 33539.
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600
DIVORCE
"God hates ftl"
Mark 106-9
Answer

AL'S SUPER SHELL
South 4th Street
Murray, Complete Auto
Repair. Free tube with
oil and filter change.
1S3-7896.
What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333

SPRING
SPECIAL
Get your new or
used car or truck
cleaned
up
professionally
or
just washed and
waxed. Prices vary
'cooling to what
you Want done to
your car. Call 7536267 ask for Sammy.
SSSAVESS

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has
mobile
homes for rent.
Students welcome!
Special
rates!! We also
have
special
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.

. _
57Lost and Found
Lost Female Siamese cat. 1 11
years old, toes on back feet are
white Lott in vicinity of 1315
Kirkwood 753 1924

15. Articles For Sak-

6.Help-WW1
Automotive Service Manager
Must have minimum 2 years
college minimum 2 years
automotive management experience Salary negotiable
$1000 per month up Full
benefit package Call Action
Personnel, /53-6532
riendly Home Toy Parties now
n Our 26th year, is expanding
and has openings for managers
aed dealers Parts plan ex
oerience helpful Guaranteed
'cos and gifts No cash investfleet no collecting, delivering
At and phone necessary Call
.ollect. Carol Day 518-489
395
Help wanted, male or female
salesperson Lincoln Income
Life is a growth company looking for someone who is capable
of matching this growth Pro
motions available, but optional
Liberal starting compensation
with no limits on future earnings. Good fringe benefits like,
tree life insurance, tree health
insurance, free retirement program, good disability program,
paid vacation and sick leave
Must have a minimum high
school education and be 21
wears of age or older Murray
area available Phone Paducah.
444-6967
'teed women 21 or over to do
cleanup work at Murray Country Club. must be flexible. Call
436-2912. Monday and Tuesday after 5 pm
$40,000 to $50,000 per year
National company looking looking for distributors in 18 Kentucky counties. Part time or
full time Call 1-800-238-5329
Help wanted
Experienced
cook, morning or afternoon
shift. Will pay more than
anyone else for good help Call
Uncle Bill at 474-2259, Aurora
New Company opening in area
Excellent opportunity for part
time sales Call for interview.
March 12th, Holiday Inn. Murray. Extension 111. ,between 7
AM and 8 PM
Part time Secretary wanted for
United Campus Ministry, Call
753-6460 9 AM - 11 PM, Mon.
Fri.
Secretary. General typing and
filing duties. Submit resume
and photo to P.O. Box 1040 H.
WANTED
EXPERIENCED
SALESPERSON for sales
manager training program. We
are a 35 year old multi-million
dollar corporation If you consider yourself a good salesperson. enjoy meeting people, and
have lust been looking for the
right opportunity, please call
Mn Seabough, Vice-President
of Sates, for information.
Phone calls and interviews to
be Wednesday. March 11th at
the Holiday Inn, Mayfield. KY.
Phone 247-3700. room number
124. from 9 AM til 4 PM.
Wanted: Able bodied person to
work at bus station, four times
daily. 30 minutes each time
Please apply at 6th and Walnut
Streets.
7. Storage Bldgs.
Custom
Built
portabTe
buildings Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
Would like to take care of sick
or elderly person five days a
week, $500 per month. Phone
527-9073
Will do housecleaning while
you work. Monday. Tuesday.
and every other Friday
available, 8 AM to 2 PM. 6
hours work per day required
Have references and ex
perience 753-7694

For sale Combination bookcase
and desk $50 Captain s desk
$50. also a 12 hole Martin Box
$25 See at 1624 Olive Phone
753-1712 after 4 pm
Like new, Craig AM-FM stereo,
8-track, turn table, and
speakers. $125 Also a Craig
AU-FM stereo, 8-track, turn
table, and speakers. $50 Also
a small coffee table, $10. Call
753-8465.
Oresan chain saw chains, 3/8pitch for 16- bar, $7 99: for
20 ' bar. $8 99 Wallin Hardware, Paris
SACRIFICE' Atari t w odeo
game with 16 game cartridges,
$325, black & white t v $25
435-4150
Snapper mowr blades 26-.
28-, 30- or 33-, $5.99 each
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Typewriters for sale. IBM Eiecutive model D. Royal 5000
Selector, Sperry Remington
Selector, IBM Select Corrector
We have a few left so hurry!
Lile Real Estate, Aurora, 4742711.
Used office desks and chairs
Call or see lames Futrell at
753-7668 days. or 753-2394
nights Can be seen at 405
South 4th St

16. Home Furnishings
Black vinyl couch and chair,
$65. Juliett stereo. $50:
dinette set. $50 753-2469
Commodes, white A-grade,
$43.99.Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
G.E. small refrigerator, good
condition. Call 753-0594 after
5 pm.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery. 753-6760

19. Farm Equipment
1971 International 500 track
frontend loader with 4 in 1
bucket, new brakes and steering, in good condition 1-3545587
806 International tractor. 3000
hours, 6 pieces of equipment.
Extra nice. $17.000. Call 1534504 after 6 pm.
Number 56 International
planter. 4 row, fully equipped.
a so hn Blue sprayer. Call
3-8 0 after 6 pm.
Ti
5 hp, chain drive.
Briggs & Stratton engines. .
$23999 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Wheelbarrows. $19.99. $29.99;
$42.99, and 69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

20. Sports Equipment
Schwin Letour bicycle, excellent condition. Call 753- r
0594.
The Pistol People: Invest in a
feelmg of security, largest
variety, lowest priced. no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5,
Sunday 12-5.(502) 885-5914

22. Musical
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co..
across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
Repossessed- piano, balance
due or low monthly payment.
Leach's Music and T.V., your
authorized Lowrey Organ and
Piano dealer Phone (901)6426463.

CAIU

Ill

tr•

Used io
All types
pm
45 Watt
after 6 p

HODGE'S
to 6 PM,
by appall

21:TV

Assume
new Mag
$7 96 dr
1_V.
Sfibaing

R.C.A. t,
needs re
$225 or t

27

1969 Ala
2 bedroo
partly fur
(Mon
4740.

1974 D
home, 24
ed or vs
with bas
Very ear
Phone 1-:
1268 Si
mostly fu
753-8417
pm
Trailer on
2800 w
also city
with ext
$8500. Ca
12x61. Ti
fully fun
and strap
seen at Fc
or call 75;
1976 0
bedroom,
and living
electric pt
excellent
9538.

10x40 P
home. on
$120 per
deposit. C
Pm
For rent
furnished.
near Uns
3895
For rent
miles east
7881
Two bed
clean, apr
on 641 S
8436 aftei
Two bedro
ray, no pel
Two bedro
ly furnish
per month
5.

itriVa
For sale
condition'
Frigidare
Call 759-4

I/

Kelley's Termite
8 Pest Control
Phone 753 914

24. Miscellaneous
Purple Martin houses 6 roorn,
$24.99; 12 room. $3699. 18
room, $49.99, 24 room
Wallin Hardware •
$59 99
Paris

TOOLMAKERS WANTED

The Aircraft Engine Group of the General Electric Company is seeking experienced toolmakers who are interested in o challenging and exciting position with its
rapidly expanding Satellite Jet Engine Airfoils
Manufacturing Plant. Your experience should include
completion of on approved toolmaker apprentice
program or the equivalent, plus at least 4 years work
experience as o toolmaker, with a good working
knowledge of shop moth ond blueprint reading. G. E.
offers excellent wages, on outstanding benefit
package and many grwoth Opportunities. Forward your
resume to,
Novo. 4111

&morel Electric CoostosO
-Eamployos olotions

GENERAL

27 1 I
model 2'
drum
transmis
carb Ca
pm

\11111
ALI BUGS CALL

Used air-conditioner. Call 1539104 days or 753-1551 nights.
Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm
Want to buy small camper Call
753-5738 after 5 pm
Want to buy junk cars Call
• 474-8838.
15. Articles For Sale
For sale Trailer and lot or
trailer only. Dairy goat and 2
kids, 1949 Ford tractor and
some equipment. Call 7591789

Diamoa
carat so
in whiti
ed by I
retail $
will sell
buyers
after 2r
for sale
double
492-893

30. Bus

2

14. Want To Buy

2411

P.O. Ion 567
K y. 42431

ELECTRIC

AN f QUAL. OPepRYLJN,TY(UPEOYLR
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24. Miscellaneous
Diamond ring Women s half
carat solitaire engagement ring
in white gold setting Apprary
ed by local jeweler at $1895
retail $1295 wholesale Owner
will sell for $850 firm Serious
buyers only please 753-2615
after 2 pm
For sale 8'e20' flatbed trailer
double axles, $550 Phone
492-8930

it. Heating-Cooling

36. TrIr Rent Or Lease

For sale Ashlley wood stout
bought new this winter Call
492 8836 after 5 pm

Bock home, 415 South 8th
Street 'Murray
Has 3
bedrooms large basement area
ideal tor work shop Formerly
Stroud s Upholstery Shop 753
7852

X in

43, Real Estate

46 Homes For Sill

,
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)4.
00
nt
3.

la I
Fd.
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OS_
vs.

re.

19,
lin
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a
ist
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0.

1-0

c-e
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53. Services Offered

Three bedroom brick one block
trom University large kitchen
family room with lots of
'atitnets utility room with
washer dryer
hookup,
aluminum storm doors and
storm windows insulation in
walls and ceiling Firm cash
prke in $40's or can be financ•
ed for qualified buyer For appointment phone 753-5791 or
753 2649
Will trade 3 bedroom house in
city for smaller house in or out
of city limits For more infor
mation call 753-0960

Fop sale Popup camper sleeps Fence sales at Sears now Cal,
8 Call 489-2221
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate for your needs_
3/.1Wits. For Rent
52 kats and Meters Licensed electrician _
and gas in
Apartment for rent close to
22 Ft sailboat 502-554-5090 staliation heating installation
University $79 per month Call
and
repairs
Call
1531203
37. 1.1%
- estoc-k-Sup-Plies
after 4 pm
753-9138 or 753-5292
For sale 1532 Cobra Tunnel MOBILE NOME 611010115
Duplex for rent, all kitchen aP Four registered black Angus
Hull 150 Johnson motor Call underpinniag roof s sealed
pliances, central heat and air bulls each 921 months Call
patio awnings and house type
437 4365
Call 753 8146 Of 153-2437
436 2918
roofs for mobile homes 753
ShroatFor rent 2 bedroom partially For sale Registered polled
For sale 14 ft Aluminum 1873 Jack Glover
21 1 Rooster frame 1974 furnished apartment
fishing boat l's hp Elgin
close to Hereford bulls, cows with
Waldrop
model 250 Y1 Yamaha 7 piece University No pets Deposit
motor 436 2261
re calves. and heifers Rex Robin
drum set 2 Ford FMX golfed 1537809
Real Estate
son. Puryear IN 19011 207
16
Fiberglass Runabout with
transmissions one 600 Holley
0441941,& Idelmillo•
5487
es& ha Crier 75,1107
motor and trailer Call 753All
,ff•rl,
eell
carb Call 436 2568 after 530 Nice 2 bedroom apartment
iwargogii.1
near campus No pets Washer One year old filly, $500
5216
pm
4T.
Motorcyc
le
s
BEAUTIFUL CENTER RIDGE
dryer hookup Call 759-4535 or Registered Tennessee Walking
Call 73,-1139 er
in-hull, 140 hp
Used ice machine clearance 1527-1912 after 5 pm
Have you always wanted a For sale 1977 750 Honda
horse. black. 753-7810
753-6511.
inboard
,
outboard,
power
tilt
All types 502-554-5090 after 4
cabin
on
the
Super
"OK.
Sport
miles
lake but a dream
9 000
I'm ready. Turn on the news."
new
New 2 bedroom duplex, all kit- REE MAR ARABIANS Book
and trailer Sale or trade for
pm
house on the water lust cost tires
excellent
condition
Need work on your trees' ToPPchen appliances, outside your good mares for 1981
43. eVia.state
411ia1lstate
bass boat 759.1915
too much? Now you can afford $1300 753950/
45 Watt generator. 10 hp. Call storage references deposit No breeding season
ing, pruning, shaping, corn
Three
that
luscious
retreat
summer
or
after 6 pm. 753-3551
1980 Honda Express II best of 53,Sericei-OfWedstallions 753-6126
plete removal and more Call
pets 753-0814.
%.live there all year round This fer Phone
759-1158
BORER'S TREE SERVICE to+
25. Business-krvilif One bedroom apartment, fur. Registered Hereford bulls and
custom built home located
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING or professional tree care 153
among the trees of your 55 TM 400 Suzuki dirt bike 753- vinyl siding
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. 8 AM nished including water $50 females for sale. Henderson
and trim" 8536
3648 alter 6 pm
acres
features
3
bedrooms
to 6 PM, nights and Saturdays deposit $80 per month. Hereford Farm, Fulton, KY
with
753-1222
Aluminum trim for brick Professional
painting Highway 121 South Phone 901.479-2517
sauna. 2 baths, lush carpet 1974 Yamaha 175 dirt bike houses
by appointment 759-1425.
Jack Glover 753-1873 paperhanging paneling ComYD-MAJOR
/WM
screened-in
753-5405
porch. and $300 Call 753-7810
38. Pets-Supplies
26. TV-Radio
Bobs Home Improvement Set. mercial or residential 20 years
REAL
ACREAGE
153-E8S0T8A0TE
fireplace There are already
bedrcen)urnished apart- AKC Boxer at stud, proven sire.
Assume monthly payment on a One
FOR SALE
dock facilities and a private 1980 Yamaha YZ 80 good con vice Remodeling painting ce experience Free estimates'
ment. centr eat and air, low Boxer puppies available in
dition
Call
753-6996
mem work general home '159-1981
new Magnavox t.v., paying only
road Guess what' You can
Approximately 1331
utilities near University. $120 April or May. 753-0341.
"ProfeSslohal Services
maintenance and inspections SUNBIRD AIRLINES
$1.96 down Leach's Music &
have all this and the lovely fur- 48. Auto. Services
acres for sale only 5
With The Friendly mut-64
Daily
753-7114
month
per
Free estimates 753-4501
TN.. in the Jim-Adams
mture too for a reduced price Import Auto Salvage.
miles west of Murray
Dog obedience classes AKC
commuter flights between
68 73
A CHOICE
One bedroom furnished apart- German Shepherds and AKC
snopPing-center, Paris. TN.
of $59.500. Ready to move in? Volkswagen bumper. $20.
on the Butterworth
Murray
and
Nashville Call 489LOCATION
ment, clout to University Call Austrailian cattle dogs. Call
Call Spann Realty Associates. Toyota, Datsun, Opal. Cons.
Road. Lovely setting
R C A. t.v. combination. T.V.
• 2199
641 South. Newly listed
• Plan your Spring Wedding with•
753 7724
436-2858.
with 2 ponds, some
needs repair Will sacrifice for after 3 pm. 753-7418.
and Fiat and Simco parts Call • us early, end save.
2 lots (1003075 each I,
'sharpen hand saws and skill
See duplex to appreciate ex- Registered AKC Boxer pups
acreage in woods, and
$225 or best offer. 753-4098.
474-2325 after 5 pm. Monday• ,aro blades Call 753-4656
only a short distance
tras' 1906 Greenbrier Road_ 2 Call 269-2260.
•
some
CARTER
in
STUDIO •
pasture.
Friday.
27. Mobile Home Sales Bedrooms, furnished kitchen.
from,the city. ComWill do plumbing heating.
Fresh on the marketmercial or building
304 Mom
49. Used Cars
753-11295,
1
carpentry. and roofing 153
1969 Alan. 10x50. all electric, carpet. storage, washer and
ideal location. Phone
water
City
site.
FOR SALE
2211
2 bedroom bath with shower. dryer hookups, deck overlook1976 Blue Camaro LT. real
753-1222, Kopperud
available.
partly furnished, excellent con- ing wooded lot, deposit. lease.
Miniature
Dachshund
sharp 753-1934 or after 7 pm. COLDWATER LAWN & GARDEN Will haul driveway white rock
Realty, for all the inBOYD-MAJORS
OWNER
dition_ $2100. Owner. 753- $250 a month. 753-5791 or
753-1861
pupplies. Coll 437
SHOP Lawnmowers Roto- 'and Ag lime also have any type
formation.
LEFT STATE
REAL ESTATE
4740.
753-2649 for appointment.
4296.
By owner 1980 Chevrolet Cita- tillers chain saws expertly of brown or white pea gravel
ASSUMABLE
Close in, 3 bedroom
753-8080 _j
repaired Pickup and delivery Also do backhoe work Call
tion. 4-speed. p s p.b . a c
1974 Double wide mobile Small furnished apartment, inVA LOAN
newly
home,
purchased new 20 000 miles available 489-2853 8 AM to 5 Roger Hudson 753-4545 'it
home, 24x36, partially furnish- quired 100 South 13th St
Profeesione I Services
Economic, roomy
decorated
and
40. Produce
WM The Friendly Touch"
PM
753-6760,
753 6763
ed or unfurnished. All electric
home with beige colE
carpeted. Electric
with baseboard electric heat. Two bedroom townhouse apart- lowneismoommor
'tIIMIANNIIIIIIIIINNUNIIIININ
1
Concrete
block,
and
brick
ored
wof
Chevrolet
vinyl
1976
high
mileage
siding,
ment
Carpet,
range.
heat, over 171,3 sq. ft.
Very easily heated. $7500.
DESIGNED
JONES
extra clean, power steering. Basements. driveways. • slur"
aluminum eaves, and
I
Expert car and home
refrigerator, disposal, washer
of living area. Situated
3
Phone 1-354-6217.
FOR LUXURY
brakes, windows. locks. $2000. cellars, porches. 20 years e,
new
roof.
You
dryer hookup, central heat and
can
stereo repair.
FRUIT STAND
on 2 acre wooded lot.
1
Brand
new,
4
Can be seen at 1510 Sycamore./perience. 153-5476.
12x58 Scheville. 2 bedroom. air. Call 753-7559 or 753really be an energy
WORLD OF SOUND
Large living room,
i bedroom, 3 bath,
305 S. 12th
mostly furnished, $3800. Call 7550
fighter because the
1965 Corvette motor 1327 Cu. Do all types of plumbing large
222 S. 12th St.
conkitchen,
country
spacious
home,
753-3773
753-8411 between 8 and 4
central
gas
heat has a
in 1 includes headers, clutch or small lobs, all work guarTwo bedroom furnished apart753-5865
venient to shopping,
cypress
siding,
2
can
We are now open 6 . 2 days•
Dm
new
wood furnace as
and pressure plate, ready to in- nanteed. 5 years experience.
ment, quiet neighborhood, no
restaurant, and Fisher
garage.
week, wecrther permitting.
So
many
An auxiliary to the
stall. $600. Paris. 901-642- 753-5360
Trailer on 3 lots. 2 car garage. pets 753-8731
Price. In the CIO's.
Warning' Don't read this unless
Testis oranges. I a lb. bogs,
quality featuresmain system. Price
9265
28x30 wash house. 2 wells,
Tesos pink grapefruit, 13 lb.
General home repair. 15 years you re in need of roofing
Two bedroom basement apart.
fireplace,
central
elec.
just reduced $4000 to
also city water. Trailer 10x55
bogs. Florida
rine
ripe
1973 Chrysler Newport for sale, experience in carpentry. carpentry_ or electrical work
ment. furnished. 4 closets,
1 heat pump. central air
$30,000. Phone 753with extended living room.
tomatoes, lettuce, cabbage,
needs muffler. $300. Call after masonary plumbing, roofing. New or repair. All guaranteed
month including all
per
$225
conditioning.
range.
red
1222, Kopperud Realpeppers, red
bell
$8500. Call 753-8451.
6 pm. 753-3551
and siding. Free estimates, no Call Joe 753-9226 for free
utilities No children no pets
A Saving Home Gas heat
refrigerator, disposal,
potatoes,
cucumbers,
ty, for all the informaestimate
lob too small Call 474-2276.
1261, Two bedroom 2 bath, Girls or couple only. $100
makes
1974
Datsun
it
so
260-Z
good
dishwasher.
conruccini
carrots,
economical.
squash,
These
Large
lot.
tion.
fully furnished, underpinned ieposit. North 16th Extended
low energy bills will make for a a
celery, onion,. limes, lemons,
dition. $3750 Call 4374692.
Guttering by Sears. Sears con- Wet basement? We make wet
NI SOUTH
and strapped. $4600. Can be 753-1310.
red and yellow apples, candy,
Gas station - 3 car garage - quick sale of this home Come i Excellent site for
1968 Fairlane 500. 289 tinous gutters installed per basements dry work completeseen at Fox Meadows. No. E-11
nuts, melons.
see for yourself. .3 bedrooms. 2 I house, Mobile home or
Two bedroom_ unfurnished,
body
automatic,
or
air. 2 new tires. your specifications Call Sears ly guarenteed Call or write
cleanup
shop
Lease
or
W•
have
the
quality
and
call
753-7827.
or
Morgan Construction Co .
753-2310 for free estimate.
garage. in Murray, private locaEtusiness - 200'
buy on your, own terms. Will baths, study and den with back 1
5450. 474-8878.
you cant beat our price. We
Route 2 I3ox 409A. Paducah.
1976 Windsor trailer, 2 tion References, deposit, marhi2h w ity Frontage. 2
trade up or down for boat, to back fireplaces It has a kitInsulation
blown
Sears
in
bower food stomps. later,
by
For
1977
sale:
Thunderbird
bedroom. 1 bath large kitchen ried couples Call 492-8594
gorden p/ants.
camper, wrecker, truck, or chen with island double ovens
on these high heating arid KY 42001 or call day or night.
sewing room,, all this sitting on imitiiiitiiii 00000IiiiiiiiNINAMINIANI gray with maroon trim. 55.000 save
_
and living room, central air and after 6 pm
other land Call 759-1739
bills. Call Sears. 753- 1-442-7026.
cooling,
nights
Call
or
$3300.
miles.
shaded lot . Best of all owner
electric pole Broyhill furniture,
2310 for free estimate
Yards mowed and trimmed. Ex753-8080
Unfurnished
one
bedroom
753-0457
weekends.
financing available. Offered by shuntiiiiiiiiii mumlllll
41. Public Sale
excellent conditidn Call 153perienced. Free estimates 492StROUI INAS f y, inc
apartment. near University for
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
9538.
1970 model Nova. V8 K 6 K Stump Removal. Do you 8556.
rla Feeders sac, MO 55, 5ervo, S.
rent Call 753-8146 or 753- Sell one item or a hundred. Br- Pr memos
need stumps removed from
44.
Lots
For
Sale
Ityy.,
araort
Realtors
_753-1492
condition.
automatic
in
good
ing your salable items to New Pr
28. Mob. Home Rents 2437.
FARMS HOMES
or best offer. Call 759- your . yard or land cleared of 55. Feed And Seed
Concord Auction Barn. Monday
FOR STar---" $600
BUSINESSES
stumps? We can remove Hay $160 per bale Straw bal10x40 All electric mobile 34. Houses For Rent
Pr
753-8430.
4805
or
through Saturday. Antique
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
1974 - Schutt Mobile
Lot in Panorama Shores,
stumps up to 24- below the ed with wheat $125 Call 753home, on private lot in city.
items
Pr
sold
For rent. 2 bedroom house,
on the first Saturday
PROPERTY
1971 Pontiac Catalina. 56.000 ground leaving only sawdust
home with pull out for
overlooking
lake.
$120 per month rent. $120
4755
1614 Calloway. Murray. 492- of the month All else sold on Pr Listings needed! Offices
miles Call 753-2325.
extra living space.
and chips. Call for free
Water, septic tank, and
deposit. Call 753-2748 after 5
the
third
Saturday
the
monof
8225.
Coast to Coast. Buyers
Column
5
-6.-Fiee
electric
Central
heat
estimate.
Kemp
Bob
435-4343
1974
pm
Plymouth Salable.
driveway already in.
th. For information call 436- Pr from
Everywhere.
and air. Located on a
Free to good home. border Col
Custom small V8. 4-door ex- or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
Owner will finance. Call
Pr "Free" Catalog.
For rent 1260 Mobile home. House on north 12th Street 5353.
large wooded lot...exhe female Call 753-8793
cellent condition Call 753753-540S,
furnished, natural gas. nice. across from Captain D's. CouPr
STROUT REALTY
ple or with one small child. Yard sale. Friday and Saturday.
cellent buy!
1419.
ALUMINUM
near University Phone .753Free'
Fore 9 week old puppies
.1•4/ 1 Erman Seske,
13th and 14th. from 9 fit
Call 435-4138.
46. HOIlleS For Sale
1077 Skyline - 14x70
1717 Celdwer1•• 115/
mixed Terrier and Beagle Will
3895.
1963 Studebaker Lark 48 000
SERVICE CO.
items, infant through size Pr
Baby
Cr
By owner Three bedroom miles good condition Can be
with central heat and
be extra small dogs Call 753Aluminum and Vinyl
For rent- 3 bedroom trader. 5 12 room. 2 baths. older home, 6 clothing, adult clothing.
7S3-0186
less than 1 block from M.S.U.
Pr
brick two baths walk-in seen at 2115 Gatesborough.
air, has house type
2504
miles east of Murray Call 753household items, furniture.
Siding Custom Trim
Aernm•
Central heat, refrigerator and
closets and much storage'
roof with large
57. Wanted
7881
1978 Third Town Landau.
and other items. Sher- Pr
Work References, Coil
stove, air-conditioner. garage, toys
throughout insulated to TVA loaded,
covered concrete
small V8 good gas
Forest,
wood
Will Ed Bailey 753
Looking for female to share
Two bedroom trailer, very garden. Will consider sub renstandards Priced in the $50s
225 Acres with cropland
patio. Large, beautiful
mileage, low miles Call 7530689
rent at nice duplex Rent $150:
clean. approximately 23.'2 miles tal of roomss.Call 753-5885 43. Real Estate
For appointment call--753creek_ some fencing and some - lot with city water.
7261.
Call /591962 after 6 30
on 641 South. No pets. 753- after 5 pm.
2937
Close to town.
Prestigious older home and 5- timber. blacktop road frontage
1973 Volkswagen. excellent.
8436 after 5 pm.
By owner 3 bedroom brick
One bedroom, furnished house. room garage apartment on southeast of New Concord
1978 Holly Park - 3
CASH
FOR
COINS AND GOLD
$2000. 1972 Buick Skylark,
Two bedroom trailer, near Mur- $90 per month. $35 deposit. large business lot at 602 Main Owner financed at less than
located at 522 South 6th St needs paint
bedroom, 2 bath with
lob. $550 Call
SILVER & GOLD COINS
ray, no pets Call 489-2611.
403's South 8th St. 753-5750. Suitable for four or more bank rates John C Neubauer.
Low 530's Call 753-8262.
living room addition.
436-5869
Realtor 1111 Sycamore. 753COINS FOR COLLECTORS
Central heat and air.
Two bedroom trailer, complete- Redecorated house available businesses, office or residential
Brick, 3 bedroom. 2 baths for1975-1v Volkswagen RabC •
suites Immediate possession 0101 or 753-7531
ly furnished, very nice. $150 immediately.
Fully furnished. This
mal living room. etc on 4 acres
No
pets.
MINT SET ETC.
an-conditione
4-door,
yellow.
Bondurant
Call
$43.500
C
0
per month Call 753-8964 after References. deposit. $150.
close to town on blacktop road
is the Cadillac of all
condition
good
Call
753-189f
LOANS
753-9954
753-3460.
Realty.
ON PAWN TENS
MADE
or
"
mgm141..
5.
Married couple. 753-7551.
mobile
homes. Combination garage and
zukuto
50.Trucks
!Red
SUBDIVISIONS
FINEST
workshop
ready
Hours:
$52,500
Mon.-Sat.
9-9
753-1746
Located
on
a
large
lot
29. Heating-Cooling
Two bedroom house, stove and
to move into, no remodeling or
after 6 pm
, with city water, good
1978 Chevy Luv truck Cd
refrigerator
furnished,
deposit
Sunday
1-6
For sale Used central aircleaning up necessary See this
753-1222
garden spot, fruit
For sale by owner 3 bedroom 753-9648or 753-6084
conditioning unit. Also used required. $175 month close to 3 bedroom. 1'7 bath home on
trees, and grape arcollege.
house near MS U 753-8955 1966
Call
after
753-2967
5
Courier. - $1000.
Frigidare deluxe refrigerator.
extra large lot. Featuring large
bor. Close to town.
for appointment
Dm.
Automatic. 6 cylirlder. 753.
SPACE
Call 759-4024
family room, large living room
Olympic Plaza Murray
1111•1111=1111111111
Three bedroom. 4 miles west of fireplace sundeck
7810
753-7113
WITH GRACE
and fenced
1:11
FOR SALE:
Murray on 94 garden spot.
Light up your life with
30. Business Rental
drive.
Chevy
3,
1973
4-wheel
yard Owner leaving town Price
Murray
-Calloway
Good frame home with
recently redecorated. available
this 5 bedroom home
Ion . 4-speed power steering.
reduced to sell now. OR LOOK
County Realty
asbestos siding, new
March 15 $225 per month. AT
power brakes, no rust $1350
THIS 3 bedroom, 2 bath -in Canterbury Estates,
(502)7534146
Call 753-4406 or 435-4_119.
roof,
condition,
in
fair
3000
Over
sq.
ft. of livincludes taxes and license.
with private 1 bedroom apart304 111 12th St
locust
Two bedroom house, gas heat. ment All city unities but no ciChur•
near
Grove
ing area in this roomy
Also 1968 Chevelle Malibu.
Stone,* Space
Morrey y 420/1
•PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
air-conditioned, carpet, stove. ty taxes Private patios and
ch. Will sell very
family home. Living
$175 Call 753-8127.
is.,, Cgs. 1115 7118
Far Rent
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
refrigerator. 2 blocks from shady back yard add to your enreasonable.
To
be
room, large eat-in kit1,05<5. Nam 151 5175
1976 Dodge Van. customized.
University. No pets. $200 mon753-4758
•LE A DING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
loon. Is... 751 7401
moved or torn down.
chen, den with
-Wsfalre
I thly, $100 deposit. 489-2244. ioyment of this reasonably pric
58.000 actual miles. $2950
565r1ey •14•551 713 1043
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Hermon K. Ellis, 753.
ed home Call Spann Realty
fireplace, 19'x17'
tioemaler 110c1rommtr
Call
1-354-6217
7511171
5451 or 753-2934.
Free Deli.
on Presc ..tions in Cit. limits
Associates, 753-7724
game room, storage
Oar 0 11.•551 Sniff
1979 Datsun King cab pickup
galore, and large con759-1915
crete backyard patio
Pardee' a Thurman
1965 Ford pickup 6 cylinder.
for those summer
Insioranc•
3-speed, good condition $450.
6
16tP2''
cookouts. Offered well
Real Estate
Al4 ‘.0..1 641
.
Call 436-2802
below
replacement
Factory Direct - Coast to Coast
Soutlishie Cart Sq. 8
At-r0
1966
stepside
Ford
for
sale
or
L.
P.
Miller
(Acress from Connotively C
Reduced
cost.
St.
225
to
Best Otrairty S. Lowest Prices
Murray, Keatucky
trade 90% restored 425
$74,900. Phone 753- Professional %tykes - Easy Terms
Specializing in Senior Citizens
753-4451
New Shipment of Roses,
engine Call 753-0373
1222, Kopperud Realty
Hwy. 641 S. Paris, Tn.
Phase*: 642-2211
THIS„e-,.e.oce000ca
19/1 InTernational Huai van
Open Hours
for courteous, compeShrubs & Houseplants
22*. 106 model good condi
THIS IS IT' Near schools Near
tant real estate serMon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Azaleas $1.75 and
lion price $299595 Call i901)
churches. Near grocery Low, vice.
8-12 753-3685
642.7190 ask for extension 45
bills Gas
maintenance
LIVE AND
Fruit Trees $4.99
Now Taking Applications
or 7
heat. Fireplace 3
EARN
For Appointment
Tomato.., pepper cabbage cauliflour brocFor
bedrooms Price? Low
Fight inflation with
coli, b
I sprouts, lettuce, bedding plants,
$30's Give us a call today at
this brick duplex with
72 (hey. Tandem
Dogwoods, shade trees, fruit trees, grape
753-1492 at' CENTURY 21
central gas heat and
Truck,
Dump
79
vines, flowering shrubs, shrubs, evergreens,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors
central electric air.
Ford F.150 4x4.
/ houseplants, hanging baskets, African Violets,
Each side has two
end cactus.
29 Acres of good
753-5699.
bedrooms, large living
West Ky. Polled Hereford
Negri 9 °elver/ Smeary
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
producing form land
room and kitchen901 7112 34114
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom hanAssociation Show and Sale
with nice 3 bedroom
mpers
dining room combina,
dicapped units.
ranch style home
tion. Enjoy owning
March 14, 1981
For sale Deluxe Starcrat
Apply Mee Fri 1 I • ir re I p
Priced reasonoble
your own home and let
popup trailer in top condition
West
Kentucky
Livestock
&
one
side
help
pay
your
Thermostatically controlled
The Village, 641 North
75341198
1.1.55•41 1'5 NAN. wow of oh.
Expo Center, Murray Kentucky
mortgage. Priced in
heater
gas elect lr
i•
V. Ton wow... SM. 5155•
502-437-4157
the mid $40's. Contact
refrigerator, clothes closet
Irim le. no 1
1 51
1105•1
20
Bulls - 40 Females
sae
Kopperud Realty. 711
custom kitchen cabinet
Nun! Housing Opportunity
0.44//".
SHOW 9:00 A.M.
&reopens anmAcimi..1
custom curtains heavy deli
Main,753-1222.
SALE 12:30 P.M
-tires $2500 436 2261
le••shers bevelopses
A.. I ere& is sew thes
acreage Weal Ihe emb•
disuses
taic•ted • eit
Wiserell
leir•d
lead
Slogs wood
Drivel. Mils
report, whim property
developed deemlid mese 15.
34 lots Soper% lonollimi
melees this good i••••61,00
i.e cbs /*twee Coll today

-;3rcf

Ch.

51. Campers

MI

753-8080

I

GOLD AND SILVER PAWN SHOP

WALLIS DRUG

II"

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

JUST ARRIVED!

CAME SALE

•

•

Hutchens
Plant Farm

ures..ratee), 44ati la al, Oa)

.1.t...aavott. I a

orGOODAylfEAN

Contemporary Artworks Of
Morgans To Be Exhibited
A seiecUun of contemporary
artworks from the private collection of Mr and Mrs. James
Morgan of Morgan Gallery
will be exhibited in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery at Murray
State University March 16
through April 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan, prominent collectors and art
dealers in the Kansas City
area, have loaned approximately 100 works to the Murray. State Department of Art
for the exhibition.
Since their gallery opened in
1969, the Morgans have acquired an extensive collection
of work representative of artists presently determining
the course of contemporary
art.
Artists whose works are included in the collection are
Chnsto, Chuck Close, John
DeAndrea, Jasper Johns.
Marilyn Levine, Duane
MichaLs, Nathan Oliviera,
Picasso,
Robert
Rauschenberg,
George

RR ikt) 14:11T) Ru cf-,, Louit
Wesselnian, H. C. Westerman
and William T. Wiley.
A variety of programs have
been scheduled in conjunction
with the exhibit to discuss the
relationship between contemporary art and life.
The Morgans will present
slides of their collection and
discuss the role of the art collector and dealer in a program
at 7 p.m. Monday. April 6, at
the Paducah Art Guild.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan will
continue the discussion at 7
p.m. Tuesday, Apnl 7, M
Room 423, of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at Murray
State.
An art panel discussion of
contemporary art is scheduled
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, April
8, in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. The panel will consist
of individuals in the university
community. Dr. William D.
Parsons, dean of the College of
Creative Expression, will
serve as the moderator.

The panelists ;re Dr. Terry
H. Foreman, chairman of the
Department of Philosophy and
Religious Studies and professor of aesthetics at Murray
State: Harry L. Jackson, an
art collector from Bowling
Green; Michael Watts, director of the Paducah Art Guild,
and Susan Hilt, free-lance
writer in Kansas City'.
Additional
information
about the panel discussion
may be obtained by telephoning Dr. William Lew, Department of Art, Murray State,
5021 762-3784.
Interpretative tours fo the
exhibition may be arranged
by telephoning Professor
James Stickler, Department
of Art, Murray State i 502) 762:3784.
Gallery hours are 7:30 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Fri
day,10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. 01
Sunday.

qourA/ ARC AtON(71

SERVICE STORES

Semi-Annual

INVENTORY
CLEARANCE
STORE WIDE
SAVINGS
YOU CAN'T
AFFORD
TO MISS!

SALE PRICE!

P.ROCLAMARoni

29

Whereat', childhood 15
deilelop Interests, skill5, the time to
and antitades Alt
will last a iffetime

Size 0711.14
Maelrion,Plus
St 77 FEY tio
t,i0 needed

78
Power Streak
mocietlisovoat
078-14 tits some

viiereas, tiromyk
meaningful art
activities, children, develop
'ihitutii'e _self
expeaszint, cream',
myleaaluation,
diacipline and a heightened appwi
ation
of neauty, and,

Cutlass. Le
Mans,Volre.
Pacer, Hornet
Grand Prix,
Challenger,
Grernlin. Aspen, Comet
Zephyr Monarch.

Save On

Whitewall Savings, Too!
/omit
Striae 78
Si.. F78-15
$2 20 FET
Nu !rale needed

'3450

tiade neelle0

or the city

lifateriv 13 limy/Le
y/37r

friurray, Xy.

proclaim

uiztq

RADIAL SALE

*refill

,4/tank, 1981 as

Aier 1140111Z71

•
PROCLAMATION - A variety of activities for Youth Art Month are planned by MHS
art teacher Betty Scott in recognition of the importance of art. Students will be entering their work in four major contests and an open house displaying student work
will be held. The student art month celebration is being observed nationwide.
Photos bo, Nita Baugh

Everything you've
always wanted in
a Seafood Platter...

•43.43. `"ThT,Y.

Stu F78-15
$225 FEY 'NO "
trade neeited

Catalina

WhItewalls,Tool
St 71 FEY

Nov,/ Therefore .1

85

Power Streak 78
TODAY
F78-15 fits some models
of .
Impala. Caprice.
Chevelle
Century, Riviera. La
THRU
Sabre'
Cordoba. Le Baron. New
Yorker. Diplomat.
SATURDAY! rt, Toronado.
Delta 88
Omega Fury Fire-,
bird

*3095 PEA111.

Whereas, tke importance 4 art in
education, ii Widely mognried,

SAVE WITH
F1DENCE!

SALE FOR LIGHT TRUCKS

Sum

Steel Belted
Radial Tiros

SALE
PRICE

Plus PET.
No trate
moeleal.

P165/75R13
P165/75R13
P155/80R15
ER78-14
FR78-14
FR78-15
GR78-15
HR78-15
LR78-15

T tempo Black wall
Tiempo Whitewall
_Tiempo Blackwall.
Custom Tread Whitewall
Custom Tread Whitewall
Custom Tread Whitewall
Custom Tread Whitewall
Custom Tread Whitewall
Custom Tread Whitewall

$47.20
$49.65
$50.45
$59.40
$62.10
$63.00
$69.30
$74.70
$81.90

$1 61
$1.61
$1.66
$2.22
$236
$2.44
$2.61
$2.80
$3.05

blackmail
Size

Tire

Type

PET
SALE PleaIrate
PRICE No
Needed

7 00 15

Rib Hi-Miler Tube-Type LA C $45.00

G78-15

Tracker LT

G78-15

Tracker XG Tubeless LA C $55.50 $3.23

8 00-16 5 Tracker LT
7 50 16

Tubeless LA C $52.00 $3.11

11eaa...

Tubeless LR C $61.00 $3.15

Rib Hi Miler Tube-Type LA D $62.00

8 75 16 5 Tracker LT

$2.75

Tubeless LA D $67.00

$3.53
$382

$10 TRADE IN
As Low As

G.E. 13" Diagonal
Color TV

Ask tor our tree battery check

Power House
Battery

Size
22F

A top-of-the-line battery that's nearly
maintenance free rely ever needs
water during its long service life
Delivers twice the power of many new
car batteries

$349

$84

Model 1417

Trade-to applies to aii
grove Sizes
Semple Buy
$OO BS 22F roe once
10.00 Minus Trade

G.E. 12"Diagonal
Black & White TV
Model OM

SOUNDESIGN Home Music Systems

20% OFF

/mailable la elan to lit lest !tuella and 501811, Cin

ALL FLOOR SAMPLES

WHEEL SALE

SUPERIOR California Wire

Sue 14 16
Model 5568

Heavy Duty Washer
Lint Reducer
The classic look for any car - European
inspired design in triple-plated chrome
steel 72 spoke basket easy removal for
cla sing By Superior - your California
Connection Lug nuts not included

SpeCial $299

Moelei 0422

Family Size Refrigerator
0° Freezer

Sue 15 .6

4for $204

• Filter Flo' system reduces lint
• White • Reg & perm press
cycles • 3temps 3 water levels

• 136 cu tt • While • Automatic
defrost refrigerator section

Thru Acirll 19, 1981

• Crispy Fish
• 2 Tasty Shrimp
• 2 Tender Scallops
• Fresh Cole Slaw
• Crunchy Hushpuppies
• Golden Fryes

Just Say'Charge It'

IIMINE.7111111•
- III

GOODYEAR REVOLVING CHARGE ACCOUNT
Use any of these 5 other ways to buy MasterCard Visa
• American Express Card • Carte Blanche • Diners•Club

The Goodyear
Service Store

'Ni 1-111

cLonggohnSilverN,
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 S. 12 St.- Murray, Ky.

S. 1 2th Street Murray, Ky.
Open Monday thru Saturday 7:30a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
•
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